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ABSTRACT
The subject of this thesis is the interactive and visually coherent augmentation of
live camera images. Considering the dynamic environment, the goal is to embed
virtual objects seamlessly into the given image data. For this, it is necessary to
precisely acquire the geometry and material properties of the real surfaces in
order to subsequently perform illumination simulations in this reconstruction.
During the preparation and creation of visual eﬀects in the ﬁlm industry, this
real-world information already plays a signiﬁcant role and enables a believable
combination of virtual and real elements. Since capturing the information is not
trivial and a correct lighting simulation is time consuming, a simpliﬁed visual-
ization of objects without regard to the real environment is used to achieve inter-
active display rates in case of augmented reality. In many applications, such as
evaluating virtual design prototypes, this simpliﬁed visualization is insuﬃcient.
The most correct rendering possible, that also considers the real surrounding of
the virtual objects, is necessary to serve as a basis for decision-making.
Accordingly, this dissertation explores new approaches to capture the real-
world environment of virtual objects and, based on this, to realize a coherent
interactive visualization. Particular attention is paid to direct and strong indi-
rect light sources, which have a signiﬁcant inﬂuence on the appearance of the
virtual objects. The current state of the art is based on diﬀerential rendering, in
which global light transport simulations are conducted to determine the inﬂu-
ence of virtual objects on the real environment. The methods developed in the
scope of this dissertation are based on that technique, too. However, they are
designed to produce high-quality yet highly performant augmentations that are
suitable for interactive use on mobile devices. Because of the development and
dissemination of mobile devices, which provide many sensors and interaction
possibilities, they became an extremely relevant platform for augmented reality
solutions in various areas of our everyday life as well as for professional usage.
The methods presented in this dissertation seize the potential of the mobile plat-
form and use it in a way that no other previous publication has demonstrated.
The core of the presented work are two physically-based augmented reality
rendering frameworks: A distributed system that outsources the acquisition of
the environment and the computationally expensive extraction of light sources
to a stationary PC. The resulting compact parametrization of a lightweight illu-
mination model is constantly updated and transmitted to mobile devices, which
use their own computing capacity for an interactive and individual presentation
to the user. The second system is based on a mobile device equipped with a
depth sensor. It does not require any additional hardware. The environment is
recorded as a three-dimensional point cloud, which is then used as input for light
simulation methods. The adaptation of GPU-based Monte Carlo rendering pro-
vides a trade-oﬀ between quality and performance, and thus interactive display
on mobile devices as well as a photorealistic rendering, that is otherwise known
only from oﬄine methods. Furthermore, a method for estimating unknown color
transformations of cameras is presented, which is used during the scene acquisi-
tion to measure surface radiance with high dynamic range. They are also used
as a color adjustment between virtual and real objects, making the boundaries
harder to perceive and the augmentation more seamless.
This dissertation introduces new methods that improve augmented reality
rendering on mobile devices in terms of quality and performance. Thus, they
improve the current state of the art and oﬀer new possibilities for applications in
many ﬁelds in which interactive and coherent visualization of virtual elements is
of great importance, e.g., for the visualization of design prototypes, architecture,
interior design, cultural heritage as well as in museums and exhibitions.
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ZUSAMMENFASSUNG
Gegenstand dieser Dissertation ist die interaktive und visuell kohärente Erwei-
terung von Live Kamerabildern um virtuelle Objekte. Unter Berücksichtigung
der teils dynamischen Umgebung, besteht das Ziel darin, die hinzugefügten Ele-
mente möglichst nahtlos in die gegebenen Bilddaten einzubetten. Hierfür ist es
notwendig, die Geometrie und die Materialeigenschaften der realen Oberﬂächen
genau zu erfassen, um anschließend Beleuchtungssimulationen durchzuführen.
Während der Vorbereitung und der Erstellung von visuellen Eﬀekten in der
Filmindustrie spielen diese realweltlichen Informationen bereits eine bedeutende
Rolle und ermöglichen eine glaubhafte Kombination aus virtuellen und realen
Elementen. Da das Erfassen der Informationen alles andere als trivial und eine
korrekte Beleuchtungssimulation zeitaufwendig ist, wird im Falle von Augmen-
ted Reality häuﬁg auf eine stark vereinfachte Visualisierung von Objekten ohne
Berücksichtigung der realen Umgebung zurückgegriﬀen. Dies ermöglicht das Er-
reichen der zwingend erforderlichen interaktiven Darstellungsraten. In vielen
Anwendungsfällen, wie z.B. dem Evaluieren von virtuellen Design Prototypen,
ist diese vereinfachte Visualisierung ungenügend. Eine möglichst korrekte Dar-
stellung der virtuellen Objekte in der aktuellen realen Umgebung ist notwendig,
um als Entscheidungsgrundlage zu dienen.
Dementsprechend untersucht diese Dissertation neue Ansätze, um das real-
weltliche Umfeld von virtuellen Objekten zu erfassen und darauf basierend, eine
kohärente interaktive Darstellung zu realisieren. Besonderes Augenmerk liegt
dabei auf den direkten und starken indirekten Lichtquellen, die einen wesent-
lichen Einﬂuss auf das Erscheinungsbild der virtuellen Objekte haben. Eine
Beschreibung der Lage und Intensität dieser Lichtquellen ist unabdingbar, um
eine korrekte Verschattung zwischen virtuellen und realen Elementen der Sze-
ne zu berechnen. Während viele aktuell genutzte Verfahren annehmen, dass
sich die Lichtquellen in unendlich weiter Entfernung beﬁnden, ist es Ziel die-
ser Arbeit ohne diese Annahme auszukommen und damit auch eine korrekte
Nahfeldbeleuchtung zu ermöglichen. Der aktuelle Stand der Technik basiert auf
Diﬀerenziellem Rendering, in dem globale Beleuchtungssimulationen durchge-
führt werden, um den Einﬂuss von virtuellen Objekten auf die reale Umgebung
zu bestimmen. Dieser Einﬂuss beinhaltet neben Verdeckung und Verschattung
auch indirekte Beleuchtung, die durch die Reﬂexion von Licht zwischen realen
und virtuellen Elementen entsteht. Auch die im Rahmen der vorliegenden Arbeit
entwickelten Verfahren beruhen auf dieser Technik. Sie zielen aber darauf ab,
qualitativ hochwertige und gleichzeitig performante Bildsynthesen zu erzeugen,
die für den interaktiven Einsatz auf mobilen Geräten geeignet sind. Durch die
Entwicklung und Verbreitung von mobilen Endgeräten mit einer Fülle an Senso-
ren und Interaktionsmöglichkeiten, stellen diese eine äußerst relevante Plattform
für die Augmented Reality Lösungen in verschiedensten Bereichen des alltägli-
chen Lebens und für den professionellen Einsatz dar. Die in dieser Dissertation
vorgestellten Beiträge greifen das Potenzial der mobilen Plattform auf und nut-
zen es in einer Weise, die in bisher keiner anderen Publikation demonstriert
wurde.
Kern der vorliegenden Arbeit sind zwei physikalisch fundierte AR Rendering
Frameworks: Ein verteiltes System, welches das Erfassen der Umgebung und die
rechenintensive Extraktion von Lichtquellen auf einem stationären Computer
auslagert. Die resultierende kompakte Parametrisierung eines leichtgewichtigen
Beleuchtungsmodelles wird permanent aktualisiert und an mobile Geräte über-
tragen, die die eigenen Rechenkapazitäten für eine interaktive und individuelle
Darstellung von virtuellen Objekten nutzen. Das zweite System basiert auf ei-
nem mobilen Gerät mit Tiefensensor und kommt ohne zusätzliche Hardware aus.
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In einer Initialisierungsphase wird die Umgebung als dreidimensionale Punkt-
wolke mit Oberﬂächennormale und Leuchtdichte für jeden gemessenen Punkt
aufgenommen. Diese Rekonstruktion wird im Anschluss als Eingabe für ver-
schiedene Lichtsimulationsverfahren genutzt. Die Adaption von GPU-basiertem
Monte Carlo Rendering für die Anwendung in Augmented Reality Szenarien
ermöglicht einen Trade-oﬀ zwischen Qualität und Geschwindigkeit und damit
sowohl interaktive Darstellung auf mobilen Geräten, als auch eine photorealisiti-
sche Darstellung, die sonst nur aus Oﬄine-Verfahren bekannt ist. Des Weiteren
wird ein Verfahren zur Schätzung von unbekannten Farbtransformationen von
Kameras vorgestellt, was während der Aufnahme genutzt wird, um Leuchtdich-
ten mit hohem Dynamikbereich zu messen. Während der Darstellung, wird die
geschätzte Transformation als Farbabgleich zwischen virtuellen und realen Ob-
jekten genutzt, wodurch beide Teile visuell besser verschmelzen und die Grenzen
damit schwerer wahrnehmbar werden.
Diese Dissertation stellt damit neue Verfahren vor, die Augmented Reality
Darstellungen auf mobilen Endgeräten visuell als auch aus Sicht der Perfor-
manz verbessern. Sie ergänzen damit den bisherigen Stand der Technik und
bieten neue Möglichkeiten für Anwendungen in vielen Bereichen in denen eine
interaktive und kohärente Visualisierung von virtuellen Elementen von großer
Bedeutung ist, z.B. Visualisierung von Design Prototypen, Architektur, Innen-
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The creation of immersive artiﬁcial worlds is part of human history for a
long time, starting with stories and tales that where passed down orally, over
paintings showing events in the ancient past or the far future, and literature of
any kind that fascinates and absorbs the reader. Mainly driven by newer media
forms, such as movies and games, virtual environments based on computer
generated three-dimensional content became more and more popular in the
last decades. With the technology evolving, virtual environments are getting
increasingly realistic – at least in terms of visuals and sometimes audio. The
degree of immersion in such artiﬁcial worlds is currently seeing a new boost
by the recurring popularity of tracked head-mounted displays that allow the
users to change their vantage point as they would do in the real world. The
term Virtual Reality (VR) however, stands for a broader concept than just
spectating a realistic virtual world:
VR environment is one in which the participant-observer is totally
immersed in, and able to interact with, a completely synthetic world.
Such a world may mimic the properties of some real-world environ-
ments, either existing or ﬁctional; however, it can also exceed the
bounds of physical reality by creating a world in which the physical
laws ordinarily governing space, time, mechanics, material properties,
etc. no longer hold.
—Milgram and Kishino [MK94]
With increasing capabilities of mobile devices, these virtual worlds and their
unbound possibilities can be reached at any time from any place. However,
they are detached from our physical surrounding and thereby detached from
our daily life [SH16]. To be able to use this technology to ease real-world
problems, to provide meaningful information about complex tasks or simply
to enhance collaboration and the transfer of knowledge concerning aspects in
the local environment, a connection between virtual elements and our phys-
ical surrounding is most desirable. This kind of connection is the intrinsic
motivation behind Augmented Reality (AR).
Whereas virtual reality (VR) places a user inside a completely
computer-generated environment, augmented reality (AR) aims to
present information that is directly registered to the physical envi-
ronment. (AR) goes beyond mobile computing in that it bridges the
gap between virtual world and real world, both spatially and cogni-
tively. With (AR), the digital information appears to become part of
the real world, at least in the user’s perception.
—Schmalstieg and Höllerer [SH16]
1
Creating this connection between the real and the virtual world is the great
goal and some people might argue that this is done for a long time and it is
well known from special eﬀects in movies, where computer generated content
is added to real-world footage [SH16]. But this is not true when considering
AR in the most widely accepted interpretation. According to Azuma, three
criteria have to be fulﬁlled: the combination of real and virtual, interactive in
real-time and registered in 3D [Azu97]. This allows AR to be used as interac-
tion technique, anchored in the real world and independent from the speciﬁc
technical realization. Ideally, we will have access to all kind of information
without the need of any buttons or screens. Instead, AR will allow to interact
with virtual objects as we do with real ones in a very natural and intuitive
way.
According to Azuma’s deﬁnition, special eﬀects in movies lack the impor-
tant aspect of interactivity. By incorporating techniques developed in the game
industry, movie companies are working on interactive experiences, but mainly
in the context of VR. However, video sequences with special eﬀects that took
days to compute single frames several years ago, are getting more and more
feasible in real-time with today’s technology, so eventually, producing immer-
sive experiences in real-time is only a matter of time. The big challenge in AR
is the augmentation of our personal environment that is not directed by movie
producers. It requires sophisticated techniques to reliably understand the in-
dividual, complex and more or less unknown real-world environment we are
currently working and living in. Therefore, it is an interdisciplinary challenge,
that involves not only computer graphics and computer vision or computer
science in general, but also expertise from the individual ﬁeld of application
(see Section 1.1).
Also because of the role of movies and games in the development process,
the focus is mainly on the visual (and aural) aspects. Despite the fact, that AR
is not restricted to visual augmentations – nor are visual super-impositions
required at all, this thesis concentrates on the visual appearance of virtual
objects in an augmented world. More precisely, the presented work focuses
on visual coherence in augmented reality. For many years, visual coherence is
one of the research topics in focus of the computer graphics community. With
the goal of photorealistic augmentation, various methods have been developed
to insert virtual objects into a view of the real world so that they blend in
seamlessly. Sophisticated methods exist, that allow for plausible global illumi-
nation light transport simulations – the foundation of photorealistic render-
ing – at interactive rates, but only on non-mobile platforms. Mobile devices
like smartphones and tablet PCs, that became part of our everyday life, have
all properties required for AR though. They are portable and can be used
wherever we need them, they have sensors that allow for registration in our
3D world and they can display the virtual elements in the live camera stream
that shows the real environment. Using the integrated camera, such a device
can act like a “porthole window” into an augmented real world as suggested
by Fitzmaurice et al. [FZC93].
In the past, when virtual objects are inserted, their appearance is often
inconsistent with the real environment, especially in mobile AR. To achieve
coherent augmentations, there are three major topics we need to deal with: ge-
ometric registration, photometric registration and camera simulation [SH16].
Geometric registration of the virtual content and the real world is the founda-
tion of coherent AR applications. It involves a pose estimation of the camera
in the real world and its projection parameters. Given these parameters, we
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Figure 1.1: Demo Scenario for Distributed Near-Field Illumination
The tablet camera shows the real world, augmented by virtual objects with
consistent illumination, displayed at 27Hz. By using a tracked device, the
user can move the tablet freely in the augmented real world and interact
with the inserted objects (see Chapter 5).
can automatically provide several important visual cues while rendering vir-
tual objects, e.g., relative size of objects and perspective. This allows us to
focus on occlusions, shadows and shading to achieve a seamless blend of vir-
tual and real objects. Camera simulation takes the physical behavior of the
camera into account. As cameras in mobile devices cannot be compared to
professional DSLR cameras – or even the human eye – in terms of quality,
mainly because of size and price, we need to deal with various kinds of arti-
facts that inﬂuence our view into the real world and thereby the augmented
world presented to the user. While this issue is addressed in Chapter 7, the
main topic of this thesis is the aspect of photometric registration: It describes
the interaction of light between the real world and the virtual augmentations.
This involves the acquisition of the real environment including geometry, ma-
terials and light – ideally, the plenoptic function introduced by Adelson and
Bergen [AB91]. Based on the captured data, light simulation approaches can
be used to compute the appearance of the virtual objects in the real environ-
ment and their virtual inﬂuence back on the real scene. Figure 1.1 contains
a result of the approach described in Chapter 5. The virtual objects are illu-
minated by the acquired environment light and thereby look very similar to
their real counterparts. From the point of view of classical computer graph-
ics, this is the main problem on the way of achieving a seamless blending of
the perceived appearance of real and virtual objects. Especially, in dynamic
environments this results in a very complex and challenging task:
Estimating real-world lighting and applying it to virtual objects is a
key element of visually coherent rendering in AR. In the real world,
shadows change, as people and objects move, and lighting changes, as
lamps are switched on and oﬀ.
—Gruber et al. [GVS15]
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So far, a consistent illumination that handles both dynamic scenes and dy-
namic lighting conditions eluded the mobile platforms and several applications
would beneﬁt from such mobile systems. The main contributions of this thesis,
presented in Chapters 5 to 7, include several techniques that seek to ﬁll this
gap by providing high-quality mobile AR at interactive performance.
1.1 application areas
Possible applications for AR are nearly everywhere. Depending on the partic-
ular use case radiometric coherent rendering of virtual objects is not always
necessary as many scenarios beneﬁt from stylized visualizations. Common ex-
amples are working instructions and step-by-step guides that help users to
accomplish their tasks (see Figure 1.2a). This includes maintenance and stan-
(a) Instructions (b) Process Visualization (c) Construction Plans
(d) Navigation (e) Translation (f) Head-up Displays
(g) Enhancing Print Media (h) Interactive 3D Exploration
(i) Interactive 3D Anatomy (j) Therapy (k) Overlaying Scans
Figure 1.2: General Applications for Augmented Reality
There are various applications in the industry as well as in the educational
and medical sector, but also related to traveling and sports. Image cour-
tesy of (a) VRSafetyLimited, (b) Klimant et al. [KKS17], (c) Scot-
tishConstructionNow, (d) DaimlerAG, (e) QuestVisual, Inc, (f) Re-
con Instruments, (g) NMYMixed-RealityCommunicationGmbH, (h)
Microsoft, (i),Microsoft (j) Juan et al. [Jua+05] and (k) TUMünchen,
respectively.
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dard repair procedures but also instructions in manufacturing. Besides the
guidance and training of users or workers, AR can also be used for in-place
visualizations of processes happening inside of machines and devices [Kol+17]
(see Figure 1.2b). Similar to that, we can use in-place visualization of existing
or future water conduits and power supply lines to support workers and plan-
ners during the construction or maintenance of buildings (see Figure 1.2c).
There are various applications for travelers, including navigation by dis-
playing lines and arrows directly on the street (see Figure 1.2d), labels that
show the location of the next cafés around you and in-place translations of
text that is written in a language you do not speak (see Figure 1.2e). Related
techniques are also relevant for sports, where player names can be annotated
or lines, distances, trajectories and any other information useful to spectators,
can be displayed while the game is running. AR can also be useful to ath-
letes themselves when considering head-up displays for cyclist or runners for
instance (see Figure 1.2f).
While these examples do not necessarily require coherent rendering, other
areas can beneﬁt from it. In addition, there are applications where a coherent
appearance is critical to success, and there are also cases in between. One of
them is the ﬁeld of education and training. The classical transfer of knowledge
with the help of texts and images can be supplemented by 3D animations and
interactive visualizations (see Figure 1.2g). Compared to images or videos, the
object of interest can be observed from arbitrary angles and manipulations by
the user can help to discover functionality by trail and error without the risk
of breaking anything (see Figure 1.2h). For some professionals, like surgeons,
a more realistic visualization during training might help to prepare better for
future real-world scenarios, which starts with anatomy classes (see Figure 1.2i).
There is also potential for the usage of AR in the treatment of psychological
disorders [Jua+05]. One example is the treatment of arachnophobia by con-
fronting patients with their fear in a controlled situation that can be adapted
to the patients progress and stopped at any time (see Figure 1.2j).
Interesting scenarios also arise with the demographic change in western
societies. AR can help in the sector of informal care, by supporting family
members that take care of their eﬀected relatives at home by following pre-
deﬁned or remote instructions from experts [JP16]. Other applications in the
ﬁeld of medicine include overlaying medical data from various scans directly
on the patients body (see Figure 1.2k). This can be used for illustration pur-
poses while informing the patients about their condition or during surgery, so
that the surgeon can keep his gaze on the instruments rather than turning
towards monitors.
We primarily aim for applications which require correct illumination at ev-
ery location in the scene, and a perceptively plausible lighting is probably not
suﬃcient. Such applications can be found, for example, in interior design and
architecture, by presenting convincing in-place visualization of the designer’s
vision (see Figure 1.3a). We can also support private users, who want to re-
furnish their homes and would like to know how the sideboard or sofa looks
in their own living room (see Figure 1.3b). You can ﬁnd several apps in the
stores that allow this already, but they usually lack coherent illumination.
In the ﬁeld of coherent AR rendering, we are not limited to reproduce the
real-world light condition for shading virtual objects. Instead, we also aim for
changing real-world materials, adding new light sources like additional lamps,
but also supporting the planning of a wall breakthrough for new a window for
instance (see Figure 1.3c). Without adding any new furniture, these examples
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(a) Architecture Visualization (b) IKEA Place App (c) Wall Breakthrough
(d) Prototyping (e) AR Prototyping (f) Retail
(g) Games (h) Movie Production (i) Marketing
(j) Aged Colors (k) Damaged Reliefs (l) Stolen Art
(m) Visiting Historical Sights (n) Partial Objects
Figure 1.3: Applications for Coherent Augmented Reality
Photorealistic AR can enhance applications in architecture, home furnishing
and retail as well as the prototyping for design and development. Market-
ing, movie productions and games can also beneﬁt from improved coherence.
Furthermore, new possibilities in the ﬁeld of cultural heritage will emerge
along with new forms of presentations in museums and exhibitions. Image
courtesy of (a) Urbasee, (b) Ikea, (d) Jaguar, (e) Microsoft, (f) Re-
activeRealityGmbH, (g) Microsoft, (h) DisneyEnterprises Inc., (i)
Microsoft, (j) dpa, (l) Museumof StolenArt, (m) NoReal.it and (n)
CIMMIQuebec, respectively.
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already impact the global lighting condition within the scene. Being able to
precisely predict the result would open up new possibilities.
The same applies to other design processes, for example in the automotive
sector, where building real prototypes is expensive and time consuming. Vir-
tual prototyping in real-world conditions would improve the decision process
(see Figure 1.3d and 1.3e).
Similar to the furnishing example, nearly every kind of home shopping ex-
perience could be enhanced by having coherent AR product presentations, like
with a sophisticated AR wardrobe (see Figure 1.3f). Furthermore, the research
is relevant for AR games, as users expect more and more enhanced graphics
(see Figure 1.3g). Coherent AR can also be used in movie productions or in the
process of creating a theater play by providing previews of the ﬁnal scene and
the created mood to the director at early stages (see Figure 1.3h) – besides
the obvious marketing purpose (see Figure 1.3i).
Another important area of application is cultural heritage and the usage
in museums and exhibitions. Bringing back virtual versions of lost or de-
stroyed artifacts would open up new possibilities. Visitors as well as profes-
sional historians can see and discuss about how certain objects must have
been looked like centuries ago before they got damaged or aged over time (see
Figure 1.3j to 1.3n). In addition, conferred exhibits can still be displayed using
virtual replicas in form of interactive 3D objects, that can be observed from
all angles, rather than showing showing simple placeholder images. Of course,
it is also possible to take virtual exhibits out of the museum to investigate
them in an arbitrary light condition.
1.2 problem statement
With ARCore1 and ARKit2, augmented reality is getting more attention
these days. Nevertheless, (photorealistic) AR has been a topic of research for
more than 30 years now [Nak+86] and various sophisticated methods have
been presented that address coherent rendering. Plausible real-time augmen-
tations of live camera streams that blend seamlessly however, are not yet
satisfactorily resolved, especially for mobile devices. While several methods,
reviewed in Chapter 4, address partial aspects of that great goal, the state-
of-the-art is still far from being able to augment arbitrary environments in
an interactive, plausible and coherent fashion. To get closer to that goal and
to enable the presented applications, the following problems have to be ad-
dressed:
problem 1: environment acquisition As this is the main diﬀer-
ences to VR and the classical rendering for games and visualization purposes,
the acquisition, recognition and understanding of the real-world environment
is of particular importance for AR. In the context of visual coherence, the
problem consists of the reconstruction of the geometry and materials of real-
world objects and in determining the current light condition. Assuming that
individual components do not change over time eases the problem. However,
the eventual goal is to enable augmentations in fully dynamic environments.
Speciﬁcally, the high dynamic range of radiance present in real environments
and the complex view-dependent material properties of real surfaces are the
main challenge while addressing this problem.
1 Google. ARCore. Project Website, 2017.
2 Apple. ARKit. Project Website, 2017.
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problem 2: illumination of virtual objects by the envi-
ronment Given a complete reconstruction of the real environment, the
illumination of virtual objects can be computed by classical light transport
simulations. In case of an incomplete or estimated reconstruction, the plau-
sible rendering of virtual objects is not yet solved without user speciﬁed in-
formation. Even when achieving correct light transport results, the perceived
appearance of virtual objects may not be optimal due to properties of the
sensors that acquired the environment data in the ﬁrst place or due to the
display component that presents the ﬁnal image. For coherent augmentations,
the AR system has to account for these unavoidable limitations.
problem 3: relighting of the real environment Inserting
virtual objects has a global impact on the light transport within the scene.
Light paths are blocked or redirected when hitting the new element. This re-
sults in mutual light interactions between virtual and real objects, which are
notable as shadows and reﬂections of direct light from the sources, but also
from light that bounced one or multiple times of the virtual or real surface.
To determine these eﬀects correctly requires global light transport simulations
that rely heavily on a proper scene reconstruction. Given a sophisticated rep-
resentation of the scene, there is still an immense computational eﬀort – a
problem shared by all areas that aim for photorealistic rendering.
problem 4: interactivity and mobile devices Solving Prob-
lem 1 to 3 is not straightforward. Additionally, we are interested in provid-
ing these coherent augmentations at interactive rates, so that a user can ex-
plore and manipulate the virtual elements. To ensure this necessary property
[Azu97], especially on mobile hardware, we have to concentrate on the most
perceptible properties ﬁrst and thereby maximize the visual coherence with
the limited computational power. The essence of this problem is well known
in many areas, not just computer graphics: ﬁnding a compromise between
quality, performance and resource consumption.
1.3 summary of contributions
The methods developed and presented in this thesis address the aforemen-
tioned problems and thereby form a step towards the goal of reaching interac-
tive coherent augmented reality. This dissertation explores new methods for
acquiring the illumination condition in the current scene and for making that
information available to AR rendering pipelines. While focusing on visually
coherent results, we concentrate on physically-based simulations that provide
a common interface for future works, that build upon our methods and many
other techniques in the ﬁeld of physically-based rendering. The developed al-
gorithms and systems are designed for the usage in interactive systems, but
also for scalability to have a long term impact and relevance for future, more
powerful and capable hardware generations.
distributed near-field illumination In this work, we present a,
distributed illumination approach for consistent illumination of virtual objects
with direct light, indirect light (color bleeding) and shadows of primary and
strong secondary sources. Due to constraints of the mobile device, we split
the computation into two parts: First, the real-world radiance is captured by
a number of High Dynamical Range (HDR) video cameras that are placed at
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diﬀerent locations in the scene such that each part of the scene is visible to at
least one camera (addressing Problem 1). The acquired image data is evaluated
on a stationary PC and parameters for an illumination model are transferred
to the mobile devices. Here, in the second step, the consistent illumination for
the virtual objects is computed and displayed to the user at interactive frame
rates (Problem 2 and 4). This also involves shadows cast from virtual onto
real objects and vice versa, which is part of Problem 3. In summary, our main
contributions are:
– a new distributed approach for interactive photorealistic AR under
dynamic real-world environment lighting
– and a lighting model for correct near-ﬁeld illumination with compact
parametrization to be transferred to one or multiple display devices.
tiled frustum culling In this part, we mainly focus on Problem 4
and show how to reduce the computational cost per reconstructed light using a
combination of tile-based rendering and frustum culling techniques. Assuming
a lighting model based on discrete sources, like the one in our distributed
illumination technique, we identiﬁed the possible region of direct inﬂuence
by such a light as the shadow volume deﬁned by the light and the virtual
object. Exploiting this observation results in a considerable performance gain,
in comparison to the previous technique. The suggested data-structure, which
provides information about relevant light sources for particular regions on the
screen, also encourages the use of a more recent tile-based forward rendering,
which to our knowledge is being applied to AR for the ﬁrst time. This, in turn,
allows the display of translucent virtual objects, which has not been supported
by our system so far and thereby targets Problem 2, too. In summary, our main
contributions are:
– two culling strategies to speed up the previous system without intro-
ducing an additional bias
– and tiled forward shading for eﬃcient AR rendering with support for
transparency, correct alpha blending and multisampling.
natural environment illumination The previous methods re-
quired a more or less complex hardware setup, including a tracking system,
additional cameras and a stationary PC. We also required a manual recon-
struction of the scene geometry and materials. Since then, our goal was to
avoid this hardware setup to increase the acceptance and thereby to expand
the possible ﬁeld of application. In this last part, a system of techniques is
presented, which allows to acquire the environment and to apply the gathered
data for coherent rendering using a single mobile device. While the Monte
Carlo-based rendering (see Section 2.6.2) aims for high quality renderings
that consider a global light transport, we suggested a scalable approach that
can produce convincing augmentations while maintaining a barely interactive
experience on the mobile device. This part of the thesis thereby concentrates
mainly on the Problem 1 to 3. By estimating the unknown internal processes
of the mobile camera sensor, we also provide a ﬂexible tool for color adjust-
ment between diﬀerent devices. This allows coherence in terms of camera
simulation [SH16] for various scenarios that involve diﬀerent hardware, e.g.,
a professional scanning device and arbitrary display devices, which would be
especially useful for the mentioned cultural heritage applications. In summary,
our main contributions are:
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– an estimation of the unknown image optimizations performed by mo-
bile camera sensors,
– the usage of this estimation to acquire the HDR radiance of an entire
scene consistently with respect to a reference frame,
– a Graphics Processing Unit (GPU)-optimized surface normal estima-
tion by local least squares plane ﬁtting,
– the introduction of impostor tracing [Szi+05] for photorealistic AR
rendering, combined with GPU importance sampling [CK07],
– the usage of a new sampling strategy tailored for AR, which makes
use of the observations in tiled frustum culling
– and using the inverse operation of the estimated camera optimizations
to reduce notable diﬀerences between virtual and real objects in terms
of perceived color and brightness.
1.4 publications
Most parts of this dissertation are already published in peer-reviewed confer-
ence proceedings or as journal articles. The four papers in which I am second
author, are only loosely related to AR. The rest of the following publications
are directly relevant for this thesis and are incorporated in Chapters 5 to 7. Al-
though in these sections “we” is usually meant as “the authors”, I contributed
the presented methods, unless otherwise indicated.
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The remaining parts of this thesis are organized as follows: Chapter 2 in-
troduces fundamental basics of light transport and related work on classical
light transport algorithms as well as real-time techniques. Chapter 3 contin-
ues with fundamentals in mixed and augmented reality. Chapter 4 provides
an overview on techniques used for coherent AR. This includes approaches for
reconstructing the local scene, i.e., geometry, materials and light, a section
on diﬀerential rendering, and a review of related work on interactive coher-
ent rendering. Chapter 5, 6 and 7 form the core of this thesis and cover the
developed techniques of [Roh+14, Roh+15], [RG15] and [RJG17], respectively.
Each of them is explained in detail and evaluated independently. Chapter 8
concludes this dissertation with a summary and a section on yet unsolved
problems in coherent AR rendering.
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2
FUNDAMENTALS IN L IGHT TRANSPORT
2.1 radiometric quantities
In this chapter, the most important radiometric quantities for rendering are
introduced, based on the deliberations of EricVeach [Vea97]. Throughout
the presented dissertation, as in most other works in the ﬁeld of computer
graphics, light is described by geometric optics, i.e., the particle theory. Even
though this covers most of what we see in our everyday life, some eﬀects
like diﬀraction or ﬂuorescence can only be explained by also considering wave
optics or quantum optics, respectively. Note, that the notation used in this
thesis is simpliﬁed and thereby informal. One issue is that light quantities
are treated as continuous functions, although photons are actually discrete
elements. Since we are dealing with large numbers and photons in rendering,
this is not a problem in practice [PJH16]. For a more formal and detailed
development of the here presented quantities as well as more complete ex-
planation of light models and light transportation theory, I refer the reader
to the very well written dissertation of EricVeach [Vea97]. Before starting
with the quantities the basic concept of the solid angles and the notation for
spherical integrals are explained. The second part of this chapter gives an
overview of fundamental light transport simulations and real-time approxima-
tions that are relevant for the related work in AR as well as for the developed
techniques presented in the main part of the thesis.
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solid angle An angle α in the 2D plane can be described by two rays
sharing the same origin. It is measured by the quotient s/r, where s is the
length of a spherical arc around that origin at radius r. As the circumference
of a circle with radius r equals 2πr, the angle of a full circle is 2π measured
in radians [rad], a dimensionless SI derived unit. Generalizing this idea to 3D
leads to the solid angle Ω, deﬁned by the quotient in Equation (2.1). Here, A
is a part of the surface area of the sphere like s was a part of the circumference
of the circle. Since the total surface area of a sphere equals 4πr2, the solid






The angle in 2D can also be interpreted as a set or bundle of all directions
between the two outer rays specifying the arc. Similarly, the solid angle can
be interpreted as set of directions in 3D. When this set shapes a cone, the
area on the sphere surface becomes a spherical cap. In general, this regular
shape is not required, so the solid angle of an arbitrary shaped area S on the
sphere surface can be calculated as a surface integral, where θ and ϕ are the











sin θ ∂θ ∂ϕ.
Furthermore, the solid angle of an arbitrary oriented object subtended at a
point c equals the solid angle of the projection of that object onto a unit
sphere with center at c. The solid angle can then be computed by the same
surface integral.
In the following, a solid angle into direction (θ,ϕ) will be denoted as ω.
Consequently, for an integral over a sphere, originating at position x on a













where θ measures the angle to the surface normal N(x) at point x. The basis
for the measurement of ϕ is arbitrary in rotation invariant cases or depends
on other surface properties like tangent directions.
The tangent plane at the surface point x divides the sphere into two hemi-
spheres, namely the upward hemisphere, indicated by a H+ as subscript and
the downward hemisphere, using a H−. Hence, H+
−
is used for integrals over
the entire sphere.
radiant flux It is deﬁned as the total amount of radiant energy Q
per second. Flux also describes the total amount of energy passing through
a surface per time. The radiant ﬂux, denoted by Φ, is measured in joule per







This implies that the radiant energy Q is also a function over time, measuring







Figure 2.1: Projected Area
The visible area of the surface element at x decreases with the cosine of
angle θ between the surface normal N (x) and the direction of the viewing
angle ω. This is also known as Lambert’s cosine law.
irradiance and radiant exitance Deﬁned as radiant ﬂux per unit









Even though the parameter x is often omitted, the quantity is always deﬁned
with respect to a point x on the surface. The term irradiance also implies
the measurement of incident energy, which is often restricted to the upward
hemisphere speciﬁed by the surface normal N(x). However, through emission
and scattering, both hemispheres can be involved and the restriction depends
on material model used.
When energy is leaving the surface, the term radiosity denoted by the sym-
bol B or radiant exitance M is used. The latter is preferred, because it avoids
confusion with the light simulation technique (see Section 2.6.7).
radiant intensity Since the energy emitted by light sources is not dis-
tributed evenly over all possible directions, this quantity is used to describe
the emitted ﬂux depending on the angle of observation θ, which is usually
measured in some local coordinate frame of the sender, e.g., the angle to sur-
face normal in case of area light sources. More general, the Intensity measures
radiant ﬂux emitted, received, reﬂected or transmitted per solid angle and its








A hypothetical isotropic point light source, used in many applications because
of their simplicity, emits ﬂux equally in all directions. Thereby, its intensity





radiance Perhaps the most frequently used and the most important
quantity for light transport is the view-dependent radiance, deﬁned as the
ﬂux per projected area per unit solid angle:
L(x,ω) =
∂2Φ





Measured in [W/m2 sr], radiance can also be deﬁned as intensity per projected
area. To compute the radiance of a surface point x observed from a small
solid angle ω, we could count the number of photons per unit time (the ﬂux)


















(a) Solid Angles (b) Radiance
Figure 2.2: Solid Angles and Radiance
Visualization of a solid angles originating at the sender and the receiver (a).
Applying this notation to the deﬁnition of radiance (b).
of ω. Projecting the real surface area at position x, we are interested in, onto
that small hypothetical surface, leads to a smaller area to be measured. The
exact decrease in area depends on the angle of observation, which is accounted
for by the cosine term (see Figure 2.1). In summary, the radiance emitted or
received by an inﬁnitesimal surface area depends on the orientation of that
surface, deﬁned by the surface normal N(x) and the viewing angle, where θ
measures the angle between the normal and the direction of ω.
There is a fundamental diﬀerence between incident and exitant radiance,
observed at the surface. The ﬁrst describes a “set of photons” – actually
ﬂux – just before arriving at the surface, whereas the second speciﬁes a “set
of photons” right after leaving. The relationship between them – deﬁned by
the Bidirectional Scattering Distribution Function (BSDF) (see Section 2.4) –
can be very complex depending on the model used to describe the material.
Incident and exitant radiance are distinguished according to the interpretation
of the parameter ω. Li(xi,ωi) is used to describe radiance visible at surface
point xi from direction ωi, whereas Lo(xo,ωo) denotes outgoing radiance, the
radiance at surface point xo observable from direction ωo.
2.2 computing light transport
It is useful to deﬁne the solid angle subtended by an arbitrarily oriented (small)











where θ is again the angle between the direction of ω and the surface nor-
mal. The distance between the origin of ω and the center of the opposing
surface element is again denoted as r. The subscripts used for both deﬁni-
tions indicated whether the cone of the solid angle starts at the center of
the sender patch and spans to include the receiver or vice versa. An (·)o is
used for all quantities measured at the surface with outgoing light including
the solid angle that originates at the sender. For quantities measured at the
receiving surface, where light is incident, the subscript (·)i is used. Applying
this notation to the deﬁnition of the radiance in Equation (2.4) leads to:
Lo(xo,ωo) =
∂2Φo→i
∂Ao cos θo ∂ωo
, (2.6)
where a small sender surface located at xo, observed from an outgoing solid
angle ωo, is considered (see Figure 2.2b).
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Changing the perspective allows to compute irradiance at the receiver in-
stead. Therefore, we deﬁne an extended function that describes the radiance
based on the center positions of the sender and the receiver elements, with
distance r = ‖xi − xo‖2, as well as the solid angle based on Equation (2.6):
Lo→i(xo,xi,ωo) =
∂2Φo→i




∂Ao cos θo ∂Ai cos θi
(2.7)
⇒ Lo→i(xo,xi,ωi) = ∂
2Φo→i
∂Ai cos θi ∂ωi
. (2.8)
During this transformation, Equations (2.5) have been used to switch the
solid angle from the sender to the receiver. The notations, typically used for
radiance, can be deﬁned by the following simpliﬁcations. Note, that radiance
is generally dependent on the sender and receiver elements. Yet one of the
parameter is omitted, as the solid angle encodes redundant information. The
receiver position xi is omitted for the function of outgoing radiance Lo(xo,ωo)
and vice versa for the incoming radiance. The subscripts at L and x are usually
also neglected to get an even shorter notation, since the index of the solid angle
is suﬃcient for a unique deﬁnition. Note, however, that the positions xi and xo
in the equations above are diﬀerent, and so are the x in the shortest notation:
L(x,ωo) := Lo(xo,ωo) := Lo→i(xo,xi,ωo)
L(x,ωi) := Li(xi,ωi) := Lo→i(xo,xi,ωi) .
From Equation (2.7), we can derive the Basic Law of Radiometry and Pho-
tometry, which emphasizes that the ﬂux transmitted from the sender to the re-
ceiver is proportional to the radiance. The proportionality constant is deﬁned
by the orientation, size and distance of the corresponding surface elements.
This means, that if the emitted ﬂux of a sender is doubled, the surface will
appear twice as bright when observed from the receiver position:
∂2Φo→i = L(x,ωi)







However, the more interesting relationship can be derived by inserting the




⇒ ∂E(xi) = Li(xi,ωi) cos θi ∂ωi. (2.10)
which eventually allows to compute the irradiance from incoming light of
an inﬁnitesimal solid angle ∂ωi at a receiver position xi. Analogous to the
visualization of the radiance in Figure 2.2b, the irradiance computation is
illustrated in Figure 2.3a. Integrating Equation (2.10) over the upward hemi-
sphere allows to compute the irradiance at the position xi based on the total















(a) Irradiance (b) Rendering Equation
Figure 2.3: Irradiance and the Rendering Equation
Quantities and their notation for computing the irradiance at surface element
x (a) and for the evaluation of the rendering equation (b). Note, that the
naming convention for solid angles in (b) is coherent. First, we consider
x to be receiver of incident light from ωi in accordance to (a). Then, we
consider x as sender of light towards to observer solid angle ωo, as visualized
earlier in Figure 2.2b. Hence, we refer to the surface element just as x, when
considering incident and exitant radiance.
The resulting integral of Equation (2.11) is the foundation of the most impor-
tant formula for physically-based rendering and light transport simulations,
the Rendering Equation (2.12) of Kajiya, which models the interaction be-
tween light and matter in a general way [Kaj86]:
L(x,ωo) = Le(x,ωo) +
∫
H+





The outgoing radiance L(x,ωo) at position x on the surface, e.g., towards an
observer in direction ωo, is composed of the self emission, Le(x,ωo), and the
accumulated reﬂected incident radiance from all directions ωi in the upward
hemisphere above x. Compared to Equation (2.11) the irradiance of a single
solid angle is weighted by the material response, the Bidirectional Reﬂectance
Distribution Function (BRDF) fr(x,ωi,ωo), which controls how much of the
incident light is reﬂected into a certain outgoing direction and thereby is
responsible for modeling the appearance of the material at position x. The
BRDF and the more general BSDF will be discussed in Section 2.4. Figure 2.3b
shows an illustration of the sphere integral and the corresponding quantities.
Note, that the deﬁnition of the outgoing radiance at point x depends on
the radiance of any visible point in the upward hemisphere. These in turn also
depend on all points in their upward hemisphere, including x. Hence, there is
a recursion that has to be evaluated to an inﬁnite depth at which it describes
the equilibrium of light in the scene. Since this is not feasible to compute,
the problem is reformulated, simpliﬁed or computed to a certain depth of
recursion as described in Section 2.6.
Before getting to the BSDF and to the Lambertian emitter, the last part of
the section on fundamental terms and deﬁnitions, connections to the repre-
sentation of light in photometry and colorimetry are drawn.
2.3 spectral radiance, photometry and colorimetry
As stated earlier, we use geometric optics to describe light in compute graphics.
Nevertheless, it is possible to consider diﬀerent wavelengths when simulating
light. This leads to the deﬁnition of spectral quantities and one more variable
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to integrate during the light transfer computations. The spectral radiance for
instance is deﬁned as follows:
Lλ(x,ω,λ) =
∂3Φλ
∂A(x) cos θ ∂ω ∂λ
,
where Lλ is the derivative of the radiance with respect to wavelength, Lλ =
∂L
∂λ .
Even though the wavelength is not considered in most computer graphics ap-
plications, it can have strong visual impact. For instance when incident white
light is scattered at a dispersive prism resulting in a spectrum of refracted
colors because of a wavelength-dependent refractive index. This is important
for rendering objects made of glass or gems like jewelery. For the deﬁnitions





Most of the applications in computer graphics descretize the spectrum in three
channels: red, green and blue respectively. Note, that the computation is not
only simpliﬁed by using three instead of an inﬁnite number of wavelengths
but the channels are also treated independent of each other. This means there
is no energy transport between the diﬀerent color channels. However, the way
the spectrum is discretized is well deﬁned in the connected ﬁelds of photometry
and colorimetry.
While radiometry is the study of the propagation of electromagnetic radi-
ation dealing with radiation of all wavelengths, in photometry the light as
perceived by the human eye is in focus. So the interval of wavelengths be-
tween 380nm and 830nm is of particular interest. The human eye is not
sensitive to wavelengths outside of this range and the sensitivity varies within
the interval. Additionally, the perceived brightness for diﬀerent spectral com-
ponents diﬀers slightly between individuals. Assuming that the sensitivity to
all wavelengths can be modeled by a single curve that works for any human,
the Commission Internationale de l’Eclairage (CIE) proposed the V (λ)-curve
[Int96]. This curve can be used as weighting function to convert between ra-
diometric and photometric quantities [Rei+10]. As an example, the luminance
which is the photometric equivalent of radiance, can by obtained by:




The base unit of photometric quantities is lumen [lm] instead of watts used for
the radiometric counterparts. The unit of luminous intensity is called candela
[cd], which is deﬁned as lumen per steradian [lm/sr].
The luminance, as deﬁned above, measures the brightness perceived by
humans. Since we are interested in colored rather than monochromatic images
and because of a varying sensitivity for diﬀerent wavelengths, experiments
have been conducted in the ﬁeld of colorimetry to understand and model
the human color vision. Eventually, the CIE deﬁned the x¯y¯z¯-color-matching
functions3 that can be used for weighting radiometric quantities, just like the
V (λ)-curve, to ﬁnally obtain CIE-XYZ color triplets which are the foundation
for other color spaces used in practice. The RGB-colors and sRGB-colors for
instance, which represent a subspace of the XYZ domain, can be obtained by
3 CIE, 1931 Standard Colorimetric Observer. ISO Standard, 2017.
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applying standardized transformations. For sRGB this can be a simple linear
matrix deﬁned by the International Telecommunication Union (ITU)4. For
more details I refer to HDRI book of Reinhard et al. [Rei+10].
In this thesis the radiometric terms are used as it is common in computer
graphics literature even though we are interested in images perceived by hu-
mans and most of the computations are conducted in RGB space. Therefore,
the wavelength is ignored and quantities are interpreted as scalar functions
for each color channel.
2.4 bidirectional scattering distribution functions
When a photon hits the surface it is either reﬂected, refracted or absorbed.
The properties of the material deﬁne the probability of the individual events.
In case of absorption, light is transformed into another form of energy, such
as heat5. Since we are only interested in visible light, the absorbed energy
is usually not regarded in computer graphics. The remaining light energy is
scattered, i.e., reﬂected back into environment or refracted through the surface
into the object.
When all scattering events happen at the hitpoint, the scattering can be
described by a local model. In practice, “at the hitpoint” means that light,
which is entering matter, will leave within the sampling area, i.e., within
the same pixel, resulting in a relaxation of the constraint. A BSDF is such a
local model, deﬁned as multi-dimensional function that models this scattering
behavior. It can be expressed as ratio between outgoing reﬂected radiance and





When light is not refracted and thereby is either absorbed or scattered back
into the incident hemisphere, the behavior can be described by a simpler class
of models, the BRDFs denoted as fr. This is obviously not true for translu-
cent materials like glass or ﬂuids such as water. To model the behavior of
refracted light another class of function, the Bidirectional Transmittance Dis-
tribution Functions (BTDFs) denoted as ft, are used. To draw a connection
between these models, a BSDF can be considered as a union of two BRDFs, one
for each hemisphere, and two corresponding BTDF; or simply as a practical
generalization where BRDF and BTDF are special cases [Vea97].
Some semi-translucent materials like marble, wax, thin leaves or human skin
are prominent examples that show multiple scattering events beneath the sur-
face before the light is exiting at a diﬀerent position. Hence, they cannot be
described properly by local models. To model these volumetric eﬀects, further
material properties need to be deﬁned, which can become very complex in
case of inhomogeneous media. The more general Bidirectional Surface Scat-
tering Reﬂectance Distribution Functions (BSSRDFs) can describe non-local
scattering behavior for the rendering materials, such as marble, skin, milk,
etc. Compared to Equation (2.13), a BSSRDF therefore depends on diﬀerent
locations for incident and outgoing light [Jen+01]:
S(xi,ωi,xo,ωo) .
4 ITU. ITU Recommendation BT.709, 2017.
5 Absorbed light can also be re-emitted. In computer graphics, this eﬀect is modeled as part
of the diﬀuse scattering.
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However, for this thesis, we are mainly concerned about opaque objects
and therefore apply a set of simple BRDFs. These models have some known
properties that are important for physically-based rendering. A BRDF that
fulﬁlls all three of them is considered to be physically plausible [Lew94]. The
corresponding properties in the context of BSDFs are discussed in the thesis
of EricVeach [Vea97].
positivity The value of a BRDF is not negative. Since the value is related
to the probability of reﬂecting incident light into a certain direction, the value
itself has to be positive or zero:
fr(x,ωi,ωo) ≥ 0. Positivity ofBRDFs(2.14)
energy conservation The total amount of energy reﬂected by a sur-
face must be less or equal to the incident irradiance. A non-emissive material
cannot emit more light than received:∫
H+





helmholtz reciprocity BRDFs are symmetric. Hence, changing inci-
dent and exitant direction does not change the amount of reﬂection:
fr(x,ωi,ωo) = fr(x,ωo,ωi) ∀ x,∀ ωi,ωo ∈ H+. Symmetry ofBRDFs(2.16)
Based on these properties we can now deﬁne some basic physically plausible
BRDFs that will be used throughout this thesis: One of the easiest reﬂectance
models is the Lambertian reﬂectance, which assumes that incident light is
scattered equally to all directions in the upward hemisphere. Hence, the re-
ﬂectance is independent of the observer direction ωo and looks equally bright
when seen from arbitrary positions. The model is also referred to as diﬀuse





where the constant reﬂectance coeﬃcient ρd is used to control the color of the
modeled material. The factor 1/pi is used for normalization and can be derived
by integrating the left-hand side of Equation (2.15). For a constant reﬂection
of fr(x,ωi,ωo) = 1, the result of the deﬁnite integral equals π. To ensure the
energy conservation, the reﬂectance is scaled by the reciprocal.
The simplest of all reﬂectance functions is the perfect reﬂection. It follows
the well-known Law of Reﬂection: θi = θo and thereby describes the material
of a perfect (tinted) mirror:
fs(x,ωi,ωo) = ρs δ(ψ) ρs ≤ 1,
where δ is the Dirac delta function and ψ is the angle between ωo and the
ideal reﬂection direction. δ(ψ) is inﬁnity if ψ is zero and zero otherwise. To
control the color of reﬂections, or to mimic absorption, the specular coeﬃcient
ρs is used. If components of ρs are less than one, we get a tinted mirror that
appears to ﬁlter light of certain wavelengths.
Such a perfect mirror can be seen as a smooth conductor or as a smooth
metal surface. If the metal is rough instead of perfectly smooth, we get the
material of a rough conductor showing glossy specular reﬂection. Here, the
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Figure 2.4: Illustration of Common BRDFs
Left: illustrated reﬂection directions of incident light, while the length of
reﬂected rays correspond to their probability. Right: renderings using the
BRDFs to describe the material of the mesh. Top to bottom: rough diﬀuse,
mixed, glossy (rough conductor), smooth conductor. The MaterialBall
Mesh is from 3D-Coat and the GoldenAutumnRoad Environment Map
from hdrmaps.com.
reﬂected ray is likely to be close to the ideal reﬂection direction but diﬀers
depending on the level of roughness. It is common to model this by exponen-




cosn ψ ρs ≤ 1,
Again, energy conservation is accounted for by adding a normalization term,
(n+ 1) / 2π. Note, that n controls the roughness. The higher n the smoother
the material and the smaller its highlights. In the limit at n =∞ we also get
a perfect mirror.
We are now lacking of a BRDF for more smooth dielectrics. A very common
approach to model this kind of materials is to create mixed, or multi-layered
materials, which are referred to as glossy materials. Therefore, a convex com-
bination of diﬀuse and specular BRDFs is deﬁned:
fr(x,ωi,ωo) = ad fd(x,ωi,ωo) + as fs(x,ωi,ωo) ad + as ≤ 1, (2.17)
where the diﬀuse and specular amount, ad and as, are speciﬁed by the user
or computed by the Fresnel equations or their computationally cheaper ap-
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proximation by Schlick [Sch94]. Figure 2.4 shows examples of these BRDFs
rendered with image-based lighting in an oﬄine path tracer.
The BRDFs discussed above are very basic. However, they can generally
be replaced by more advanced models. For physically-based rendering, most
BRDFs are motivated by the Microfacet Theory [TS67]. The theoretical frame-
work suggests that a surface of an object is an irregular composition of tiny,
reﬂecting surface elements. These elements are called microfacets and describe
the surface structure at microscopic scale. The microfacets form a tiny land-
scape with self-occlusions and interreﬂection depending on their variation. In
the real world or during rendering we observe these tiny landscapes at a macro
scale level where small details are not visible anymore. Since subdivision of
the geometry to that level is not feasible, the facets are usually described by
statistical models. Details to such BRDFs, containing the Oren-Nayar [ON94]
and the Torrance-Sparrow [TS67] model, can be found in the PBRT book
[PJH16]. The microfacets theory can also be applied to BSDFs and thereby
used “to simulate transmission through rough surfaces such as etched glass”
[Wal+07].
Compared to the previously described analytical reﬂection models, that are
usually very specialized for certain types of materials, BSDFs can also be de-
rived from measured data. Famous examples are the BRDFs byWard [War92],
Cook and Torrance [CT82] or Lafortune et al. [Laf+97], who ﬁtted mea-
sured data into analytical models. A more general approach to represent real
world materials was presented byMatusik et al., who acquired 100 materials
that can be used for physically-based rendering [Mat+03]. They are able to
reproduce isotropic BRDFs with high degree of realism and oﬀer meaningful
parameters to deﬁne a certain material appearance.
A more complete representation of measured data can be stored in a
Bidirectional Texture Function (BTF) [Dan+99]. This representation allows
to reproduce the appearance of an arbitrary surface depending on the spatial
position x as well as on the incident and exitant directions ωi and ωo. There-
fore, they store the measured data explicitly. Thus, without compression or
ﬁtting into analytical models, BTFs are large lookup tables.
An overview of various BRDFs, acquisition methods and their application in
physically-based rendering can be found in the recent state of the art report
of Guarnera et al. [Gua+16]. More details on scanning real geometry and
measuring their reﬂectance properties was described in the course of Wein-
mann et al. [Wei+16].
2.5 the lambertian emitter
Closely related to the Lambertian BRDF is its foundation, the Lambertian
Emitter, an idealized area light source with constant radiance, independent
of the observer direction ωo. The properties of this emitter are highly im-
portant for the most part of the presented related works as well as the own
approaches, not only for describing direct light sources. When a surface with
Lambertian reﬂectance, a perfectly diﬀuse material, is illuminated, it becomes
a Lambertian emitter that radiates indirect light uniformly in all directions
of the upward hemisphere. It is therefore responsible for the well-known color
bleeding eﬀect. Hence, Lambertian emitters are the basis for all diﬀuse global
illumination simulation.
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To use Lambertian emitters during simulations, we need to deﬁne the prop-
erties of such an emitter, beginning with the radiant intensity and its variation
depending on the angle to the surface normal. Therefore, we start with the
deﬁnition of radiance from Equation (2.4) and substitute the deﬁnition of the





where the outgoing radiance is independent of the outgoing direction of ωo,
according to the deﬁnition. The angle between the surface normal at x and
the direction of ωo is again denoted as θo. By bringing the independent area
of the surface element to the left-hand side, we can deduce that intensity






Hence, we can specify the intensity distribution I(θ), with the help of the
maximum intensity I⊥, that is emitted perpendicular to the surface:
I(θ) = I⊥cos θ.
Finally, we express radiance as the constant ratio between the maximum in-











The next property we need is the ﬂux. Therefore, we integrate the intensity








I⊥cos θo ∂ωo = πI⊥. (2.19)
Eventually, we are interested in the irradiance at a receiver element that
gets illuminated by a Lambertian emitter. Therefore, we insert the deﬁnition
of irradiance, Equation (2.2), into the fundamental law of radiance from Equa-
tion (2.9), which gives:
∂E(x) = L
∂Ao cos θo cos θi
r2
.
Substituting the radiance and the sender area using the relationship in Equa-
tion (2.18) results in irradiance depending on the sender intensity. This also
emphasizes, that the irradiance reduces with the distance r to the light source,
i.e., there is an inverse-square falloﬀ:
∂E(x) =






When considering a discretization, e.g., when evaluating the irradiance of
a discrete light source for rendering, we can get into problems. For nearby
sources with a given non-zero intensity ∂I⊥, there is a singularity because the












The following two sections give a brief overview of basic rendering techniques
that are used in computer graphics and in the context of AR. Details and more
references, especially in terms of interactive variants of the techniques, can be
found in the report of Ritschel et al. [Rit+12].
2.6.1 Ray Tracing
With its origin in the 1960s, ray tracing is one of the oldest rendering tech-
niques in computer graphics and serves as basis for many other algorithms.
In 1980, TurnerWhitted introduced recursive ray tracing for rendering of
specular surfaces while utilizing global illumination information [Whi80]. In
the real world, light is emitted from a source, it travels through the scene and
encounters multiple reﬂection or refraction events and eventually hits the cam-
era sensor or the retina of the eye. Ray tracing simulates this in a backward
manner. Therefore, rays are generated from the camera position through all
pixels of the image plane. They are cast into the scene by computing the ﬁrst
intersection point with the geometry. At this hitpoint, the direct illumination
is evaluated which involves the BRDF and the surface normal at the hitpoint,
the light sources in the scene and shadow tests – which are also ray casts –
to determine the visibility of sources. Then, reﬂected and refracted rays are
computed based on the Law of Reﬂection and Snell’s Law. Starting from the
hitpoint, they are traced recursively through the scene until a certain limit is
reached. This limit can be a maximum level of recursion or the hit of a diﬀuse
material at which a Whitted-style ray tracer stops.
A very common optimization is to accelerate intersection tests by using
spatial data structures like Bounding Volume Hierarchys (BVHs), Octrees, Kd-
Trees, etc. The complexity of an intersection test in such an acceleration data
structure is O(logn) on average, compared to O(n) of a naive search. Another
important aspect is that traced rays are computationally independence and
thereby can be evaluated in parallel even on a GPU.
This basic technique can be used for rendering highly specular scenes and
provides elegant tool for visibility computation. However, Whitted-style ray
tracing does not solve the rendering equation (2.12) as diﬀuse reﬂection for
instance is not considered at all.
To deal with aliasing and to simulate new eﬀects including glossy specular
reﬂections, depth of ﬁeld, penumbras and motionblur, Cook et al. already
used multiple rays per pixel and Monte Carlo sampling [CPC84, Coo86]. This
can be seen as a step towards path tracing.
2.6.2 Path Tracing and Monte Carlo Sampling
In Distributed Ray Tracing by Cook et al., multiple rays sample only a single
event of the path, e.g., at the ﬁrst bounce for glossy reﬂections [CPC84].
It would result an extreme large number of rays to trace if one applies the
sampling for all events.
Kajiya reformulated the problem to Path Tracing. Here, instead of branch-
ing into multiple sub-paths, only one of them is selected randomly and traced
until a certain recursion depth is reached. By repeating this tracing of random
paths for a larger number of rays per pixel, the average of the individual rays
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yields the correct radiance for that pixel. He presented the approach along
with the rendering equation (2.12) and thereby provided a numerical solution
[Kaj86], too.
In contrast to ray tracing, the reﬂectance of any type of material can be
evaluated in a Monto Carlo fashion. This means that the integral of Equa-
tion (2.12), that needs to be solved for each bounce, can be estimated by
a stochastic process called Monte Carlo Integration. This is true for every
deﬁnite integral of a function f(x):
∫ b
a










where p(xi) is the probability to produce a sample xi. Any Probability Density
Functions (PDF) p can be used, but having a function that scales with f yields
a faster convergence. Using such an improved distribution function is called
Importance Sampling. However, at this point it is not clear how to select a
sample based on a PDF. A common approach is the Inverse CDF Method also
called Inverse Sampling. As the name suggests, we need a Cumulative Density





for a given PDF p(x), assuming that the probability is deﬁned on the interval
[c, d] ∈ R2 with c < d. Hence, a value ξ of the CDF deﬁnes the probability
to draw a sample with a value smaller than x for any x ∈ [c, d], see Equa-
tion (2.23). When p(x) is a valid probability density function, ξ will be in
the interval [0, 1]. The idea of inverse sampling is to invert this function, take
samples of uniform distribution between zero and one, and generate samples
x ∈ [c, d] using that inverse function F−1:
F (x) = ξ (2.23)
⇒ x = F−1(ξ) . (2.24)
The generated xi are distributed based on p(x). More samples are generated
in areas, where p(x) is large, and fewer samples are generated, where p(x) is
low. This assumes that the inserted values ξi have been distributed uniformly,
e.g., generated by an external random number generator available on any
platform6. The described method also assumes that the PDF can be integrated
and that the resulting CDF can be inverted analytically. If that is not the case,
the integration can be done numerically. The inversion is then replaced by a
binary search in the tabulated CDF.
After describing how to create suitable random samples for importance
sampling, we can continue with the light transport simulation. Applying im-
portance sampling to the rendering equation (2.12) gives:







where N is the number of sampled incident ray directions ωi and p(ωi) is
the probability of selecting those directions. While it is known that the PDF p
6 The quality of the produced random number distributions varies depending on the system
and the implementation.
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should be similar to the function in the numerator [Vea97], the selection of an
optimal PDF – and thereby, the selection of an optimal set of samples – is still
focus of active research, because the product in the numerator is unknown
and often the PDF is based on fr(x,ωi,ωo) cos θi only, ignoring the incident
radiance. Additionally, the selected sampling strategy has a very high inﬂuence
on the variance in the result and thereby the convergence behavior.
For path tracing, only one random path is selected at each bounce. Hence,
the number of samples N is large only during the ray generation (0th bounce).
For the following events, only one sample ωi is drawn (N = 1) and weighted
by the density p(ωi), which further simpliﬁes Equation (2.25). However, since
this sample direction is created randomly, an other direction will be selected
when a similar path is created. In the limit, all integrals will be estimated.
Similar to ray tracing, the direct light is evaluated at each hitpoint. This
evaluation is often referred to as next event estimation. When multiple light
sources or area light sources are present in the scene, it is also common to
select a random source or a random position on the area source for the next
event estimation.
For most real world materials, diﬀerent types of light paths need to be
evaluated. Therefore, one of the events is selected randomly. Glass for in-
stance reﬂects and refracts incident light. The probability of reﬂection, which
is deﬁned by the Fresnel equations, is used as probability to continue with
the reﬂection ray. Otherwise, a refracted ray is traced. Random decisions are
also applied for mixed materials (see Equation (2.17)). Based on the diﬀuse
amount, a ray is cast into a random direction of the upward hemisphere. Oth-
erwise, the specular part is sampled for an outgoing direction or the ray is
stopped in case of absorption.
Path tracing is said to converge to the correct solution after a suﬃciently
large number of iterations – actually after an inﬁnite amount of samples per
pixel – and therefore, it is called a consistent algorithm. Path tracing is also
an unbiased algorithm. This means, that the expected error of the estimation
is zero, independent of the number of iterations. Maybe more intuitively, an
unbiased algorithm has no systematic error. The chance of overestimating and
underestimating the integrand is equal and therefore, the error in an image
is just noise, that can be reduced by increasing the number of samples. In
contrast, it is possible to achieve faster convergence or less noise by accepting
a systematic error. In this case the approach is said to be biased. When the
estimator produces a bias that vanishes in the limit at N =∞, the approach
can still be consistent when it converges to the right solution. Progressive
photon mapping, introduces in Section 2.6.6, is an example of a biased but
consistent approach.
2.6.3 Light Tracing
As stated earlier, ray tracing and path tracing simulate the light transport in
a backward manner, i.e., we are tracing view rays from the camera towards
the light sources. It is also possible to reverse this strategy once more, which
results in a Light Tracer. Therefore, Dutré proposed a particle-based ap-
proach that creates photons at the light sources and emits them in form of
light rays depending on the intensity distribution of the particular light sources
[DLW93]. After hitting a surface, the direction of the next path segment is
chosen randomly, similar to path tracing. The ﬂux carried by the photon can










stant by keeping track of a survival probability and stopping based on random
chance. At each bounce, a next event estimation is applied. In light tracing,
this is a connection to the camera, where the visible radiance contribution is
added to the relevant pixel.
This technique is better suited to generate caustic paths, compared to path
tracing, but shows problems with highly specular surfaces. However, since
many of the next event estimations do not connect to a valid pixel of the
image, a certain amount of computational eﬀort is wasted.
2.6.4 Bidirectional Path Tracing
To utilize the advantages of light and path tracing, both techniques can be
combined to Bidirectional Path Tracing (BPT), as introduced by Lafortune
and Williams [LW93]. Here, a view ray for a pixel and a light ray from a
selected source are cast at the “same time”. The vertices of both paths are
connected by shadow rays and the radiance contribution is added to the ini-
tial pixel of the view ray. In the context of bidirectional path tracing, Veach
investigated the combination of diﬀerent sampling strategies [VG95]. Depend-
ing on the size of the light source and the roughness of the material the light is
reﬂected in, it can be better to generate reﬂected rays by sampling the BRDF
of the material or the intensity distribution of the light source. To allow for
a combined sampling that favors the most promising strategy, he proposed
Multiple Importance Sampling.
2.6.5 Metropolis Light Transport
A rather untypical approach to rendering, called Metropolis Light Transport
(MLT), was presented by Veach and Guibas [VG97, PJH16]. Whereas the
previous Monte Carlo methods rely on an independent sampling, MLT applies
a correlated sampling. The technique is able to deal with diﬃcult scenes, where
important light paths are hard to ﬁnd by previous techniques. Paths with a
high contribution to the image, that have been found by chance, are mutated
to create similar paths. Thereby, the path space is explored locally in a more
guided manner, which increases the sampling rate and reduces the variance in
diﬃcult, otherwise noisy areas. Even though MLT is able to produce very good
results in diﬃcult scenarios, simpler approaches can show a faster convergence
in easier scenes. Additionally, MLT is diﬃcult to implement in comparison to
the other mentioned approaches. Using MLT for rendering video sequences also
required special strategies to ensure temporal coherence.
2.6.6 Photon Mapping
In 1996, Jensen presented a bi-directional particle-based approach called
Photon Mapping (PM) [Jen96, Jen01]. In the ﬁrst of two passes, a large num-
ber of photons are created and traced similar to the light tracer. Instead of
projecting photons directly into the image, they are stored in spatial data
structures, called photon maps, as soon as they hit a diﬀuse surface or when
absorbed. These data structures are usually realized by kd-trees or spatial
hashmaps. The photons are stored along with their incident directions in one
of two photon maps: one high resolution map for caustics and one with lower



















the tracing continues into the reﬂected or refracted direction. The particular
case is again selected randomly based on the material properties at the hit-
point.
In the second pass, a (distributed) ray tracer or a modiﬁed path tracer is
used to compute the radiance at every pixel by evaluating the photon maps.
A density estimate (also called radiance estimate) is performed at the ﬁrst
diﬀuse event of the view ray. Therefore, the photons within a certain radius
around the hitpoint are queried, which yields the approximated irradiance at
that location. Because of this radius, PM is not unbiased anymore. The direct
density estimate can be replaced by ﬁnal gathering to sample the incident
radiance from the entire hemisphere to achieve competitive results. Even with
ﬁnal gathering enabled, the caustic map is evaluated directly to be able to
show caustics: that can be reproduced very eﬃciently in PM.
Like all methods above, PM can be computed in a progressive manner to
arbitrarily increase the number of samples and thereby continue the simula-
tion until visible artifacts have disappeared. In PM this is extremely useful as
the large number of photons, created in the ﬁrst pass, are distributed across
multiple iterations, which also avoids memory constraints on the photon maps
[HOJ08, HJ09]. It can be shown that (stochastic) progressive PM converges
towards the correct solution by simply reducing the query radius for the den-
sity estimates with each iteration [KZ11]. Hence, this progressive simulation is
consistent and easy to implement when a standard photon mapper is already
available.
Photon mapping is well suited for caustics and translucent materials, or
specular-diﬀuse-specular paths in general, and often faster than pure Monte
Carlo methods. However, it is rather ineﬃcient in diﬀuse lighting and tends to
have longer computation times. A combination of PM and BPT is also possible.
Georgiev et al. presented Vertex Connection and Merging (VCM), currently
one of the best Monte Carlo approaches available [Geo+12]. By reformulating
photon mapping as a bidirectional path sampling problem, they have been
able to make both techniques compatible with each other. VCM adaptively
weights both methods using a heuristic and thereby reaches renderings of
higher quality within the same computation time. The same combination was
published by Hachisuka et al. at the same time [HPJ12].
2.6.7 Radiosity
Another classic approach to compute light transport solutions is Radiosity in-
troduced by Goral et al. [Gor+84]. It is a method based on ﬁnite elements.
The general idea is to subdivide the scene into small surface elements, called
patches, and then to compute the transfer between those patches. In the be-
ginning, the scene was assumed to be completely diﬀuse. Thereby, all patches
are considered to have a constant radiance. In that case, the amount of ﬂux
transferred between two patches can be precomputed into form factors. Then,
the radiosity of a sender patch Bj can be described by the sum of its self emis-
sion Ej (note that this is not irradiance) and the reﬂected received radiosity
Bi of all other patches:




where ρj is the diﬀuse reﬂectance coeﬃcient and Fij the form factor between





ear system. After solving, a view-independent solution for the light transport
problem is found. However, this explicit solving works only for simple scenes
because of the size of the system matrix. Therefore, the system is solved
numerically, e.g., by progressive radiosity [Coh+88]. To reduce the number
of transfers to compute for each patch, hierarchical radiosity was developed
[HSA91].
Linear Gouraud interpolation can be used to get a smooth visualization of
the result. However, it is more common to combine radiosity with ray tracing-
based technique. The tracing is able to produce high frequent details in direct
illumination and direct shadows, whereas radiosity provides indirect lighting.
It is also straightforward to implement ﬁnal gathering to improve the quality
compared to a direct visualization [LTG93]. Final gathering also allows to
evaluate diﬀerent BRDFs to get plausible non-diﬀuse material eﬀects.
Radiosity itself can be extended to non-diﬀuse materials [Rit+12]. There-
fore, the directional distribution of incident and exitant light needs to be
stored for each patch, e.g., in discrete bins.
Starting with the work of Goral et al., Radiosity became the focus of a
very active period of research [Rit+12]. It was also the foundation for many
works in the early years of AR. Over time, Monte Carlo-based methods became
more and more popular. Not only because of the required meshing step in
the beginning, but also due to the form factor computation that requires ray
tracing for visibility tests anyway. Furthermore, radiosity is by design a biased
technique, not able to produce a correct solution even for perfect diﬀuse scenes.
2.7 real-time rendering
The techniques covered before, mostly focus on the correct simulation of the
light transport. This usually involves a high amount of computational eﬀort
and thereby results in long computation durations. In the extremely large ﬁeld
of real-time rendering, we try to reformulate and simplify the transportation
problem to be able to compute plausible results at interactive rates. There are
varying deﬁnitions of interactive and real-time performance. Here, we consider
refresh rates of at least 5Hz as interactive and 30Hz to be real-time. However,
in general it depends on the application. In some scenarios one update per
second can be suﬃcient for interaction, whereas in VR for instance 60Hz are
barely enough to provide a smooth motion.
Many real-time approaches relate to the basic techniques discussed above,
but the performance constraints require simpliﬁcations. Thus, the resulting
light transport solutions are biased and diﬀerences to the correct results
are visible to the naked eye. Compared to early (ﬁxed-function) rendering
pipelines, more recent engines rely on Physically-based Rendering (PBR). In-
stead of shading surfaces based on some light and material parameters, the
participating scene elements are deﬁned based on real-world quantities. The
lighting and shading solely rely on the laws of physics. However, due to simpli-
ﬁcations, certain aspects of light transport are usually approximated or even
ignored. When the resulting renderings are still able to convince the users, the
approaches are called plausible.
All following parts of this thesis rely on basic and often more advanced
knowledge of real-time rendering and especially about rasterization. There are
various text books available on this topic. This includes for instance details







maps and various other real-time algorithms. As one ﬁrst reference, I recom-
mend the Real-time Rendering Book of Akenine-Möller et al. [AHH08].
2.7.1 Deferred Shading and Tiled Rendering
The concept of Deferred Shading goes back to Saito and Takahashi [ST90].
They proposed to render the scene in a geometry pass to store all required
geometry attributes in a Geometry Buﬀer (G-Buﬀer). This buﬀer contains the
positions, normals and material properties – visible in the current view of the
camera – per pixel. After the G-Buﬀer is created as intermediate result, further
operations like shading can be computed as a post-processes and independent
from the geometry complexity. For shading, this post-process is also called
lighting pass, where we iterated over the light sources and accumulated their
contribution.
Therefore, light is usually assumed to be emitted from sources with a ﬁnite
range of inﬂuence. Even though the irradiance at a receiver surface decreases
with the squared distance from the emitting light source, the irradiance will
not get zero. By limiting the inﬂuence range of lights, the computation eﬀort
is reduced, but a bias is introduces. Hence, a point light can be seen as spher-
ical volume with a ﬁxed radius. A Lambertian emitter could be represented
by a hemisphere and a spot light by cone. An easy approach to evaluate the
contribution of each light is to use rasterization to render proxy-geometries,
i.e., spheres in case of points lights. With enabled depth tests but disabled
depth writing, only visible and not occluded parts of the proxy-geometries
reach the fragment shader. For each fragment, the G-Buﬀer is read to recon-
struct the scene surface visible at that pixel and the light contribution of the
current light is computed and accumulated in the frame buﬀer. Note, that this
decouples the geometry complexity of the scene from the lighting complexity.
Hence, more lights can be processed than with conventional rasterization.
A related but diﬀerent approach is Deferred Lighting or later called Light
Pre-Pass [Eng09]. Here, the G-Buﬀer is reduced to attributes required for
computing the irradiance per pixel. In a second pass, the pre-convolved diﬀuse
and specular irradiance are computed and stored for each pixel. Eventually, in
a third pass, which requires to render the geometry a second time, the shading
is computed based on the material and the irradiance computed in the former
step. However, this technique is not further discussed or used in this thesis,
as no practical performance gain can be expected [Lau10].
Focusing on deferred shading again, there is one obvious problem: Every
time a light inﬂuences the shading of a pixel, the G-Buﬀer is read to fetch
the attributes required for shading, which leads to bandwidth problems. The
game development community [BE08, And09, Lau10] addressed this problem
by a new technique called Tiled Deferred Shading. After ﬁlling the G-Buﬀer,
a screen space grid is constructed, where each cell, or tile, is of ﬁxed size, e.g.,
32× 32 pixels. The screen space extents of each light source is tested for inter-
section with the grid cells. In case of an overlap, the light is appended to a list
per cell. In the lighting pass, each pixel of the G-Buﬀer is read only once to
reconstruct the surface properties. Then, all lights in the corresponding list of
that pixel are iterated for shading. This not only reduces the bandwidth uti-
lization for reading, but also writing, as the accumulation is done at ﬂoating
point precision in the registers and the result is written only once after ﬁn-
ishing the iteration. Since the pixels of each tile iterate over the same lights,




















proach also has drawbacks, mostly inherited from deferred shading. First, the
G-Buﬀer requires a relatively high amount of memory, which is not available
on all platforms. Second, because of the G-Buﬀer, anti-aliasing is not sup-
ported in a straightforward manner. Additionally, the most important issue
is the lack of support for handling transparency.
However, all those problems are easy to handle by traditional rasterization,
which is called Forward Shading in contrast to the deferred methods. The
idea of tiled rendering can be directly applied to forward shading [OA11], as
proposed by Olsson and Assarsson. This also decouples geometry from
light processing by simply iterating over the list of lights within the fragment
shader. The scene is rendered only once and all the beneﬁts of tiled deferred
rendering are also true for forward shading. Anti-aliasing, muli-sampling and
transparency can be handled as without tiling. To deal with pixels that are
shaded multiple times due to primitives that occlude already shaded geome-
try, a z-prepass can be used to ﬁll the depth buﬀer before actually shading
the scene. One could argue, that the overhead for submitting all draw calls
twice, the additional vertex transformations and potentially many more oper-
ations like tessellation can easily exceed the gain in performance by avoiding
overdraw, depending on the scene. But a z-prepass also allows to reduce the
number of lights per tile as the minimum and maximum depth within the tile
can be used to reject light sources that have no inﬂuence. The resulting tech-
nique is also known as Forward+ [HMY12, McK12] and currently one of the
preferred techniques as it provides high ﬂexibility in terms of types of lights
and BRDFs.
Olsson et al. suggests to subdivide the per tile frustums, and thereby the
lists, also in the viewing direction to further reduce the light computations per
pixel [OBA12a, OBA12b]. Therefore, they use the depth information provided
by the G-Buﬀer or the z-prepass to cluster fragments per tile, based on their
position and normal. Hence, lights can be rejected based on multiple depth
intervals, instead of one in forward+. The normal also allows to apply a back-
face culling on a per-cluster basis.
2.7.2 Instant Radiosity
The Instant Radiosity (IR) technique, presented by Keller, allows to simu-
late diﬀuse light transport in a two-pass process [Kel97]. First, photons are
cast from light sources, similar to PM. Instead of storing these photons in
a map, each photon is interpreted as Virtual Point Light (VPL) that emits
(indirect) light into scene. In the second pass, each VPL is rendered using
the rasterization pipeline, where the scene geometry is drawn and shaded by
the currently active VPLs. The contributions of the lights are accumulated
to the ﬁnal image, which can also be reﬁned in a progressive manner. The
rasterization replaces the density estimation of PM. Since each VPL is used to
illuminate all pixels, the amount of perceived noise is much lower compared
to Monte Carlo methods, as the traced paths are not independent for each
pixel [Dac+14]. However, due to the lighting of the scene and the shadow map
generation for each VPL, the scene geometry has to be rendered several times.
To deal with overdrawing during shading, the second pass makes use of
deferred shading or the more recent tiled shading (see above). Hence, the
illumination by VPLs is reduced to a screen space operations, where relevant




















To reduce the overhead during the shadow map generation, Ritschel et al.
proposed Imperfect Shadow Maps (ISM) [Rit+08]. They assume that the visi-
bility of a VPL can be approximated by a shadow map of low resolution. This
is justiﬁed by the low frequency nature of indirect light. When a high num-
ber of VPLs and their corresponding shadow maps are used to shade a single
pixel, the inﬂuence of each VPL is limited and indirect shadows get smooth by
many overlapping hard shadows, cast by the individual point lights. The key
idea of ISM however, is not only the low resolution, but also to represent the
scene as point cloud. A diﬀerent random set of points are splatted into each
of the small shadow maps. This naturally results in holes that can be ﬁlled by
push-pull steps. Instead of splatting random points into random shadow maps,
Holländer et al. suggest to use a hierarchy and to select the appropriate
node for each pixel of the shadow map [Hol+11]. Essentially, they compute
a graph cut for each shadow map in parallel, which yields better quality in
approximately the same time because holes are avoided and push-pull is not
necessary. In dynamic scenes, the cut of the last frame can be reﬁned, which
is another beneﬁt of this approach referred to as ManyLoDs.
The positioning of the VPLs was initially deﬁned by a Central Processing
Unit (CPU)-based ray tracing. Instead, the ﬁrst bounce of photons emitted
from a primary light source can also be computed by rasterization [DS05].
Therefore, a cube map is rendered at the position of the light and stores posi-
tion, normal and material properties per pixel, similar to a G-Buﬀer. This map
is called Reﬂective Shadow Map (RSM) and can be sampled by importance to
create VPLs for (ﬁrst-bounce) indirect light.
A number of extensions to IR have been presented. Bi-directional IR al-
lows to generate VPLs depending on the position of the camera and thereby
increases the eﬃciency of the approach especially when multiple bounces
are computed [Seg+06]. Segovia et al. also presented Metropolis sampling
for IR [SIP07] to handle scenes with more diﬃcult light paths. VPLs have
originally been proposed as Lambertian emitters on diﬀuse surfaces. Several
approaches tried to generalize the idea to non-Lambertian materials [DS06,
Rit+08, Haš+09]. The latter work, presented by Hašan et al., also suggests
to use Virtual Spherical Lights (VSLs) to avoid singularities in corners and
concave edges that are typical for VPLs. Dong et al. clustered VPLs based on
their position and orientation to get Virtual Area Lights (VALs), that allow to
apply eﬃcient soft shadows techniques for evaluating the visibility [Don+09].
While every VPL is potentially used to shade every pixel on the screen, vari-
ants of IR referred to as Many-Light Approaches, try to reduce this linear-time
complexity [Wal+05]. By creating light hierarchies with VPLs as leaf nodes,
distant pixels can be illuminated by inner nodes without notable diﬀerence.
This technique is called Lightcuts, as the shading for each pixel depends on a
cut through the hierarchy of thousands to millions of point lights.
More details and further extensions can be found in the report on many-
light techniques by Dachsbacher et al. [Dac+14] and also in the report by
Ritschel et al. [Rit+12].
2.7.3 Micro-Rendering
Computing Global Illumination (GI) solutions based on a point-based rep-
resentation of the scene is the goal of another group of rendering methods.
Point-based rendering techniques, without considering GI, go back to Levoy







QSplat, which supports millions of points in a hierarchy of bounding spheres
[RL00]. The inner nodes represent the data of their child nodes by storing an
averaged position and radius, an approximate normal and a normal cone as
well as color. By selecting and splatting the inner nodes instead of all leaves,
the system is capable of eﬃciently splatting only the nodes of proper size with
respect to the pixel. This is also the basic idea of many more recent approaches.
Similar to these inner nodes, the leaf-nodes can also have an orientation and
a spatial extent. In this case, they are called surfels [Pﬁ+00, Zwi+01], i.e.,
small oriented disks that can overlap to guarantee a hole-free rendering. An
overview of these early techniques, also containing some ﬁrst GPU techniques,
can be found in the report of Kobbelt and Botsch [KB04].
One of the ﬁrst techniques that made use of surfels for GI eﬀects was the dy-
namic ambient occlusion and indirect lighting technique by Bunnell [Bun05].
He replaced triangles or quads by disks and approximated ambient occlusion
by accumulating the shadowing of other surfels based on form factors. With-
out considering the visibility between emitting and receiving surfels, multiple
iterations are used to compensate double shadowing. The author also showed
diﬀuse indirect lighting by exchanging the form factor-based occlusion with a
disk-to-disk radiance transfer. Despite the assumptions made, the presented
results are plausible. To reduce the computational complexity, Bunnell pro-
posed to use a hierarchy, by grouping neighboring surfels. During the traversal,
he used a heuristic to select the hierarchy level based on the distance and the
radius of the disks.
Inspired by this work, Christensen developed a CPU-based renderer that
relies on a point-cloud representation of the scene [Chr08] to compute a GI
solution, the method works in three passes. First, the geometry is sampled to
generate the surfels, which are then clustered and added to an octree. The
inner nodes of the tree store an approximation of their child nodes compressed
in Spherical Harmonics (SH) (see Section 2.7.6). In the second pass, the surfels
(leaf nodes) are shaded by computing direct illumination and inner nodes are
updated by pulling radiance up the tree. Third, for every pixel on the screen,
a small image – later called Micro Buﬀer – is rasterized to gather irradiance
from all locally visible surfaces. Therefore, one of three methods, depending
on the distance of the receiver point, is used: ray tracing for close emitters,
splatting a single surfel at medium distance or evaluating a node of the octree
for distant geometry. Convoluting the discretized irradiance with the BRDF
at the pixel than yields a correctly illuminated surface. The method achieves
high quality rendering 4 to 10 times faster then ray tracing, which is achieved
by applying the QSplat algorithm [RL00] of Rusinkiewicz and Levoy. Here,
QSplat is used to select the proper Level of Detail (LoD) in the octree, i.e., a
node that ﬁts the solid angle of the corresponding pixel in the micro buﬀer.
If multiple nodes are valid candidates, which can happen because of multiple
layers of occluding geometry, a simple depth buﬀer is used to select the closest.
The term Micro-Rendering was proposed by Ritschel et al. [Rit+09].
Their technique is based on the point-based GI by Christensen and uses the
GPU to perform the rasterization to all Micro-Pixels in parallel to achieve in-
teractive frame rates. Instead of using an octree, they compute a binary-space
partitioning of the surfels and store a full binary tree that can be traversed in
constant time without storing pointers. Inner nodes store a minimum bound-
ing sphere, enclosing all child nodes, and a cone that captures their normal
variation. Similar to Christensen, a micro-buﬀer is used for ﬁnal gathering.





root. If the solid angle of the node gets smaller than the solid angle subtended
by the mirco-pixel it would be projected to, the correct node for that pixel is
found and the next node (right or up in the tree) is processed. Otherwise, the
depth-ﬁrst search is continued with the left child. In case the traversal reaches
a leaf node that is still too large, the node is stored in a list and ray tracing is
used afterwards for all empty pixels to determine accurate intersections with
the nodes in the list. This yields a micro-buﬀer ﬁlled without holes. Instead
of simply convoluting the gathered irradiance with the BRDF, the authors
applied a warping to the projection of the micro-buﬀer, based on the BRDF.
This is similar to importance sampling, as important reﬂection directions get
more pixels in the micro-buﬀer than less likely directions. To deal with more
complex reﬂection models, the node indices, stored in the micro-buﬀer, can be
used to fetch the corresponding surfel and compute a more complex reﬂection
then a simple diﬀuse bounce. As an alternative implementation, ManyLoDs
can be applied to ﬁnd a graph cut per micro-buﬀer. By applying only a few
iterations to update the graph cut of the previous frame, an improved perfor-
mance can be achieved while getting similar results [Hol+11].
2.7.4 Image-based Rendering
To be able to present GI solutions in real-time, the scenario can be restricted
to conditions in which the computation or at least the presentation can be
performed in real-time. The following approaches consider diﬀerent parts of
the scene deﬁnition to be static, i.e., that the objects, their materials or the
light condition does not change over time. Because these elements stay con-
stant throughout the session, it is possible to pre-compute parts of the light
transfer in advance.
For Image-based Lighting (IBL), the light condition is assumed to be con-
stant over time. The environment that illuminates an object is also considered
distant. Hence, the radiance L(x,ωi) in the rendering equation (2.12) can be
simpliﬁed to a directional function L(ωi), which is independent of x.
Each ray that is cast for gathering the incident light – and that is not inter-
secting the object itself – can be evaluated solely by the direction of the ray.
The result for all of these ray casts can be stored in texture, called Environ-
ment Map or Light Probe, which is indexed by the direction of ωi. One way to
create such a map, is to render an omnidirectional image from the position of
the object to illuminate. However, it also common to use a photographed map
that shows a similar scene, as reﬂections and indirect illumination do not need
to be exact to create a plausible result. Here, it is assumed that users do not
realize an error if the reﬂections roughly match their expectations. Note, that
IBL is actually a more general term for rendering using an image-based rep-
resentation of the environment (see Section 4.1.2). However, IBL is commonly
used as equivalent for the special case that uses light probes or environment
maps as input.
For rendering, each pixel of the environment map is considered a directional
light source and accumulating their contribution leads to a numerical solution
of the rendering integral. For IBL it is common to use importance sampling
or to subdivide the map into regions of diﬀerent size but same radiance to
improve performance by concentrating on the directions with the largest irra-
diance [CD01, Aga+03, ODJ04, Hav+05a]. Sampling leads to a discrete set of
light sources that can be used in the rasterization pipeline. Shadow maps, e.g.,





















Figure 2.5: GPU Importance Sampling
Illustration of the BRDF-driven importance sampling for Monte Carlo ren-
dering on the GPU. Image courtesy of Colbert et al. [CK07].
details on IBL can be found in the HDRI Book [Rei+10]. Discussions about
rendering using pre-ﬁltered environment maps can be found in the course
notes of JanKautz [Kau06].
For traditional real-time rendering, these light probes have been used for
simulating perfect specular reﬂections and refractions. The so called Reﬂection
Mapping technique, also Environment Mapping (EM), goes back to Blinn
and Newell who rendered the ﬁrst object, a Utah Teapot, with environment
mapping [BN76].
This limitation on smooth materials can be overcome by applying a low-pass
ﬁlter. In 1984, Miller and Hoffman [MH84] ﬁltered the probe to enable
diﬀuse illumination. For each texel the hemisphere pointing into the direction








where θ is the angle between the direction of the texel and the direction of
ωi. The diﬀuse BRDF ρ/pi can be factored out. For evaluating the diﬀuse
illumination, the surface normal n = N (x) is used for the lookup: D(n).
Applying a diﬀerent convolution function allows to pre-ﬁlter the light probe








This time, the map is queried by the reﬂection vector r instead of the surface
normal: S(r). Miller and Hoffman also suggested to store environment
maps in six cube face images, the well-known Cube Map. To support spatial
variations in glossiness, the MIP levels can be used to store pre-ﬁltered maps
for diﬀerent shininess values [MLH02].
IBL is also referred to as Natural Illumination and when used with a cap-
tured real-world light probe, it is one of the basic concepts in AR.
In Chapter 7, we use a more general and GPU-accelerated solution by Col-
bert and Křivánek [CK07, KC08]. The idea is illustrated in Figure 2.5. To
compute the shading of a point on the surface x, we need to sample the en-
tire hemisphere above x and weight incident light by the BRDF at the surface
point. For glossy materials, the most important directions are those around
the reﬂected view direction, here visualized by the green lobe. Because these
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xFigure 2.6: Ambient Occlusion
Ambient occlusion describes the amount of incident light at a surface element
x, that is blocked by geometry of the local neighborhood.
directions are important, we place many samples there and fewer samples
in other directions. The idea is now to use diﬀerent ﬁlter levels, based on the
importance, which maps to the mip-chain on the GPU. In areas with high prob-
ability, we use detailed levels. In areas with low probability, where we draw
only few samples, we use coarser mip levels to get a low frequency approxima-
tion without missing light information. This technique allows to compute the
shading of materials with arbitrary BRDF.
2.7.5 Ambient Occlusion
By considering the geometry of the objects in the scene to be static, the
visibility between surface elements can computed in advance. A simple and
well known method that makes use of this concept is AO [Mil94]. Here, self-
occlusion or self-shadowing caused by concave details in an objects geometry
is precomputed for each surface position x. Since ambient light can be inter-
preted as a constant approximation of light that bounced multiple times in
the environment, AO can also be seen as a very simple global illumination
approximation. Therefore, we consider the binary visibility function V (x,ω),
which has the value zero, if there is a self-occlusion when looking from x into
direction ω and one otherwise. Integrating over the upward hemisphere above
x yields the percentage of the incident light directions that are not blocked by
other geometry, which Miller describes as accessibility of a surface (see Fig-
ure 2.6). Weighting with the cosine gives an attenuation factor that is used to







V (x,ωi) cos θ ∂ωi.
Figure 2.7 shows an example. Assuming Lambertian materials and constant
illumination from all directions, i.e., ambient light, AO provides the correct
solution for direct lighting with shadows.
Figure 2.7: Ambient Occlusion: Cafe Racer
AO is used to approximate GI eﬀects by applying a scalar factor to the com-
puted shading. In the simplest case, as visualized here, the AO factor is sim-
ply multiplied to the diﬀuse reﬂectance coeﬃcients, which results in plausible














To create a link to the rendering equation (2.12), we need to split the
incident light from ωi and the visibility of the surface element at x from
that direction. Hence, we need to consider the not shadowed radiance from
all surfaces in direction ωi and their visibility V
z(x,ωi), which is one only
for the closest surface, i.e., the surface with the smallest distance z to the





z(x,ωi) ∂z = L
∗
i (x,ωi) V (x,ωi) .






i (x,ωi) V (x,ωi) cos θ ∂ωi. (2.26)
By now splitting the integral into a product, we get an incorrect but in some











V (x,ωi) cos θ ∂ωi,
where L∗i can be evaluated more quickly by omitting shadow tests. This results
in a lack of directional and hard shadows, as AO only depends on the geome-
try but not on the light condition. When shadow tests are not omitted, AO in
combination with ambient light can be interpreted as approximation of indi-
rect illumination and thereby as a very coarse GI approach. Adding the cosine
to factors is optional and considered a stylistic choice, with no mathematical
foundation.
Over the years diﬀerent implementations have been presented. Many of
them are screen-spaced to allow for dynamic scenes (e.g., [Mit07, BSD08,
Mit12]). Over time, the sampling strategy was improved to increase quality
and performance while maintaining or reducing the number of samples. In
the context of a master’s thesis of FlorianBäthge, we investigated AO ap-
proaches for mobile devices [Bät15]. Since texture fetches are the main bottle-
neck in this case, only a low number of samples can be used.
While AO describes the visibility for ambient illumination only, directional
information is added in Screen-Space Directional Occlusion (SSDO) presented
by Ritschel et al. [RGS09]. By considering the incident radiance of each
sample, e.g., by sampling an environment map, the generated shadows become
directed and colored. Furthermore, they treated samples that are classiﬁed
to be occluders as indirect light sources. After estimating form factors, one
bounce of indirect light is accumulated, which makes this approach a more
plausible GI approximation.
Note, that all techniques limit the distance of the occluders to a certain
range, to deal with indoor scenes for instance, that would be dark otherwise.
It is also common to inﬂuence the strength of the eﬀect by user deﬁned pa-
rameters.
2.7.6 Precomputed Radiance Transfer
We now combine the ideas of the last two approaches and assume distant,
but not necessarily static, light as well a static scene geometry. While AO
provides only a constant factor to model occlusions between surface elements,
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Precomputed Radiance Transfer (PRT), presented by Sloan et al., address the
problem more generally [SKS02]. Besides the self-occlusions, their approach
also handles diﬀuse interreﬂections and can be extended to deal with glossy
reﬂections, caustics, and subsurface scattering for instance [Rit+12]. In this
thesis, we focus on the diﬀuse lighting, which is the simplest part of the
framework.
The core idea of PRT is to compute the integral of the rendering equa-
tion (2.12) in another domain. Therefore, a suitable basis is used to represent
the input data in a domain where computations are easier to perform. In case
the transformation into the new domain and performing the computations re-
quires less time than the computations in the original domain, we can expect
a performance gain.
In classical PRT, the selected basis functions are Spherical Harmonics (SH),
an orthonormal basis over the sphere, analogous to the Fourier transformation
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The parameter l with l ∈ N is called the band index and deﬁnes the polynomial
order. Furthermore, m with −l ≤ m ≤ l is the index inside the band. Hence,
l starts with 0 and contains only one basis function y00 , that can reproduce
polynomials of degree 0, i.e., constant values. The next band with l = 1 has
three basis functions, the one after that contains ﬁve basis function and so
forth. Ramamoorthi and Hanrahan showed that for a not occluded diﬀuse
illumination it is suﬃcient to use 9 basis functions, i.e., bands 0 to 2 [RH01b].
Since the associated Legendre polynomials are deﬁned recursively, the basis
functions can be precomputed for a discrete set of directions and stored in a
cube map (see Section 5.2.4). It is useful to be able to enumerate the basis
functions, e.g., to be able to store coeﬃcients in linear vector:
yi(θ,ϕ) = y
m
l (θ,ϕ) where i = l(l+ 1) +m.
To represent a spherical function, like the visibility V (x,ωi) or the incident
radiance L(ωi), in the spherical harmonics basis, the function is projected
onto the basis functions. As stated above, the SH basis is orthonormal. Hence,
the following two properties apply:∫
H+
−
yi(ω) yj(ω) ∂ω = 0 i 6= j∫
H+
−
yi(ω) yi(ω) ∂ω = 1 ∀i.
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Consequently, we can project the spherical input function, here L(ωi), onto






Using those coeﬃcients, we get an approximated reconstruction of the input





The approximation is band-limited, which means that the original signal can
be resembled more exactly with an increasing number of bands. In the limit,
the original function is reproduced correctly. By reducing the computations to
a certain number of bands, only the low frequency information are represented,
while the higher frequencies are removed. In the case of diﬀuse illumination,
we exploit that behavior to reduce the computational eﬀort.
However, to compute the illumination we again consider the rendering equa-
tion augmented by the visibility function (see Equation (2.26)). In addition to
the already projected incident light, the visibility and the cosine are also trans-
formed into SH-space. This term, also referred to as Transfer Function, models
the local response of the object to the incident light. Unlike the distance light,
it needs to be computed for each receiver point x. Usually, the coeﬃcients are















The most important reason to switch into a space with orthonormal basis
is that the integral of the product of the functions, is guaranteed to equal the
dot product of their projected coeﬃcients:∫
H+
−











where the light emitted from vertex v is assumed to be zero. Figure 2.8 shows
the resulting illumination of a diﬀuse motor bike in diﬀerent light conditions.
Note, that coeﬃcients of the transfer function, cvi, are the same for both
renderings. Equation (2.27) is evaluated at each vertex and interpolated over
the triangles. Instead of solving an integral for each pixel of the image, PRT
requires only a few multiply-add operations per vertex to achieve global illu-
mination features. Besides simple diﬀuse illumination, diﬀuse interreﬂections
can be added by altering the transfer function to consider indirect light in-
stead of the binary visibility. This only aﬀects the pre-processing while the
run-time performance is not inﬂuenced.
Another important property of SH functions is that they are rotationally











Ng et al. [NRH03]
Figure 2.8: Precomputed Radiance Transfer: Cafe Racer
In contrast to AO, visualized in Figure 2.6, provides PRT directional illumi-
nation in addition to the contact shadows.
order of projection and rotation. A coeﬃcient vector can be rotated by a
linear function. However, it is not easy to implement the rotation eﬃciently
[Gre03]. In our approaches, we avoid the rotation of coeﬃcients by aligning
the coordinate systems of the transfer function and the incident light. If the
model to illuminate is rotated by the user, we re-sample the environment and
thereby rotate the input data before projecting into SH basis.
The PRT framework also allows more complex light transfer simulations.
Sloan et al. already showed glossy reﬂections that are handled by coeﬃcient
matrices rather than vectors, soft shadows of objects under rigid transfor-
mation, volumetric transfer to illuminate clouds as well as simple caustics
[SKS02].
Spherical harmonics are not the only possible basis. The most common ones
beside SH are wavelets [NRH03, Liu+04]. Special capturing devices have been
developed to directly acquire coeﬃcients in custom basis [Cal+13].
References to more recent developments in the ﬁeld of PRT can be found in
the report of Ritschel et al. [Rit+12]. This includes alternate basis functions,
support for BRDFs and dynamic objects. Practical details on the implementa-
tion of the SH projections and PRT, can be found in the notes of RobinGreen
and Peter-Pike Sloan [Gre03, Slo08].
For IBL, AO and PRT it is assumed that the scene is constant, but the distant
lighting and the view position can be changed. This is inherited from the idea
to use a light probe or an environment map, created at the position of the
object of interest. Therefore, the radiance is expected to change slowly with
respect to position. In many cases this assumption is not a bad one, compared
to the eﬀort of computing a correct solution, as radiance does change slowly in
many settings. However, there are cases where the assumption is violated, e.g.,
close to shadows or at the boundary of the cone of a spotlight [Oat06]. In areas
with rapidly changing radiance, a grid of multiple probes, Radiance Volume,
can be used. Interpolation between these probes, and optionally incorporating
gradients [Gre+98, WH92, Ann+04], can be used to address the issue. Note,
that Radiance Volumes and Irradiance Volumes are storing diﬀerent light
quantities corresponding to their names. While a radiance volume represents
the incident radiance from a certain solid angle ω for all points and directions
in the volume, irradiance volumes store the cosine weighted integral of incident
radiance over the hemisphere pointing into the direction of that ω. However,
they share the idea to provide light information in a grid that is interpolated
for computing spatially varying illumination. Compressing the information
using SH is an obvious extension of the idea, used for instance by Gibson et al.
and Oat [Gib+03, Oat05]. Storing only a few coeﬃcients with each grid cell





2.7.7 Light Propagation Volumes
A real-time technique to approximate ﬁrst bounce diﬀuse global illumination
was implemented in the CryEngine and presented by AntonKaplanyan
[Kap09]. As Light Propagation Volumes (LPVs) do not require any pre-
processing stages, they support fully dynamic scenes including dynamic illu-
mination, objects, materials and camera movements. Hence, it was adopted
quickly in other engines too as it provided fast GI eﬀects without increasing
production eﬀort. The basic concept of LPVs is to simulate diﬀuse light trans-
port in a SH-based irradiance volume that spans the (currently visible) scene.
It is thereby a ﬁnite-element method that works on a light ﬁeld.
Before light is propagated through the volume, as the name suggests, the
light needs to be injected. Motivated by instant radiosity, one or multiple RSM
are used to generate secondary light sources (VPLs) on the directly illuminated
surfaces. In general, it is possible to create those secondary lights diﬀerently.
To inject a VPL, we consider the corresponding texel of the RSM as oriented
surfel and project the reﬂected radiance of that surfel into SH basis. The
contribution of the VPL is then added to the closest grid cell of the irradiance
volume.
After the injection, the radiance of each cell is scattered to the direct neigh-
bors in a forward propagation manner. However, a gathering scheme is usually
implemented, as this maps better to the architecture of GPUs. The propaga-
tion is repeated multiple times depending on the resolution and the desired
maximum travel distance.
Depending on the renderer, the LPV can be sampled during the per pixel
shading or added in a deferred rendering pass. To reduce the memory foot-
print of the volume, only 2 bands, i.e., 4 coeﬃcients are used. Nevertheless,
the spatial resolution is rather low in most scenarios, which causes light bleed-
ing through thin geometry because of trilinear interpolation. More details,
including the handling of blockers can be found in the paper of Kaplanyan
and Dachsbacher, who extend the method to cascaded LPVs [KD10].
2.7.8 Voxel Cone Tracing
Not long after the publication of LPVs, Crassin et al. came up with an ap-
proach that had the potential to replace LPV in real-time engines [Cra+11,
Cra11]. Similar to LPV, Voxel Cone Tracing (VCT) does not require any pre-
processing, but is able to compute indirect lighting without being restricted
to low-frequency illumination. It is based on a sparse voxel octree that repre-
sents the geometry of the scene and that stores surface properties at diﬀerent
levels of detail within the octree hierarchy [Cra+09].
To achieve real-time performance in dynamic scenes, the octree represen-
tation needs to be updated on the ﬂy. Therefore, the scene is rasterized or-
thographically at maximum octree resolution from the three main axes of the
world coordinate system and the sparse data structure is constructed directly
by traversing the tree for each fragment from top-to-bottom and subdividing
nodes when needed. The opacity of each voxel is stored as ﬂoating point value
per cell. After the voxelization, leaf nodes have an opacity of one or zero. Stor-
ing voxel nodes of size 2× 2× 2 in combination with so called bricks of size
3× 3× 3 that are stored in texture memory and contain surface properties like





Figure 2.9: Voxel Cone Tracing
Cones are traced by sampling the voxel octree at diﬀerent levels depending
on the current cone width. Image courtesy of Crassin and Green [CG12].
but ﬂexible data structure that also allows hardware interpolation within the
bricks.
The algorithm consists of three steps: First, radiance is injected into the
leaf level of the volume by rasterizing the scene from the perspective of the
light and storing the incident radiance in the corresponding voxels, which
later allows to simulate glossy reﬂections. In the second step, the data stored
in the leaves is ﬁltered into the higher levels of the hierarchy, which is similar
to generating mip maps in a dense volume. That ﬁltering step includes the
computation of the opacity of inner nodes as average over their children. For
the rendering, the scene is illuminated directly by the light sources and indi-
rect light is queried by tracing secondary rays in the octree. At this point, the
approach is highly similar to raytracing (see Section 2.6.1) but with one major
diﬀerence: cones are traced instead of rays. These cones can be interpreted as
a bundle of rays that allow to sample incident light from a larger solid angle,
based on the aperture of the cone. In VCT, the idea is to select the sampling
level in the octree based on the wide of the cone. Close to origin, the width of
cone is small, therefore we are sampling at detailed levels or even the leaves.
While tracing further along the ray, the width increases and lower resolutions
of the hierarchy are selected for sampling with trilinear interpolation. Fur-
thermore, we increase the step size during the tracing also dependent on the
current width of the cone, which leads to larger steps, the further we are going
(see Figure 2.9). This leads to a ray marching variant with an increasing step
size that coincides with the size of the currently sampled voxel.
Eventually, the cone tracing is performed multiple times for every surface
point directly visible to the camera to perform an approximated ﬁnal gather-
ing. A low number of large cones, usually ﬁve to eight, are traced for diﬀuse
reﬂections. An extra cone with an aperture related to the roughness of the
local surface is cast into the direction of the reﬂected view ray to sample the
specular reﬂection. Varying the size of the cones depending on the BRDF leads
to scheme visualized in Figure 2.5, which will be used later in Chapter 7.
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Similar to LPV, VCT also suﬀers from light bleeding through thin geometry,
which is the main drawback of the approaches. A bottleneck of VCT is the
voxelization. Dense voxel structures require a large amount of memory and
sparse octrees need more time to build. For more detail on the data struc-




FUNDAMENTALS IN AUGMENTED AND MIXED
REAL ITY
While the deﬁnition of Augmented Reality and the connection to VR as well as
some examples and typical applications have been discussed in the introduc-
tion, this chapter will cover fundamental concepts and techniques that form
the basis for the presented works in the following chapters of this thesis.
AR is an interdisciplinary ﬁeld that involves, besides many technical aspects,
also human computer interaction, perception, psychology or physiology. While
the present works are mostly limited to the technical parts, encompassing
computer graphics and computer vision, this dissertation specializes on the
visually coherent presentation of virtual objects in AR environments and is
therefore a topic in the ﬁeld of computer graphics.
Focusing on the presentation is possible due to the extensive research,
mainly driven by the computer vision and robotics community, that con-
tinuously provides more and more sophisticated localization and tracking
techniques, enabling the registration of virtual content within the real world.
Closely coupled to vision-based localization is the reconstruction of the real-
world environment based on geometrical features. This chapter provides an
overview of the concepts and techniques, that the thesis relies on. It is based
on the book of Schmalstieg and Höllerer [SH16], which I refer to, for









Even when dealing with the presentation of virtual content in AR, the scope
of this thesis needs to be deﬁned more precisely. As Jacobs and Loscos
state in their report [JL06]: Not all AR techniques are designed to make users
believe that virtual objects seamlessly blend into the real world. Sometimes,
it is desired to provide additional context information [KMS07], maybe by
simple annotations [Ros+95]. In other cases, we might want to emphasize
certain real elements instead of adding completely new content. Even stylized
or non-photorealistic rendering can be relevant for some use cases [FBS05].
The methods presented in this thesis however, aim to create such seamless
and coherent augmentations.
To combine virtual and real objects such that they perfectly blend up to
the point where a user cannot distinguish virtual from real elements, three
major topics need to be dealt with [SH16]:
geometric registration This is the foundation of coherent render-
ing. It mainly relates to camera parameters but also involves knowledge about
the geometry of real-world surfaces. Extensive research has been conducted
to determine the Extrinsic Camera Parameters, i.e., the position and orienta-
tion of the camera in the real-world 3D space. While this camera pose usually
changes during interactions in the scene, there is a set of camera parameters
that stay constant, namely the Intrinsic Camera Parameters, which include
focal length, focal center, aspect ratio and usually parameters of modeled lens
distortions. With intrinsics and extrinsics given, we are already able to pro-
vide important visual cues, that allow the user to perceive the location of
virtual objects in space. That means, we are able to display virtual objects
with correct size, orientation and perspective. If users know about the size of
the virtual object, they can estimate how far away the object must be. For a
known distance, they can estimate how big an object is compared to present
real-world objects. However, these cues are very basic and allow only for very
coarse estimates. With knowledge about the scene geometry we are able to
consider occlusions, too. Objects in the front occlude objects that are farther
behind, regardless of whether they are virtual or real. From our experience
in the real world, we also expect that objects cast shadows onto each other.
Shadows can help to resolve the discrepancy between size and distance as
shown in Figure 3.1. When the geometry of real surfaces is known, we can vi-
sualize shadows that provide another important visual cue and help the user
to assess the position of an object [WFG92, Hu+00], even when the correct
light condition in the scene is unknown. Besides improving the shadow quality
by considering the real-world light sources, there are further cues to support
the user, e.g., atmospheric attenuation for very distant objects or showing
ﬁne details on the surface, that are only visible when observed from a close
position and that help to understand the shape of the object. An important
cue for this thesis is the shading of the object, but this is part of the next
aspect of visual coherence.
photometric registration This aspect deals with the interaction of
light between virtual and real objects. By applying light transport simulations
or corresponding approximations, the virtual objects are shaded with respect
to the current light conditions in the real-world environment. This aspect and
the previous one are most important when trying to make virtual objects blend
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(a) No Shadows (b) With Shadows
Figure 3.1: Importance of Shadows
Shadows provide an important visual cue that is required to assess the rela-
tive position and size of objects.
perfectly into the real world. Because of the imperfect nature of acquisition
and display devices, further processing steps can be required to eventually
convince the users (see the last aspect). However, to achieve a correct or
at least plausible appearance in terms of light transport, certain knowledge
about the real environment is required. Depending on the desired level of
quality and the type of light paths between the virtual and the real world,
that are supported by the approach, a diﬀerent amount of knowledge about
the scene is needed. While simple approaches use coarse approximations of the
direction and intensity of environment light, sometimes even manually deﬁned
by the user. More sophisticated approaches rely on inverse light transport
simulation to recover parameters from images. A commonly used classiﬁcation
of illumination methods was presented by Jacobs and Loscos [JL06]:
– Local Common Illumination
Geometry and radiance information from the environment are used
to illuminate virtual objects. Correct occlusion handling and shadows
between real and virtual objects are also considered features of this
class, although they are technically non-local eﬀects.
– Global Common Illumination
While local common illumination considers only direct light, the
global variant takes secondary light and higher order bounces into
account. It is called global, because to achieve these kind of eﬀects,
global illumination simulation techniques are required.
– Relighting
Techniques that focus on changing the real surface shading by virtu-
ally altering the illumination or the material of the real object. These
methods usually require a sophisticated knowledge of the real illumi-
nation condition and the material properties of real surfaces. Note,
that the changing of local surface properties also has a global impact
on the entire scene.
– Inverse Illumination
Applying global illumination techniques to estimate the real illumi-
nation condition and material properties as precise as possible from
input images of a scene. Eventually, this allows to exactly reproduce
the content of the input footage by rendering the reconstructed data.
Chapter 4 provides an extended overview of methods that are addressing the
issue of photometric registration as they form the largest part of the related
work of this thesis.
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camera simulation This last aspect accounts for the physical behav-
ior of the camera, the sensor and the lens. Simulating the behavior of these
components is important while acquiring environment information and for dis-
playing virtual objects as well. During the acquisition, we try to reason about
the RGB input image to deduce measurements of physical quantities, i.e., ra-
diance in most cases. Therefore, knowledge about the internal processes of the
cameras is required. Especially low-cost consumer products like the cameras of
mobile devices exhibit various kinds of distortions, artifacts and even unspeci-
ﬁed software manipulations that inﬂuence the image. Using more professional
equipment, like DSLR cameras, we have detailed control over the camera pa-
rameters. Without further knowledge about the actual internal processes, it
is possible to ﬁx settings, like the white balance and calibrate the camera by
capturing several images with diﬀerent exposure – a quantity that depends on
the aperture, shutter speed and ISO sensitivity – by solving for the Camera
Response Curve. Given the response curve, we can deduce linear radiance on
real-world surfaces from Low Dynamical Range (LDR) color values, stored per
pixel in the input image. Besides the response of the camera system, there
are several other features that can be accounted for. As PaulDebevec et al.
stated: “the patterns of ﬁlm grain [. . .]should match” [Deb98], but various ad-
ditional eﬀects like blur, vignetting, chromatic aberrations or other artifacts,
e.g., introduced by the Bayer mask, can be accounted for to improve the
quality during the acquisition. The same holds for displaying the augmented
image. The level of realism can be increased by applying the same eﬀects to
the augmented elements.
Assuming we are able to perfectly reproduce all of these eﬀects and achieve
a seamless blending, we can go one step further and also account for the
properties of the display device. Depending on the modality, diﬀerent eﬀects
are introduced, that can be accounted for in the ideal case. For a Hand-held
Video See-Through Device (see Section 3.5) for instance, a calibration of the
display can eventually allow to realize an AR experience in the sense of Magic
Lenses [Bie+94, Vie+96], where the frame of the device acts as a window into
the augmented world and the appearance of real-world objects on the screen
are equal to the appearance next to the device7. In the following sections,
some of the individual topics are discussed in more detail.
3.2 intrinsic parameters
Since a solid intrinsic calibration is required for all other tasks in AR, it is
the ﬁrst topic we need to address. As stated earlier, intrinsic parameters (or
simply Intrinsics) contain ﬁxed parameters like focal length or aspect ratio,
that describe the projection of the 3D scene into 2D image space. They are
highly important because “otherwise the object may seem too foreshortened
or skewed relative to the rest of the picture” [Deb98]. The set of parameters
however, depends on the camera or lens model we are using. For real-time
rendering, the focus is generally on rather simple models, i.e., pinhole cameras
and ﬁsh-eye cameras throughout this thesis. In the following both models are
discussed, including calibration techniques that have been used to realize the
systems presented in Chapters 5 to 7. For more advanced camera models, I
refer to the PBRT book [PJH16].
7 There are some additional requirements, i.e., head tracking for a correct perspective, camera

























Figure 3.2: Pinhole Camera in Computer Graphics
3.2.1 The Pinhole Camera
This model is simple and known for a long time as Camera Obscura. Actually,
the ﬁrst known records are from MoTi, a Chinese philosopher of the 5th
century B.C. [Dav99]. DaVinci also described the idea in his notebooks8:
I say that if the front of a building – or any open piazza or ﬁeld –
which is illuminated by the sun has a dwelling opposite to it, and if,
in the front which does not face that sun, you make a small round
hole, all the illuminated objects will project their images through that
hole and be visible inside the dwelling on the opposite wall which may
be made white; and there, in fact, they will be upside down [. . .]
—LeonardoDaVinci [Ric70]
In computer graphics, we apply a trick to further simplify computations,
which is not possible in the real world. We deﬁne an image plane outside the
room, in front of the pinhole and virtually measure the radiance of light rays
that would pass through the plane and the hole. Then, the position of the
pinhole is interpreted as the position of the camera – or the eye. Figure 3.2
illustrates this along with further parameters that allow to model properties
of real cameras. The position of the camera c deﬁnes the origin of the camera
space, where zc, the optical axis, points towards the viewing direction, xc to





, measured in pixels, is aligned perpendicular to zc, where the
distance to the camera position c is called focal length f , also measured in
pixels. In the illustration, it is assumed that the pixels of the image are squares.
If that is not the case, we compute fx = F/px and fy = F/py, where F is the




the size of a pixel in world units. It is
also possible that the optical axis does not match exactly with the center of
the image – imagine that the lens of your camera is shifted a little bit and not





, an in-plane translation of the image that is also deﬁned in
pixels. The origin of the image coordinate system is usually deﬁned as the top
8 Actually, DaVinci extends this thought experiment to holes at multiple points in the wall
and than to all points in time and space. Hence, he actually describes the Plenoptic Function
(see Section 4.1.1), which is why Adelson and Bergen also use this quote to motivate their
work [AB91].
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Figure 3.3: Intrinsic Camera Calibration Result
An camera image augmented by two cubuids. The green one is rendered after
intrinsic calibration, while the red one is rendered with guessed parameters.
A typical checkerboard, that is used for the calibration, is visible in the
background. Parameters speciﬁed by the manufacturers are often limited to
an average ﬁeld of view parameter and usually achieve results somewhere
in between. However, when developing for multiple platforms and a various
diﬀerent devices, the parameters given by the manufacturer are often not a
practical solution. Image courtesy of ClemensArth et al. and AR4.io.













, given in the camera coordinate system, can




by the following Equations:
xu = fx xx/xz + cx
xv = fy −xy/xz + cy.
For rendering on the GPU, this projection is usually realized by a linear ma-
trix multiplication in homogeneous space followed by a perspective division.
Therefore, the graphics Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) provide
methods to setup the projection matrix using the visualized oﬀsets: left, right,
bottom and top. Note, that the oﬀsets in Figure 3.2 correspond to a Near
Plane Distance that equals the focal length. The APIs also allow to specify the
projection matrix using the aspect ratio, sx/sy, and a Field of View parameter
α, which is computed as:




for a vertical ﬁeld of view. Note, that α spans the entire ﬁeld of view, while it
is also common to specify the angle between the optical axis and the (upper)
frustum border and thereby half the ﬁeld of view. For more details, I refer to
any text book or lecture on computer graphics as well as to the documenta-
tion of the chosen API. The most widely used algorithms for intrinsic camera
calibration, e.g., the one by Zhang [Zha00], additionally estimate a skew pa-
rameter to compensate for non-perpendicular image axes. Additionally, they
provide coeﬃcients to compensate radial and tangential lens distortions, which
are only required for real lenses, as virtual pinhole cameras do not have lenses.
For our research, we use the implementation provided by OpenCV9 or the
Vizario.cam10 app on the android platform. In both cases a set of images,
9 OpenCV. Open Source Computer Vision Library, Version 3.3.0. Documentation, 2017.


















Figure 3.4: Azimuthal Equidistant Projection
showing a checker pattern of known size that has been captured from multi-
ple angles, is required as input. After extracting the chessboard corners in all
images, the tools run a global optimization, that iteratively solves for the in-
trinsic parameters, reconstructs the corner positions in camera space, projects
them into image space using the current set of parameters, and minimizes the
projection error. Figure 3.3 emphasizes the importance of such an intrinsic
calibration.
Important to note is that the calibration can depend on the settings of the
camera and the lens. This means that resulting parameters are valid only for
one speciﬁc focal length (in case of zoom-lenses) and for the selected aspect
ratio as well as resolution.
3.2.2 The Fish-eye Camera
The maximum ﬁeld of view that can be achieved with pinhole cameras is
limited. In theory, a projection can be deﬁned as long as the ﬁeld of view is
below 180° where the focal length would be zero. Real-world rectilinear lenses
however, even with a full frame sensor, are assumed to have the smallest prac-
tical focal length of about 15mm and even more for smaller sensors [Joh03].
A common solution to achieve larger ﬁelds of view with a single image is by
using a ﬁsh-eye lens. Their mapping of arbitrary points of the scene into the
2D image space is diﬀerent from the pinhole model. Instead of using a per-
spective projection, we assume a hemisphere at the position of the camera
c. The hemisphere points towards the viewing direction zc, which is again
referred to as the optical axis. Analogous to the pinhole camera, we deﬁne yc
as upwards and xc as right direction. Each point in camera space can now be




, where θ is deﬁned as the angle
between zc and the direction of the considered point. ϕ deﬁnes the angle of
rotation around the optical axis and ρ is the distance between the point and
the camera position c. The image produced by the ﬁsh-eye projection has
the shape of a disk, where the color captured for the direction of the optical
axis is mapped to the image center. The angle ϕ is not changed and speciﬁes
the direction within the disk with respect to the center, whereas the azimuth
angle θ is transformed by some function f(θ) that maps θ to a radius r. Fig-
ure 3.4 illustrates that model, while assuming an image space that is deﬁned
as [−1, 1]2 and a function f that maps θ linear onto the radius r. This ideal
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equidistant projection of an arbitrary point x in camera space is computed in







xρ = ‖x− c‖2 .
(3.1)
In the second step, the mapping function f is applied and the image space
coordinates are computed. Note, that ρ is not used, but it can be used as
depth in a z-Buﬀer:
r = f(xθ) =
2xθ
π
xu = r cos xϕ
xv = −r sin xϕ.
(3.2)
To calibrate a real-world ﬁsh-eye lens, we use the OCamCalibToolbox11
by Davide Scaramuzza. One goal of the calibration is to approximate the
mapping function f of the real-world camera. In this case, f is modeled as a
polynomial. As suggested by the author, we use a 4th order polynomial and
therefore estimated ﬁve coeﬃcients. Similar to the case of the pinhole camera,
the optical axis can be oﬀ-center and not perfectly perpendicular to the image
plane. Additionally, the pixel may not be squared. To account for these issues,
the toolbox also solves for aﬃne transformations to model the eﬀects. For
additional information concerning the method, I refer to the corresponding
papers [SMS06a, SMS06b, RSS08].
For easier evaluation during run-time, we created a lookup table based on
the calibration result. This lookup table can be stored in a texture and is
used to re-sample the camera input into an image with perfect equidistant
projection as shown in Figure 3.4. Equation (3.1) and (3.2) and their inverse
functions allow for easy conversion between the 2D image coordinates and
the 3D view space, assuming the depth ρ was stored, too. By altering the
mapping function f in Equation (3.2), we can support ﬁeld of views diﬀerent





which allows up to 360° but also supports smaller ﬁeld of views without
wasting additional texture space. In this case, α is the only parameter that
is stored along with the lookup table. Together, they can be seen as intrinsic
parameters of the ﬁsh-eye camera.
3.3 extrinsic parameters
In the previous section we worked in the local coordinate system of the cam-
era. This system is also called Camera Space, Eye Space, View Space or View
Reference Space, which all refer to the 3D coordinate system with the origin
at the position of the camera and the z-axis aligned with the view direction.
The position of objects in the scene are typically deﬁned in global coordinate
system referred to as world space. The origin of this system is ﬁxed and coor-
dinates of static objects are constant, whereas in view space, the coordinates
11 Davide Scaramuzza. OCamCalib: Omnidirectional Camera Calibration Toolbox for Matlab.
Project Website, 2013.
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of static objects change when the camera is moved. Both spaces are related by
the Camera Pose, the position and orientation of the camera in world space,
which are also referred to as extrinsic parameters or simply Extrinsics. The
pose can be expressed as a linear transformation consisting of a translation
and rotation, the View Transformation. Since this transformation is invertible,
it allows to transform positions between world and view space. Together with
the projection deﬁned by the intrinsic parameters, we are able to compute the
exact location in image space for any surface point given in world space. For a
given position in image space, we can at least specify a world space ray, start-
ing at the camera position, on which the surface position visible in the image
lies. With knowledge about the depth, i.e., the distance between the visible
point and the camera12, the 3D world space position can be reconstructed
exactly.
In the context of AR, the process of estimating the six degrees of freedom for
a pose of an object in three-dimensional space is often referred to as Tracking.
In general arbitrary real-world objects can be tracked, but the camera pose
is one that is required in any AR scenario. The following subsections provide
an overview of the basic optical methods that are used in the later chapters
of this thesis. The ones described below and various other techniques can be
found in the book of Schmalstieg and Höllerer [SH16].
inside-out vs. outside-in tracking There are two diﬀerent types
of tracking strategies. Inside-out tracking relies on sensors attached to the
tracked objects, e.g., the camera or gyroscope, compass and accelerometer.
The tracked object is actually the active component. The sensors are used
to estimate the own pose by observing stationary, mostly passive, features in
the environment, for instance special markers, corners of objects, details in
the texture of objects, or in case of the gyroscope, the direction of gravity.
Inside-out tracking often provides good estimates of the orientation, since the
observed features are usually farther away, compared to the size of a hand-
held device. This is true, especially for computer vision-based approaches. The
estimated position however, often lacks of precision because the estimates are
often based on some sort of integration, where errors are propagated over time.
In general, inside-out techniques are often preferred as they require no – or at
least only minor – preparation of the environment.
The alternative is to use outside-in methods, where the sensors are placed
in the environment and the tracked objects are passive. This allows to esti-
mate the position of arbitrary (passive) objects but requires the placement
of sensors in the environment, which usually limits the space of interaction.
Here, the sensors observe features of the dynamic object. The measurements
of multiple, calibrated sensors allows to precisely estimate the position of the
tracked object. The precision of the estimated orientation is low compared
to inside-out tracking, while the precision gets worse the smaller the object
becomes. Especially, when tracking a camera, this can be drastically, where
a low error of 1° in the orientation already leads to an oﬀset of about 0.5 cm
when augmenting an object at a distance of 1m. However, since any object
can be tracked that is not necessarily visible to the display device, potentially
diﬀerent scenarios can be supported.
12 The depth of a point in image space can be deﬁned diﬀerently, e.g., as the Euclidean distance
to the camera or the distance of the point projected onto the optical axis. The distances
can for instance be given in world space units, normalized world space units between near
and far plane or logarithmically scaled as a result of the perspective projection using the
rasterization pipeline.
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(a) ArUco (b) QR Code
Figure 3.5: Binary Square Markers
Various diﬀerent marker designs have been proposed. A popular example are
the ArUco marker by SergioGarrido-Jurado et al. [Gar+14], which is
also available in OpenCV. QR codes are more complex but allow to encode
more information than a simple ID.
3.3.1 Marker Tracking
detecting flat 2d markers A group of simple but quite robust
tracking techniques are marker-based methods. Here, a known and easily de-
tectable object is placed in the environment. The checkerboard in Figure 3.3
is one example of such a known object, but smaller square markers, like the
ones shown in Figure 3.5, are more popular as the encoded IDs allow to distin-
guish diﬀerent markers used in the same scenario. Since the marker is known,
it can be classiﬁed as model-based technique. To be able to estimate a camera
pose from such 2D binary marker, visible in an input image, a proper intrinsic
calibration is required.
The basic steps for detecting such markers are the following: The input
image is converted into a binary black and white image, usually by applying
a threshold after some contrast enhancement steps. This is followed by the
search for line segments and closed loops, which is the most expensive part
of the algorithm. Each quadrilateral loop of suﬃcient size is a marker can-
didate. Sampling at a predeﬁned set of points inside the quadrilateral shape
reveals the ID as well as the top, left, right and bottom edge of the potential
marker. If the sampling result does not match the pattern of a valid marker,
the candidate is rejected. Otherwise, the pose is estimated by mapping the
detected planar shape to a square of speciﬁed size using a homography. The
resulting pose can be interpreted as the position of the camera in the local
coordinate system of the marker. Inverting the transformation yields the pose
of the marker in view space. An additionally provided world space pose of the
marker allows to convert between the involved spaces. A detailed description,
that also consider the intrinsic parameters of the camera, can be found in any
computer vision text book, e.g., the ones of Szeliski [Sze11] or Hartley and
Zisserman [HZ04].
In Chapter 5, stationary cameras with ﬁsh-eye lenses are used to capture the
environment. To estimate their extrinsic parameters, we use a checkerboard
with a known pose in world space. Figure 3.6 is used to illustrate the pose
estimation in 2D. The problem could also be solved by ﬁnding a homography,
but starting with the ﬁsh-eye calibration that oﬀers an equidistant mapping,












Figure 3.6: Un-project a Grid into View Space
Based on Equation (3.1) and (3.2) we can reconstruct the direction of de-
tected checkerboard corners in view space. Assuming a radius of 1, these cor-
ners are located on a unit sphere around origin and denoted as points pi. We
know, that corners actually lie somewhere along the rays on a planar grid of
unknown pose but known size. Assuming the checkerboard was in the upright
position, we can specify xi, corresponding to pi, as the point located at an
unknown radius ri on the checker board. We also know, that the checkerboard
is a uniform grid and that points along one direction have a known distance
of w.
For solving the problem in 2D, we can setup the following equations: From
the second observation, we can conclude that inner points have two neighbors
at the same distance in opposite directions and thereby:
xi−1 − xi = xi − xi+1
⇒ −xi−1 + 2xi − xi+1 = 0.
For n points, this leads us to n− 2 such relationships, hence 2(n− 2) equa-
tions for the linear system in the 2D case of the example because of the two
components.
The other observation leads to more obvious equations as:
ripi = xi
⇒ −xi + ripi = 0.
However, we need to avoid the trivial solution by adding another constraint,
which can be achieved by ﬁxing the scale of one point, e.g., by moving one p1
to the right-hand side:
−x1 = −p1.
This leads to one relationship for each point (where one is special) and 2n
equations for the block-wise diagonal linear system with unknown xi and ri





a scale factor s, which is caused by ﬁxing one point. The factor in turn, can
be retrieved by considering the average distance of neighboring points, or just
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The 3D case is very similar, except that there are three equations for each
relationship. Additional equations to ensure the distance of grid points in the
second dimension can be deﬁned analogously. Eventually, x1, the principle
directions of the un-projected grid and their cross-product deﬁne the basis of
the checkerboards local coordinate system and also the pose of the camera
in checkerboard coordinates. With the help of the world pose of the board,
we can ﬁnally compute the world position of the ﬁsh-eye camera. The same
method could be used to estimate the pose of cameras with rectilinear lenses,
too, as the image space positions can be projected onto a unit sphere in view
space.
detecting spherical markers These passive markers are used for
outside-in tracking, e.g., in the context of motion tracking in movie and game
productions. Multiple of those small light-weight plastic spheres, coated with
highly retro-reﬂected ﬁlm, are composed to tracking targets, where each target
consists of three or more markers in a unique rigid constellation. Figure 3.7a
shows an example tracking target we use for the approach in Chapter 5.
The coating of the markers works like retro-reﬂected foil known from safety
clothing or traﬃc signs. A large amount of the incident light is reﬂected back
towards the sender. This property is utilized by special cameras that are
equipped with infrared emitters, as shown in Figure 3.7c. The emitted light
(a) Tablet with Markers (b) Tracking System (c) Infrared Tracking Camera
Figure 3.7: Infrared Tracking Setup
A common tablet, instrumented with spherical markers (a), using an infrared
outside-in tracking system (b). The system consists of special cameras (c)
equipped with a circle of infrared LEDs.
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(a) Image of IR Camera (b) Marker Candidates (c) Estimated Pose
Figure 3.8: Infrared Tracking Example
The image (a) is produced by one of the tracking cameras visible in Figure 3.7.
After applying a threshold, bright spots are considered marker candidates (b).
After associating a predeﬁned marker constellation, referred to as tracking
target, the pose of the tracked object can be estimated (c).
is not visible to humans but because of the retro-reﬂection, markers appear
as very bright spots in the camera image. Even without a special ﬁlter, mark-
ers can be detected easily after applying a threshold (see Figure 3.8b). A
blob detection is conducted on the resulting binary image to identify marker
candidates, that fulﬁll certain image space size constraints. In the next step,
epipolar geometry is used to establish correspondences in two or more camera
images. Therefore, the camera system needs to be calibrated properly before
starting the tracking, but as long as the cameras are not moved, this is done
only once. After ﬁnding correspondences, the 3D position of the marker is tri-
angulated by identifying the point, at which the world space rays from each
camera through the corresponding marker in the image get closest, as the
rays do not intersect exactly. The extracted 3D positions of the marker can-
didates are then associated to the tracking targets. Even though the target
constellation is known, the association can become a complex task, especially,
when many markers are visible or many diﬀerent constellations are expected.
It is possible that some markers are hidden from the cameras because of user
interactions, or the triangulation is not successful because the marker is only
visible in a single camera image. Hence, all permutations of candidates have
to be tested against the known constellations or subsets of them. Thus, the ro-
bustness of the system is improved by using more than the minimum number
of markers per target. Eventually, when a match was found, the pose of the
object is deﬁned by the aﬃne rigid transformation of the target, which usually
also has a local coordinate system, as shown in Figure 3.8c. Such a system
is used during the experiments in Chapter 5 for estimating the position of
the tablet, moving real-world paper boxes, and to determine the position of
the checkerboard when estimating the world-space positions of the ﬁsh-eye
cameras.
To be able to estimate the extrinsic parameters for the back-facing camera
of a hand-held device using an outside-in tracking system, we also need to
account for the rigid transformation between the local coordinate system of
the tracking target and the actual position of the (virtual) camera. Therefore,
we use another calibration step to estimate this constant transformation. This
involves the tracking of a checkerboard. Small patches of retro-reﬂective foil
are placed on the edges of the board to allow for infrared tracking. At the same
time, the device, instrumented with spherical markers, is also tracked by the
infrared system. Now, one or more images of the checkerboard are captured.
Performing a vision-based pose estimation using the visible checkerboard gives
the pose of the camera in the local coordinate system of the checkerboard. Such
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a pose is speciﬁed by a rotation and a translation [R|t]. Representing this
pose as 4 × 4 matrix and inverting the result gives the view transformation
Vˆ , which transforms homogeneous coordinates from the local space of the
checkerboard R3
Bˆ




Additionally the poses provided by the infrared tracking system are considered,
i.e., the world space pose of checkerboard [R|t]Bˆ and the world space pose of
the device [R|t]Dˆ. Writing these poses as 4 × 4 matrices (not inverted) gives







The calibration matrix C we are interested in, maps from local device coordi-
nates into the view reference space. Therefore, we concatenate the available
transformations as follows, assuming that we multiply the vector to transform




C = Vˆ Bˆ−1 Dˆ.
During interactive scenarios, the checkerboard is not needed anymore. The
infrared tracking system continuously provides world space poses of the device
[R|t]D and thereby a transformation, D from the local device space into world
space. The view matrix V that is used for rendering computes as:
V : R3WS → R3VS
V = C D−1
x′ = V x.
It allows to transform world space positions x into the local space of the
camera x’, which is usually followed by a projection into image space.
detecting vs. tracking As the term tracking already suggests, it
means following one or multiple objects of interest in the scene and to contin-
uously determine their location. In 3D tracking, this location is the six degrees
of freedom pose discussed above. By incorporating assumptions about the dy-
namics of tracked objects and thereby predicting future positions based on
observations from the past, it is possible to estimate the pose of an object,
even if the target is currently not visible or partially hidden.
In contrast, the pose estimation by detection (tracking by detection) is
not based on a prediction model and temporal consistency is not addressed
directly. However, detection is a required step while tracking an object, which
can be improved by knowledge of the dynamic model. The prediction step
allows to limit the search area for markers or features and thereby reduces
the computational eﬀort. This is also true for associating spherical marker
candidates to the tracking targets in case of the infrared tracking discussed
before. In case the prediction-based tracking fails, a full detection step can be
used as backup until the target is found again.
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(a) FAST (b) SURF
Figure 3.9: Extracted Natural Features
Features detected by two common feature detectors. Image (a) shows
the result of the FAST detector acquired within 6.7ms, while the fea-
tures in the other image (b) have been found within 158ms using a
SURF detector. The implementation of the Matlab Computer Vision Sys-
tem Toolbox was used on an IntelCore i7-6700K for the shown image
with approximately 2.5 megapixels. Image courtesy of Saale-Unstrut-
Tourismus e.V. undMitglieder.
3.3.2 Natural Feature Tracking
Instrumenting the environment or the devices used with markers is no suitable
for all scenarios. Outside-in tracking is further limited to the area that is
covered by the tracking cameras and the system itself is only suited for special
environments, like laboratories, but not for usage in a living room, due to their
size and price. Hence, non-invasive methods without any additional hardware
or markers that can be used for tracking in larger areas are desirable. However,
they are more complex and computationally more expensive.
In recent years, techniques based on Natural Features have become more
and more popular, as they fulﬁll these requirements. As we apply this kind
of tracking only in form of a service that is provided by the mobile device
used in Chapter 7, this section will only convey the concepts based on the
elaborations of Schmalstieg and Höllerer [SH16].
Natural features, or interest points, are visual properties that are already
present in the real world. Many diﬀerent features can be used for tracking,
as long as they are easy to ﬁnd in an image, their position in the environ-
ment must be independent from the vantage point, and they should be robust
against changes in illumination. Corners, edges or features in texture of the
objects are often the fundamental elements that constitute such a feature. It
is important to realize, that one feature alone – in contrast to a marker – does
usually not allow to reconstruct the camera pose. Because many of the interest
points appear repeatedly in an image, e.g., around windows in the facade of
a building, they are not unique. Hence, the constellation of multiple interest
points needs to be considered.
Two examples for extracted features are shown in Figure 3.9, using two com-
mon Feature Detectors. Various detectors and variations have been proposed,
which diﬀer in terms of quality, speed and robustness. In the examples, FAST,
originally proposed by Rosten and Drummond [RD06], and SURF, proposed
by Bay et al. [Bay+08], have been applied. After detecting features, they are
stored in a data structure optimized for matching, which is referred to as Fea-
ture Descriptor. The fast and reliable matching of descriptors found in two
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images taken from diﬀerent vantage points or matching the descriptors of an
acquired image against a previously captured model, is a key element of natu-
ral feature tracking. This matching involves a search or approximated search
for corresponding features. A simple criteria for a good match is the Euclidean
distance between descriptors represented as feature vector. The closer the dis-
tance, the better the match. Incorporating the handling of outliers makes the
next steps easier, in which the camera pose is estimated based on the match-
ing. Therefore, the so called Perspective-n-Point (PnP) problem is solved to
reconstruct the pose based on n correspondences between 2D and 3D points.
The latter are the matched features of the model, that are given with 3D world
coordinates. The outlier handling can also be realized by repeatedly solving
the P3P on randomly chosen matches. By applying the transformation to the
remaining features and computing the distance between the corresponding
feature positions, outliers can be detected. Eventually, only inliers are used to
estimate the ﬁnal camera pose. This method is known as Ransac introduced
by Fischler and Bolles [FB81].
The steps described above, estimate the camera pose based only on the
input of the current image. The method is thereby an example of tracking
by detection. Because of the number of features, incremental approaches that
use information of previous steps in time can help to meet the performance
goals. To realize the prediction of future feature positions based on a motion
model, it is common to consider the Optical Flow, which is a vector ﬁeld that
describes the movement of points in a sequence of consecutive images (see
Kanade-Lucas-Tomasi Tracking [BM04]).
So far, we assumed a given feature set of the environment, the model. Track-
ing methods that start without a predeﬁned model, also use models for track-
ing, but these are created on-the-ﬂy. In Visual Odometry [NNB04], the cam-
era pose is updated incrementally on a frame-to-frame basis by estimating
the essential matrix that relates two consecutive frames. However, if the fea-
tures that are used to compute transformation are not visible in the image
anymore, they cannot be identiﬁed when reappearing in one of the following
steps. Storing the detected features in a spatial data structure that allows for
matching features over a longer period of time even when they were hidden,
leads to Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM), a concept originally
used in the ﬁeld of robotics, just like visual odometry. One of the ﬁrst real-
time methods that used SLAM for recovering the trajectory of a camera was
presented by Davison et al. [Dav+07]. They already showed an AR scenario
that uses their MonoSLAM tracking.
While using simple incremental transformation updates, it is very likely that
drifting errors are accumulated over time. Hence, when revisiting an area that
has already been seen in the past, the position of features will probably show
a gap. This issue is addressed by Bundle Adjustment [Tri+99] that allows to
close the loop by minimizing the re-projection error of the features over time.
For more details to the single topics and also for more advanced techniques,
I again refer to book of Schmalstieg and Höllerer [SH16].
The tracking service13 provided by the mobile device used for the experi-
ments in Chapter 7 applies several of these techniques in two separate phases.
In the ﬁrst phase, called Area Learning, the current position of the device,
with respect to the starting position, is estimated by Visual-Inertial Odom-
etry. As the name suggests, inertial measurements provided by gyroscope,
compass and accelerometer are fused into the pose estimation based on visual
13 Google Developers. Tango Documentation: Motion Tracking. Project Website, 2016.
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(a) Without Reﬁnement (b) With Reﬁnement
Figure 3.10: Reﬁning Outside-in Tracking using Particle Filters
Results presented in the bachelor’s thesis, that investigated a reﬁnement
strategy to improve the outside-in tracking, used for the approach in
Chapter 5 and 6, by an 3D object tracking method. Image courtesy of
SteveWolligandt [Wol15].
features. Such a hybrid tracking was suggested by State et al. [Sta+96] for
instance. During tracking, the system creates a feature map to match the
current input against previously seen features. While learning the area, the
device orients and positions itself within the previously learned area. The ser-
vice also provides a drift correction for loop closure. Hence, the service relies
on a SLAM-based tracking with bundle adjustment. When the area learning
is completed, the map is used for the second phase or stored persistently for
later sessions. In the second phase, the learned area does not change anymore.
Instead, the pose is estimated by matching detected features to the feature
map. This vision-based result is then fused with measurements of the inertial
sensors. The inertial data is probably also used as motion model to select
features or a spatial window for features to match.
3.3.3 3D Object Tracking
This subsection focuses on a diﬀerent kind of model-based tracking. Here, the
model is a given geometric representation of a real-world object. The goal is
to ﬁnd the camera pose, relative to the known object based geometric fea-
tures – mostly edges and silhouettes – that are visible in the current camera
image. Especially, if precise Computer-aided Design (CAD) data of the object
to track is available, object tracking is often preferable as contours are usu-
ally well-deﬁned even under changing light conditions and requires no special
features in the texture of the object. Since edge detection is a rather simple
image processing task, the computational cost for this ﬁrst step is low. An
artiﬁcial image of the model is rendered from the currently estimated camera
pose. After extracting the edges from that rendering, distances between the
edges of both images are computed along the edge normals. Then, a new cam-
era pose, that minimizes these distances, is computed in an iterative manner
[DC99]. Instead of using just one rendered edge image, the GPU can be used
to evaluate multiple of them. Therefore, the particle ﬁlter approach of Isard
and Blake [BI97, IB98] is used to create multiple camera pose candidates
distributed in the area of the current estimation. Weighting the individual
poses of the candidates based on their likelihood, which is derived from the
distances between the edges, results the next estimated camera pose. New
particles are then generated by considering a motion model. It is also possible
to perform multiple iterations per frame using diﬀerent particle densities to
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reﬁne the estimate. This 3D extension of the approach of Isard and Blake
was presented by Klein and Murray [KM06].
We investigated this technique to reﬁne the pose estimation of the optical
outside-in tracking in the context of a bachelor’s thesis [Wol15]. Since the
position of the camera is estimated with high precision, only the orientation
provided by the tracking system is expected to have higher variance. In our
case, the particle-based approach was applied on the coarse model of the recon-
structed scene which was suﬃcient to increase the overall tracking precision
as shown in Figure 3.10.
3.4 radiometric calibration
Having extrinsic and intrinsic parameters allows the insertion of virtual ob-
jects with correct geometric registration. However, we also need reliable infor-
mation about the radiance of the surface elements visible in the camera image
to allow for capturing the illumination and estimation of material properties.
Unfortunately, current imaging devices are not able to capture the full dy-
namic range of light present in the real world. The dynamic range of camera
is deﬁned as the ratio of the radiance that just leads to saturation of the sensor
and the radiance that is just distinguishable from black level noise [DW00].
The range of conventional LDR images, which store colors as one byte per
color channel per pixel, is around two orders of magnitude. In contrast, the
sun at noon is about 100 million times brighter than starlight [Fer01] (see
also Figure 3.11). When taking a picture, one task of the photographer is to
select a suitable range that covers the interesting levels of brightness in the
scene. This selection is described by another quantity referred to as exposure
X measured in [J/m2], which is deﬁned as the product of irradiance E, that
arrives at the sensor (or the ﬁlm), and the exposure duration ∆t:
X = E∆t. (3.3)
In photography, the exposure is inﬂuenced by several parameters in addition to
the exposure duration, which is also referred to as shutter speed. To illustrate
these inﬂuences, the exposure can be considered as the number of photos that
hit the sensor. This number is inﬂuenced by the lens and the aperture, where
the latter can be manipulated to control the size of the opening, through which
photons enter the system. The shutter speed directly controls ∆t and thereby
inﬂuences the duration in which photos can reach the sensor. To compensate
for low light situations, the ISO sensitivity of the sensor is used to amplify
the signal produced by photons hitting the surface. Aperture, shutter speed
and ISO value, can be traded to achieve or avoid motion blur, depth of ﬁeld
and image noise. All three settings are designed to increase or decrease the
exposure by factor 2, which makes the setup easier. A typically scenario is to
ﬁx one or two of the parameters and let the camera software conﬁgure the
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Figure 3.11: The Dynamic Range in the Real-world Environment
Typical real-world scenes cover a dynamic range of several orders of magni-
tude. An indoor photograph with the sky visible through a windows, is a
common example that cannot be covered by the dynamic range of a single
LDR image. Image courtesy of Ferwerda [Fer01].
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(a) -3 stops (b) -1 stops (c) +1 stops (d) +3 stops
Figure 3.12: Exposure Series for Photometric Calibration
To recover the response curve of a camera, a series of images with diﬀerent
shutter speed is captured, while all other parameters are ﬁxed. Here, we show
images with exposure steps of 2 stops. Cameras usually allow steps of size
1/3 stops.
free one to achieve a properly exposed image. In that case, there is another
parameter, referred to as exposure compensation, to allow the user to take
brighter or darker images. Typical values are in the range of −3 to +3EV
with steps of 1/3EV, where +1 EV again results in a doubling of the exposure.
When using a camera to measure the radiance of a real-world surface, we
assume that all settings can be modeled by ∆t. Hence, the exposure depends
only on the relationship in Equation (3.3). Further, we can recover the irra-
diance from known exposure and exposure duration, while the irradiance is
assumed to be proportional to the radiance in the scene [DM97]. This results
in an estimation of the radiance up to a constant scale factor. In the case of
AR, this scale can be ignored, but if the scenario requires absolute radiance
measurements, a luminance meter can be used.
camera response curve An image acquired by a camera however
does not store variations in exposure directly. Instead, a non-linear function
is applied that maps exposure to pixel value Z:
Z = f(X) = f(E∆t) . (3.4)
This function is referred to as the camera response curve f and mimics the
response of ﬁlm. It is usually not published in the speciﬁcations, as it is re-
sponsible for the characteristic look of images taken by a certain camera and
thereby considered as a corporate secret. To relate pixel values Z to exposure
X and eventually to irradiance E, we need to reconstruct the camera response
curve f. Therefore, the method ofDebevec andMalik is used [DM97], which
relies on a series of images captured with varying exposure. To simplify the
process, a static scene photographed from the same vantage point, so pixels of
diﬀerent images depict the same surface element. It is common to ﬁx the aper-
ture, as changing the aperture will inﬂuence depth of ﬁeld and vignetting. To
reduce the noise level, the ISO value is also ﬁxed at a low setting. The shutter
speed is adjusted automatically and the exposure compensation is changed to
get an image series with varying exposure (see Figure 3.12).
Given the series of P pictures and N pixels that show the same surface in
all images a set of relationships can be derived from Equation (3.4):
Zij = f(Xij) = f(Ei∆tj) ,
where i is the ith of N pixels and j is the jth of P picture of the series. While
assuming that f is monotonic, it can be inverted:
f−1(Zij) = Ei∆tj .
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These equations allow to solve for the values f−1 and N values Ei. Since Z can
take only a ﬁnite number of diﬀerent values, e.g., 256, the size of the system
is limited. The number of pixels N is also limited depending on the resolution
of the images. The authors state that N = 50 is more than adequate for
P = 11, while the selected pixels should be evenly distributed over the pixel
values Z and homogeneous areas are preferred to avoid sampling issues. For
details including the weighting of samples and the solving, I refer to the paper
of Debevec and Malik of [DM97]. The result of the method is the inverse
response curve represented as lookup table that allows to recover the relative





For the given camera setup, this curve is constant and independent of the scene.
It allows to fuse several LDR input images into a HDR image. Therefore, the
relative radiance of individual image areas that have not been under-saturated
or over-saturated are weighted and averaged. This leads to a composition with
an extended dynamic range and ﬂoating point values per pixel and color chan-




z −Zmin for z ≤ 1/2 (Zmin + Zmax)
Zmax − z for z > 1/2 (Zmin + Zmax) ,
where z is the LDR input value and Zmin, Zmax deﬁne the range of the input,
e.g., Zmin = 0 and Zmax = 255.
Mitsunaga and Nayar presented a similar approach called Rascal that
is able to handle imprecise estimations of the exposure steps used while cap-
turing the image series [MN99]. In contrast to the method described above,
the result of their method is a polynomial that approximates the response
curve. The group around ShreeK.Nayar collected a large database of re-
covered response curves and proposed an empirical linear model for camera
response that is able to represent a wide range of response functions with only
4 coeﬃcients [GN04].
However, for the approach in Chapter 5 and 6 we use the pfstools14 that
are based on a probabilistic formulation of the problem by Robertson et al.
[RBS03], which, as they state, oﬀers an improvement over the technique of
Debevec andMalik. In our experiments both methods produced reasonable
results.
An alternative work ﬂow based on raw formats, with 11 to 13 bit per channel,
can also be applied. In that case, the raw images are assumed to be in a linear
color space, which simpliﬁes the response curve. For mobile devices or when
using webcams, this option is typically not available, at least not when using
the live camera streams provided by the currently available APIs.
gamma curve In contrast to a photometric calibration, it is also common
to assume that response can be modeled by a simple exponential curve:
Z = f(X) = X
1
γ
X = f−1(Z) = Zγ .
14 Max-Planck-Institut Informatik. PFScalibration:Photometric Calibration of HDR and LDR
Cameras. Project Website, 2005.
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Typically, a value of 2.2 is used for gamma, as this roughly corresponds to
brightness perceived by humans, known from the Weber–Fechner law. It is
also very similar to the curve that maps linear colors into sRGB color space,
which is typically used to store LDR images.
3.5 visual displays
This section is again based on the book of Schmalstieg and Höllerer and
gives an overview of diﬀerent visual displays and their key properties. For a
detailed discussion on the individual topics as well as on non-visual displays,
I refer to their book [SH16]. After describing the three fundamental methods
to blend virtual objects into the real world and showing examples of the most
prominent display types as well as their properties, the applicability of my
own approaches to these types is discussed.
3.5.1 Methods of Augmentation
optical see-through These devices are usually designed as glasses
or visors, like the MicrosoftHololens (see Figure 3.13a). They consist
of a partially transparent element that allows to directly observe the real-
world environment by looking through it. This element also allows to display
virtual content and thereby generates the desired blending. Displaying virtual
elements can be realized for instance by projecting them from the top or sides
onto the partially transparent element, that reﬂects the projection towards
the eyes and thereby combines real and virtual content.
video see-through The second class of devices involves one or more
cameras that capture the view into the real world. These images are used
as background for composing augmented images, that are shown on one or
more conventional opaque displays. Hence, the combination is handled by soft-
ware rather than special optics and is therefore simpler to realize compared to
Optical See-Through (OST). This class is currently the most dominant because
hand-held devices, like smartphones, that are used for AR, follow that principle.
But there are also head-mounted devices, like the VuzixWrap 1200dxar
that oﬀer a binocular stereoscopic view into the augmented scene (see Fig-
ure 3.13b).
(a) Optical See-Through (b) Video See-Through
Figure 3.13: Optical and Video See-Through Devices
Examples of head-mounted devices: the MicrosoftHololens (a) and the
VuzixWrap 1200dxar (b). Image courtesy of Microsoft and Vuzix, re-
spectively.
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(a) Projection on Real-world Objects (b) Fog Display
Figure 3.14: Spatial Projections
Examples of spatial AR solutions: a projector system that displays view de-
pendent virtual elements directly on the surface of a real-world car (a) and
a fog display prototype for projections in free space (b). Image courtesy of
VolkswagenAG and Yagi et al. [Yag+11], respectively.
spatial augmented reality Here, no optical combiners or electronic
screens are required, as the augmentation is directly applied to the 3D envi-
ronment. Spatial holograms, known from science ﬁction, that do not require
glasses for instance are an idealistic example for a Spatial Augmented Real-
ity (SAR) system. However, there are working prototypes existing today. Spa-
tial projections for instance use light projectors that display virtual elements
on real-world objects or fog displays that allow for augmentations in free space
(see Figure 3.14a and 3.14b).
3.5.2 Properties of AR Displays
The design of display devices involves trade-oﬀs between properties where each
peculiarity has pros and cons. One of the features is the support of stereoscopy.
Since humans are able to perceive binocular depth cues, a binocular device
provides higher immersion than monocular systems, at the cost of a more
complex and more expensive setup.
Another diﬃcult problem is the visual focus. The human eye and real cam-
eras have a limited depth range in which objects appear sharp. Outside of
this range, visions gets more and more blurry. Computer generated content,
that is rendered using a pinhole camera, is perfectly sharp at any depth. This
results in a discrepancy that has to be addressed. Therefore, eye tracking can
be used to anticipate the point of focus and the corresponding depth to alter
the virtual elements.
As discussed earlier, occlusion is an important feature of geometric reg-
istration. For OST and Video See-Through (VST) systems, z-Buﬀers can be
used to handle occlusion correctly. For SAR however, occlusion depends on
the position of the observer, which is diﬃcult to handle for spatial projec-
tions for multiple users in the presence of potential blockers. In the scenario
shown in Figure 3.14a, another dependency on the vantage point can be seen.
When the augmented elements are not located directly on the surface of the
real-world receiver of the projection, their perceived position will vary when
the user moves. Even for holograms a related problem exists. Specular eﬀects
on the surface of virtual objects depend on the position of the observer. In








The next properties discussed by Schmalstieg and Höllerer is reso-
lution and refresh rate. Spatial resolution directly correlates with the visual
quality of the produced images. Especially for head-mounted devices, the res-
olution is still critical, as the angular resolution of the human eye is not jet
reached for displays located close to head. It is desired to achieve temporal res-
olution of 60Hz in most scenarios. Objects in fast motion can require higher
frame rates to be displayed without unintended blur. While most displays are
capable to display images at rates of 60Hz, there is usually a trade-oﬀ be-
tween performance and quality to cope with the computational limits during
the image generation.
The ﬁeld of view that is available for augmentation is another important
aspect. OST devices, like the Hololens, currently have a rather limited ﬁeld
of view. This results in hard boundaries at which the virtual objects disap-
pear when they leave the center of the view. For hand-held devices, that are
used as magic lenses, the ﬁeld of view depends on the size and the distance
of the screen. For smartphones and tablets, the ﬁeld of view for displaying
virtual objects is small. Hence, the ﬁeld of view of the camera becomes the
limiting factor, especially, when tilting the device. At a certain degree of tilt,
no background image is available anymore.
The next property is the viewpoint oﬀset, which describes the spatially
discrepancy between the camera positions at which the real and the virtual
images are created. While OST devices can be calibrated, there are physical
limitations for VST systems. Considering a hand-held device, which uses the
back-facing camera to capture a real-world image that is augmented and pre-
sented on the display. To allow for a correct magic lens eﬀect, the display can
be interpreted as a virtual image plane, which needs to lie in the cameras view
frustum. As this is not possible, there has to a spatial oﬀset which leads to
discrepancies, especially, when observing nearby objects. To address this is-
sue, Schöps et al. recently presented a view correction based on a temporally
consistent inpainting [Sch+17]. In the case of a head-mounted VST, like the
one in Figure 3.13b, the camera would need to be located at the position of
the observers eyes to capture an image from the same vantage point, showing
the same perspective occlusions. An array of cameras that captures a 2D light
ﬁeld could be used to address that issue.
Another issue is latency. To avoid cybersickness while moving in AR and VR
environments, it is important to reduce the delay between the movement of the
user and the reaction of the visual representation to a minimum. One drawback
of head-mounted VSTs is the delay, produced by capturing the background
image and displaying it on the screen. Without any augmentation, this delay
is notable and can feel uncomfortable. To keep virtual and real objects aligned,
it is possible to further delay the input video stream when the rendering of
virtual objects is not jet ﬁnished. This however, makes the problem worse.
There are more relevant properties. Brightness for instance, which mainly
concerns OSTs, as the display brightness needs to compete with the brightness
of the real world in the background, and contrast, which is usually a problem
related to the dynamic range of the involved image sensors. Cameras and
other optical elements like lenses used for head-mounted devices can also show
distortions and aberrations, especially when using low-cost components.
The two last aspects are ergonomics and social acceptance. Depending on
the form factors of the device, it might not be suitable for every use case.
Heavy head-mounted devices or hand-held devices that must be held at eye
level cannot be used over long periods of time. This is closely related to social
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acceptance. The acceptance depends on the form factor in terms of comfort
but also in terms of a more or less pleasing appearance. In contrast to VR, aug-
mented reality applications are “more social” in a certain sense, as it involves
the surrounding. Users are not decoupled from their environment and other
people. However, problems can arise because of the cameras that observe the
environment. Even subtle designs, like the one of the GoogleGlasses15, can-
not prevent other people from feeling observed. Is is also likely to be perceived
as rude when pointing a camera or smartphone at people to get augmenta-
tions with information about the person. Because of these issues, it could be
possible that augmented reality will mainly be used in professional scenarios
rather than day-to-day life.
3.5.3 Visual Displays in this Thesis
The techniques presented in this thesis mainly focus on any kind of video see-
through devices. Typical form factors are head-mounted displays, hand-held
devices and stationary displays. In the presented scenarios, we are using hand-
held VSTs that act like windows into the mixed reality world [FZC93]. By
adjusting the ﬁnal image composition, optical see-through devices could also
be targeted. However, depending on the technical realization of the device, it
might not be possible to display elements that are darker than the background,
because during the composition of the ﬁnal image, light can only be added.
To render shadows and dark virtual objects correctly, the display needs to
be able to reduce the opacity for individual background pixels for instance. A
prototype for such a display was presented by Itoh et al. The solution however,
is not straightforward, as the occlusion mask appears blurred because the
additional Liquid Crystal Display (LCD) panel, used to control the brightness
of the incident real-world light, is out of focus [IHS17].
Extending the techniques to support stereo rendering should be straight-
forward by applying methods known from VR. Except the eﬀort for rendering
a pair of augmented images instead of a single one, the selection of the focus
point and the simulation of depth of ﬁeld are examples for additional tasks in
such a binocular setup.
In contrast, SAR is diﬀerent. Especially for multi-projector systems, image
generation and spatially registration imply a diﬀerent presentation pipeline.
The core elements of the speciﬁc rendering techniques however, can be used
nevertheless. Another issue in SAR is the representation of shadows since pro-
jectors are not able to subtract light from a real scene.
15 X. Glass. Project Website, 2017.
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4
OVERVIEW OF COHERENT AUGMENTED REAL ITY
For many years, visual coherence in AR is one of the research topics in focus
of the computer graphics community. With the farther goal of photorealistic
augmentation, various methods have been developed to insert virtual objects
into a view of the real world so that they blend in seamlessly. The foundation
of this consistent rendering and seamless blending is a reliable reconstruction
of the real-world environment, which includes the geometry of objects, the size,
shape, position and the intensity distribution of light sources, as well as the
reﬂectance behavior of the real-world surfaces. The ﬁrst part of this chapter
provides an overview of the related works, that address this reconstruction.
Section 4.2 then covers Diﬀerential Rendering, the basic concept, that is used
to create coherent augmentations based on light transport simulations. The
third and last section gives and overview of the related works in the area of
interactive coherent AR rendering. Descriptions of the individual works allow
a classiﬁcation of the own approaches in the context of the current state of
the art and emphasize to possibilities of future research in the ﬁeld, because
many subproblems are not yet solved satisfactorily.
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4.1 environment reconstruction
This Section provides an overview of the areas of environment reconstruction
that form the basis for coherent AR rendering in this thesis. The described
concepts and methods should be seen as related work of this thesis and are
not a complete survey by any means.
4.1.1 The Plenoptic Function
The idealistic goal of the environment reconstruction is to gather knowledge
about the incident radiance from every direction at every point in space and
time. Adelson and Bergen describe the overwhelming amount of informa-
tion by the so called plenoptic function, Equation (4.1), and provide a vivid
explanation on how to interpret it:
P (ω,λ, t,x) = P (θ,ϕ,λ, t,xx,xy,xz) . (4.1)
The world is ﬁlled with light, and the structure of this light is deter-
mined by the physical arrangement of the materials that ﬁll the world.
[. . .]For a given wavelength, a given time, and a given viewing posi-
tion in space, there exists a pencil of light rays passing through the
viewing point. Each ray has an intensity, and the collection of rays
constitutes a panoramic image. This panoramic image will vary with
time, viewing position, and wavelength.
—Adelson and Bergen [AB91]
In Equation (4.1), the wavelength is denoted as λ, time as t and the position
of the viewing point as x. The direction of a ray, passing the viewing point, is
given in spherical coordinates, θ and ϕ. In our notation, the direction can also
be described as an inﬁnitesimal solid angle ω pointing to that direction. Stor-
ing the information represented by this seven-dimensional function is simply
not feasible, because as the authors state:
Such a complete representation would contain, implicitly, a descrip-
tion of every possible photograph that could be taken of a particular
space-time chunk of the world [. . .].
—Adelson and Bergen [AB91]
Consequently, only fractions of this data are captured and stored using a
representation that ﬁts the needs of the application as well as the capabilities
of the acquisition method used. As described earlier, it is common to ignore
the wavelength and use three independent discrete RGB channels instead,
at least in most areas of computer graphics. The time dimension can also
be neglected if the environment is assumed to be static. Even though many
techniques are designed to deal with dynamic environments, they usually do
not require the availability of the information for every point in time. In
general, the information of the current time step (i.e., live data) is suﬃcient.
Since the area of interest is limited to a certain space for most applications,
it is convenient to reduce the covered space to the local scene. However, the
amount information of this 5D subspace is still diﬃcult to handle. In the
following, this subspace will be referred to as a dense light ﬁeld.
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Limiting the spatial extent to two dimensions is an elegant way to further
reduce the domain to four dimensions. This leads to a planar representation
that is often just called light ﬁeld. Even though light ﬁeld is the most often
used term, we refer to it as light slabs to avoid confusion with the more general
term, describing the 5D (dense) light ﬁelds. The basic idea of light slabs is
to store the view-dependent radiance for each point on a plane. Assuming
that there are no occluders and that absorption, scattering, and diﬀusion are
negligible in the air, the radiance information along an arbitrary direction is
constant [Ash93, LH96]. Considering a ray traveling in that direction and
intersecting a plane located in such a free space, the radiance acquired by
those rays can be stored in a two-dimensional ﬁeld, indexed by θ and ϕ of the
ray directions, at each intersection point with the plane. This results in a 4D
structure.
Reducing the spacial domain to single point, leads to the well known light
probes. This 2D representation stores radiance with respect to the viewing
direction. Technically, they can be described as photometric space-time sam-
ples of the plenoptic function, highlighting the metaphorical usage of the term
“probe”. Details on the three representations will be discussed in Section 4.1.2.
All these representations are instances of the group of light-based models, as
the information contained is purely light-related. Approaches that project light
information on a reconstructed geometry or a coarse approximation are also
classiﬁed as light-based. Debevec for example, projected a light probe onto a
simple cuboid serving as coarse geometry approximation [Deb98]. This allows
to approximate the position dependent plenoptic function by intersecting rays
with the geometry despite the fact that only one light probe was used to
capture the light information.
Incorporating knowledge about the geometry and materials present in the
scene leads to material-based models. To capture them, a more complex re-
construction procedure is required. After reconstructing the geometry of real
objects, inverse rendering methods are used to estimate material properties
and light information from real images or image sequences. All topics are
discussed more detailed in the following sections.
The result however, is the foundation of a coherent AR rendering. Material
properties of real objects are required for computing simple shadows, cast
by virtual objects, and allow the correct simulation of complex light interac-
tions. The quality of the estimated properties directly inﬂuences the possible
features, visible in the resulting augmentation. This means that methods for
creating more complex and more accurate environment models are required,
which results in an increasing amount of eﬀort. The users however, should not
spend more time on the issue as this would result in a decrease of acceptance
and applicability. Similar to the representation of the light, there are multiple
options to model and store the acquired information. Coarse approximations
can be acquired faster but may not allow for some lighting eﬀects.
The third class of models are the image-based models. These models describe
the scene implicitly by a collection of images or photographs (see Page 75).
Given a material-based model, instances of the other classes can be created
by computing illumination solutions for it. To get an image-based model a
ﬁnite set of images has to be rendered. For a light-based model, like a dense
light ﬁeld, the computation can be extremely expensive because a converged
solution for every point and viewing direction of the domain has to be reached.









high dynamic range imaging (hdri) To be able to acquire real-
world radiance and to eventually perform physically-based rendering, it is
important to capture radiance with the full dynamic range of the real scene.
Debevec andMalik describe how to capture such a high dynamic range im-
age from multiple low dynamic range images with diﬀerent exposure [DM97]
(see Section 3.4).
In case the capturing of an exposure series is not possible, e.g., while work-
ing with legacy footage, there are alternatives to acquire HDR images from LDR
input. One is applying Inverse Tone Mapping Operators (iTMOs) that expand
the dynamic range of the input images. Tone Mapping Operators (TMOs), like
the one of Reinhard et al. [Rei+02], are used to map HDR colors to a low
dynamic range of 8 bit, while maintaining details in bright as well as dark
regions. Thus, the mapped images can be properly shown on a LDR display.
The idea is to apply the inverse of a TMO to reason about the saturated ar-
eas in given LDR images. Therefore, the input is linearized using the camera
response curve and overexposed areas are extrapolated. Because this involves
many assumptions and heuristics, the resulting HDR images are only approxi-
mated and for IBL as well as for coherent rendering, more direct measurement
techniques are preferred. However, it is a valid and promising approach for
scenarios with certain restrictions on the hardware setup, too. For an overview
on this topic, I refer to the survey of Banterle et al. [Ban+09], who also
authored one of the investigated iTMOs that can be used for IBL and thereby
for rendering in AR.
Of course, manually specifying the intensity of overexposed regions is an
option, too. Besides the additional user eﬀort, it is far from easy to select the
correct intensities.
light probes Incident light is represented as an omnidirectional im-
age of the real scene measured at a certain position. This image is also re-
ferred to as light probe and is stored as an environment map in one of various
parametrizations, e.g., lat-long panoramic image, cube map or two hemispheri-
cal projections. Each pixel of this environment map stores the average incident
radiance over the solid angle subtended by that pixel. Light probes are typ-
ically used as input for IBL (see Section 2.7.4). They are captured using a
mirror sphere as presented by Debevec [Deb98] or omnidirectional cameras,
which are usually covering only one hemisphere or less.
Even for an acquisition with a mirrored spheres, various details have to be
considered [Rei+10]. The photographer and camera as well as the support
of the sphere are visible in the images, so the camera has to be positioned
relatively far from the sphere to capture, but the sphere itself needs to cover
a large portion of the frame and needs to be in focus. The region behind
the sphere, which is reﬂected on a small area close to the silhouette, is not
well represented in the images. To overcome this issue - and also the visible
photographer – a second image sequence from a view point rotated by 90° can
be used to ﬁll the corresponding regions. The sphere itself is also not perfect. It
is hard to manufacture ideal spheres. Usually they have tiny scratches causing
non-specular reﬂections and their surface is not reﬂecting the entire incident
light. However, the latter can be calibrated.
Unger and Gustavson suggested a clever alternative to mirrored spheres



















better angular resolution for the areas behind the sphere. Therefore, they
created a passive device consisting of a mirror that swept around a lens in the
center [UG07].
A variety of other probe-based methods have been presented. Using a diﬀuse
sphere allows to estimate the brightness of single directional light source. In
combination with a second image of a mirrored sphere, it allows to estimate
a single light source, which was overexposed in the mirrored sphere image,
by fusing the information from the diﬀuse sphere [Rei+10]. This method is
especially useful in outdoor scenarios with bright sun light.
Another example is the single shot light probe of Debevec et al. [Deb+12].
After taking an image with a single exposure, saturated light source intensities
can be estimated by solving a linear system using samples of diﬀuse stripes.
A known planar image can also be used as light probe. Pilet et al. esti-
mated the distant directional light by observing a known diﬀuse image from
multiple directions over time [Pil+06]. While the planar image can also be
used for tracking and calibrating, the diﬀerent orientations allow to reason
about the incident lighting, as the observed brightness relates to the total
irradiance incident from the hemisphere pointing towards the plane normal.
Light probes, that contain only light of low frequency and no strong peaks in
brightness, can be compressed into SH basis and thereby used for fast rendering
based on PRT, as discussed in Section 2.7.6. Compressing incident light using
SH works for various objects, i.e., not only for spherical probes. When the
shape and the (diﬀuse) reﬂectance of the object is known, SH coeﬃcients,
describing the low-frequency environment illumination, can be derived and
rendered. This was done for a users hand [YKK12] by Yao et al. and for the
face by Knorr et al. [KK14], for instance. While Yao et al. used a Kinect
sensor, the approach of Knorr et al. required no special equipment, as they
learned an average model of the reﬂectance on a human face.
Another unique solution was presented by Calian et al. [Cal+13]. Their
shading probes can be used to capture the environment illumination in an or-
thogonal basis directly. A sphere-like, 3D-printed object partitions the sphere –
and thereby the incident radiance – into N disjoint sections. The acquired
radiance per patch can be used in the standard PRT framework directly.
Acquiring the light probe using an omnidirectional camera is more straight
forward if the camera and the lens system are calibrated well as described
in Section 3.2. The resulting hemispherical images can be suﬃcient, e.g., in
cases where the camera is placed close to a known ﬂat surface, like on a table.
However, it is of course also possible to create a light probe by stitching several
(perspective) images [Che95].
Recently, several consumer devices16 have been released that are able to cap-
ture 360° video streams. This can help to improve usability and to overcome
the limited ﬁeld of view of conventional wide-angle lenses.
An overview of further probe-based light acquisition methods can be found
in the recent survey of Kronander et al. [Kro+15]. For more details on
how to achieve high quality light probes I refer to the HDRI book of Rein-
hard et al. [Rei+10] and the course notes [Rei+06]. For explanations from a
photographers point of view the HDRI Handbook of Bloch is a good refer-
ence [Blo12].
















time-varying light probes Capturing real-time high dynamic range
light probes over time is the next logical step towards dealing with interactive
scene illumination. Since diﬀerent methods exist, which require only one single
shot to capture a HDR light probe, it is straightforward to capture a video
stream instead of the single image.
Waese andDebevec applied natural density ﬁlters to the faces of a faceted
lens in order to capture multiple exposures in a single frame [WD01].
Tocci et al. presented a special video camera system that uses beamsplit-
ters behind the camera lens and thereby divide the incident light to be pro-
cessed by multiple sensors – in their case three. The resulting low, mid and
high-exposure images are then merged into a HDR video stream [Toc+11].
Later, Kronander et al. presented a uniﬁed and ﬂexible framework for fus-
ing multi-sensor HDR video data [Kro+14].
Without this kind of special equipment, capturing and fusing images with
varying exposure is the main challenge. In a dynamic environment, the single
images have to be acquired in a short period of time or the temporally and
spatially discrepancy becomes an increasingly diﬃcult challenge.
spatially-varying representations An intermediate step be-
tween the distant light assumption and spatially-varying light ﬁelds can
involve the analysis of multiple light probes.
With the help of two HDR light probes – 180° ﬁsh eye images, Sato et al.
were able to semi-automatically reconstruct a coarse triangular mesh of the
distant scene from feature points visible in both images [SSI99]. By projecting
the acquired camera images onto the mesh, the radiance is stored in textures
for AR rendering.
For their approach based on stereo light probes, Corsini et al. do not recon-
struct such a mesh. However, they also ﬁnd correspondences in the spherical
images to extract the position of light sources in world space. Experiments
show, that the technique is able to resemble area light sources by a set of point
lights to a high degree of accuracy [CCC08].
light fields As described earlier, light ﬁelds are used to describe a
subspace of the plenoptic function. At this point, we assume that this subspace
is a 5D domain, describing radiance depending on the position in space x and
the viewing direction ω. Hence, light ﬁelds are used to store spatially varying
illumination, which drastically improves renderings by allowing for shadows
and reﬂections (see Figure 4.1). In the literature, there are two kinds of data
structures that are called light ﬁeld. Both are closely related but describe
slightly diﬀerent information as described by Kronander et al. [Kro+15].
Lights ﬁelds in the context of photography, store outgoing radiance of the
photographed scene, i.e., reﬂected or emitted radiance. One prominent exam-
ple is the Lumigraph by Gortler et al. [Gor+96]. By capturing light slabs
arranged as a box around the object of interest, it allows to render the object
from arbitrary viewpoints outside the box showing correct view-dependent
illumination without explicitly reconstructing the geometry or materials. Re-
cently presented light ﬁeld cameras17 allow consumers to make use of the light
slab rendering presented by Levoy and Hanrahan [LH96]. Compared to a
conventional image, the light ﬁeld captured from a small plane acquires enough
spatial information to allow for slight movements of the camera or refocusing











Figure 4.1: Spatially Varying Illumination
Comparison of simulations using a single light probe and a spatially varying
illumination description. Image courtesy of Unger et al. [Ung+13].
objects after the image was already captured. The capabilities of a large scale
system, using this technique, have been presented earlier by Wilburn et al.
[Wil+05]. They showed a grid of 100 cameras in diﬀerent arrangements allow-
ing various applications from light ﬁeld capturing to high speed acquisition or
super resolution HDR. By fusing information from diﬀerent viewpoints they
are also able to remove occluders.
In the context of AR or when rendering virtual objects using real-world
illumination, an Incident Light Field (ILF) is used to store the inbound ra-
diance in the area, where the virtual object should be placed. The captured
illumination contains radiance in the full dynamic range to allow for correct
physically-based rendering, which is why this representation is the one we are
mostly interested in. To emphasize the connection to rendering and Kajiya’s
rendering equation (2.12), incident light ﬁelds are denoted as L(x,ωi) instead
of using the notation of the plenoptic function. In the following, the usage of
the term light ﬁeld implicitly means (dense) ILF.
As stated earlier, the volume captured in a light ﬁeld is limited to a certain
spatial extent. Naturally, this extent is deﬁned by the scene, but to cope
with the amount of data and the complexity of the capturing process, the
measurements are often done in a signiﬁcant smaller domain. An overview of
several approaches to capture spatially varying illumination along 1D paths,
in 2D planes and in 3D volumes of interest can be found in the report of
Kronander et al. [Kro+15]. Since most of the approaches were presented
by the group of JonasUnger, I also refer to his thesis for details about
capturing, processing and rendering light ﬁelds [Ung08]. The basic concept
of these approaches consists of a light probe measurement phase and a re-
projection phase. In the ﬁrst phase several light probes in the area of interest
are captured. Their number varies from a few up to thousands. The images
are then re-sampled and stored as ILF-planes, i.e., parallel light slabs spanning
the volume. Besides sequentially moving a pair of camera and mirror sphere to
several locations, multiple spheres can be captured with one shot.Unger et al.
suggested to use an array of 12× 12 mirror spheres. In the same work, they
investigated an omnidirectional camera mounted onto a translation stage, that
allows to sample the incident light ﬁeld within a plane [Ung+03].
Löw et al. proposed a structure that is able to directly store a compressed
light ﬁeld in discrete 3D grid [Löw+09]. Each cell of this grid stores the angu-
lar variation in the illumination compressed in SH. This resulting structure is








pherOat, who also stored the irradiance data compressed in SH basis in a
grid structure [Oat05, Oat06]. The regular structure of those grids and the
orthonormality of the SH basis functions allows for fast evaluation on the GPU
(see Section 2.7.6).
image-based models Light ﬁelds as well as light probes are typically
referred to as light-based models of the environment. However, the term light
ﬁeld rendering is often used in context of a more specialized ﬁeld, the rendering
of scenes represented by an image-based model. Sometimes, the term image-
based rendering is also reduced to that narrow ﬁeld. In contrast to a light ﬁeld,
that stores the radiance from or to all directions at all positions in space, an
image-based model stores radiance from only a few directions at multiple
positions in space. In practice, it consists of a set of photos, captured in the
scene. These photos are usually stored in a graph along with the poses of the
camera and they may contain pixel values that are transformed and truncated
by the response curve of the camera [Deb98]. For rendering, a ray-cast into the
scene is replaced by interpolating between images that ﬁt origin and direction
of the ray best. Even though the goal is to capture all containing objects in
the scene from multiple directions, the acquired information is theoretically
of lower dimensionality. Assuming a static scene captured in RGB, the light
ﬁeld is a 5D function of x and ω, while the image-based model is a (large) set
of two-dimensional images, usually resulting from a sparse spatial sampling.
For application in AR, the selection of cameras poses is even more diﬃcult as
not only the observer position but also the position of virtual objects has to
be anticipated in order to acquire a suﬃciently dense model.
Meilland et al. presented an approach to create such a set of HDR im-
ages for key-frames of a tracked RGB-D camera [MBC13]. Key-frames have
previously been used for 6D tracking in large scenes, e.g., by Klein andMur-
ray [KM07]. New key-frames are generated only when new parts of the scene
become visible, which reduces the amount of dense data to store drastically.
Otherwise, the model encoded in existing frames is improved.Meilland et al.
applied that principle to light ﬁeld capturing, by continuously projecting new
LDR input images into the key-frames. This projection is possible because of
a dense geometric model of the scene that is created using the depth sensor.
By allowing the exposure time to change, the LDR color information can be
fused to HDR. Because the observed radiance of multiple views is averaged
in the HDR texels of the key-frames, the environment material is assumed to
be Lambertian. Hence, the captured light ﬁeld only stores view-independent
data. For rendering virtual objects, environment maps are rendered at arbi-
trary positions to provide a light probe for image-based rendering.
light reconstruction In contrast to the described techniques for
capturing parts of the light ﬁeld in the scene, it is also common to reason
about the light conditions based on the shading of objects in the real scene.
The process of extracting light parameters from shading is part of inverse
rendering and covered later in Section 4.1.5. This however involves knowledge
about the geometry of the scene, which is the topic of the next section. Before
that, a few alternative approaches to acquire the light condition of a scene are
mentioned.
guessing light conditions When the goal is to achieve a plausible







(a) GPS-based Sun Position (b) Comparison to a Printed Bunny
Figure 4.2: Results of Sensor-based AR
Results presented in the bachelor’s thesis, that investigated AR render based
on sensor data and information from an online weather service. Image cour-
tesy of Andrei Stein [Ste14].
construction, it is possible to estimate light parameters that roughly match
the current scene.Madsen and Nielsen showed that a simple camera image,
containing real-world shadows along with the corresponding GPS location
and the orientation provided by a digital compass, as well as the current time
and date are enough to estimate parameters of a sky model in outdoor AR
scenarios [MN08]. In the context of a bachelor’s thesis of Andrei Stein, we
investigated a related idea [Ste14]. Here, the sky-model parameters have been
estimated by an image of a white sheet of paper, the current GPS location,
compass, date, time and an additional cloudiness factor derived from an online
weather service. Results are shown in Figure 4.2.
Lalonde et al. also used a weather information [LEN09]. They build a
database of environment maps from over a million images of 1350 public
webcams all over the world. These maps cover a large variety of diﬀerent
scenes at diﬀerent times and in diﬀerent weather conditions. By matching the
illumination of a given input image with the database, a proper environment
can be queried for shading virtual objects.
4.1.3 Geometry Reconstruction
A suitable geometric representation of the real environment is the foundation
of any light simulation and coherent AR rendering. Depending on the tech-
nique used to compute this illumination solution, diﬀerent levels of detail are
required. When the position of virtual objects is known beforehand, it is suﬃ-
cient to create a detailed model of the area of interest, the so called local scene,
while the rest of the environment, the distant scene, can be represented by
simple geometry like a box [Deb98]. Debevec introduced this partitioning
based on the inﬂuence range of virtual objects rather than spatial relation-
ships alone (more in Section 4.2), but at this point the basic idea serves the
purpose. In a scenario where the user can move freely and place virtual objects
at arbitrary positions, more complete knowledge about the scene is required
for correct occlusion, shadowing and illumination at any location.
The goal of geometry reconstruction is having reliable information about
surface positions and normals of all relevant real-world objects. Since triangle
meshes are easy and eﬃcient to handle by GPUs, they are the most common
representation. Other forms, like volumes or point clouds, can also be used.
Independent of the representation, a model as simple as possible enables us
to achieve performance goals but an adequate detail is required to represent
















In general, it is required to use a calibrated camera when deriving geomet-
ric information from images. While most approaches assume knowledge about
intrinsics, the estimation of extrinsic parameters and the geometry reconstruc-
tion go hand in hand very often. The tracking of natural features for instance
(see Section 3.3) is closely related to approaches for multiple images described
in this section.
manually modeling A valid approach to acquire a mesh representing
the real environment is manually measuring the size of real world objects and
their position in the scene to construct a 3D model using a Digital Content
Creation (DCC)-tool18. This seems to be an exhausting task, but due to the
fact that only a coarse approximation of the geometry is suﬃcient for simple
AR applications, a manually created model has multiple beneﬁts: The result
contains an arbitrary level of detail. The meshes are manifolds and free of
holes. A user is able to create separate meshes for individual objects which
implicitly allows for rigid transformations in dynamic scenarios. The scenes
used in Chapter 5 and 6, have been reconstructed manually. In the context of
this work, another important beneﬁt is the (manual) generation of uv-maps,
which provide a unique mapping between 3D surface positions and 2D texture
coordinates for eﬃciently storing scene information in textures. Figure 4.3
shows the resulting reconstructed geometry of our lab.
from single image Simple geometrical objects can be retrieved manu-
ally from a single image. Fournier et al. for instance, used cuboids only to
represent the objects in the scene [FGR93]. These boxes can be created by
selecting at least four points in a particular order. In general, such object-based
reconstruction methods exploit parallel lines and faces, orthogonality and sym-
metry to deﬁne simple polygonal shapes, as mentioned by Grosch [Gro07].
Because of the single view, constraints are required to resolve ambiguities.
Therefore, the proposed systems are interactive and rely on user input, e.g.,
the ones proposed in [Heu98, SM99, Gui+00].
Additional knowledge about repeating patterns in architecture, or objects
of equal size like the height of windows, can also be incorporated into the
reconstruction process [LCZ99, CRY00].
In some AR applications it can be suﬃcient to estimate a per pixel depth
or even to classify a few layers at certain depths to handle occlusion between
real and virtual objects. For these cases several techniques have been proposed
to create pop-ups or billboards from single images that are placed in 3D
space [Oh+01, Kan+01, Zha+02, HEH05]. For a visually coherent rendering
however, a more complete description of the scene is important.
In recent years more and more learning-based methods have been presented.
One of them by Hedau et al., who recover the spatial layout of the scene
from a single image [HHF09]. Combined with the billboard technique of
Kang et al., this layout enabled Karsch et al. to augment legacy images
by virtual objects after a certain amount of user annotations [Kar+11]. De-
spite their simple geometric model, the system can achieve plausible results.
from multiple images More information is available when using more
than one image as input. To exploit redundant information, we ﬁrst retrieve
feature correspondences in two or more images. This can be done manually
by selecting pairs or tuples of the feature point visible in two or more images,








Figure 4.3: Reconstructed Geometry of the Lab
Real scene captured by three cameras simultaneously. The manually recon-
structed geometry of the scene is overlaid as wire frame.
respectively. In the manual case, features are usually corners of objects or
details in their surface texture. Highlights or other view-dependent properties
cannot be used. When intrinsic and extrinsic camera parameters are known, a
world space ray can be created for each selected 2D feature in each image. For
the simple case of two images, the 3D positions of the corresponding feature
can be triangulated by ﬁnding the points on the rays, where both rays come
closest. In general, both rays are not intersecting exactly, so the triangulated
position is deﬁned by the midpoint of the shortest connecting line between
the two rays. For more images, the simple midpoint computation needs to
be replaced by solving an eigenvalue problem. Connecting the extracted 3D
points to individual meshes can be done in an interactive iterative process.
Enabling the user to specify individual constraints allows to easily create
simple polygonal models [POF98]. Even those computer vision aided methods
still require a immense manual aﬀord of several hours [DRB97].
Establishing correspondences can also be done automatically. Therefore,
vision-based methods are used to extract features in all images. The challeng-
ing part is the subsequent feature matching. Features detected in one image
need to be assigned to features in a second image. For known camera pa-
rameters, this search is limited to points on or close to the epipolar line, but
usually multiple candidates need to be tested. Integrated into interactive mod-
eling systems, like the sketch-based tool presented by Shinha et al., detailed
models can be created in a few minutes [Sin+08].
If the relative transformation between the cameras is unknown, it can be
retrieved from given corresponding features using the Eight-Point Algorithm
[Lon81, Har97] or the Five-Point Algorithm [Nis04, LH06] and thereby the
same principals of epipolar geometry. They allow to compute the fundamental
matrix, which deﬁnes, for a given feature in one image, the epipolar line in
the other image. This process is the foundation of calibrating stereo camera
systems and forms the basis of the automatic matching described above.
Drettakis et al. used an image mosaic to increase the ﬁeld of view
[DRB97], as panoramic images provide even more information. Several of
these mosaics are then used for multi-view reconstruction.
As these image-based reconstruction methods are not used for the own con-
tribution in this thesis, I will not provide more detail or further examples and
refer to books on multiple view geometry, e.g., the one of OliverFaugeras
[Fau93] or Hartley and Zisserman [HZ04].
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using depth sensors Systems using time-of-ﬂight laser rangeﬁnders
combined with conventional cameras to capture color information, like the
one of Nyland [Nyl98, McA+99] have been presented in the 1990s already.
Before, Curless and Levoy scanned the famous objects available in the Stan-
ford 3D Scanning Repository [CL96]. At this time, the resulting 3D meshes
have not been very suitable for the use in AR [Gro07]. One of the reasons
was the amount of details captured in the point cloud data. Meshes, created
directly from those point sets, often contain holes or are non-manifold. Even
without these problems, the resulting meshes are of high tessellation and many
of the approaches have been using light transport simulation based on radios-
ity, which does not perform well for very large numbers of patches. However,
the most important point was the limited availability of such sensors.
Recent advances in hardware made time-of-ﬂight techniques attractive
again [SH16]. Inexpensive consumer devices19 provide RGB-D sensors to mea-
sure depth samples directly without the requirement of an triangulation. An
important advantage, that allowed to overcome the earlier challenges, is the
availability of powerful GPUs.
Newcombe and Izadi presented Kinect Fusion, a technique that combines
the acquisition of 3D volume containing the geometry with a camera pose
estimation based on dense SLAM [New+11, Iza+11]. Registering the current
depth image of the camera with the recorded geometry of the last frame
allows to estimate and iteratively reﬁne the new camera pose. By porting
the Iterative Closest Point (ICP) algorithm [AHB87, BM92] to the GPU and
assuming that it can be calculated in a few milliseconds, the algorithm can be
approximated by image-space operations. This approximation is valid, because
the spatial transformation during that short time is considered small. The
depth samples are not stored directly to the volume, instead a Truncated
Signed Distance Function is used to implicitly describe the containing surface.
While integrating a new dataset, the distances are blended to get a smoother
surface description with less noise than in the original depth image. Casting
rays into the volume allows to extract depth images, e.g, as input for the ICP
in the next frame or for other parts of the rendering pipeline. The downside of
this technique is the memory consumption, especially when other properties
like the surface color are stored, too. Since the volumes are dense, it is a trade-
oﬀ between memory consumption, spatial extent of the volume in the scene
and grid resolution. Since large parts of the volume are usually empty, the
shortcoming of this dense volume is obvious and several extension have been
presented to address the issue.
Chen et al. for example increased the size of the acquired volume by stor-
ing the signed distance function in a hierarchy of three to four levels, where
inner nodes without geometry are handled memory eﬃcient [CBI13]. They
also allowed to stream data between the CPU and GPU to overcome the mem-
ory limitations of GPUs. However, the size and position of the volume still
has to be deﬁned beforehand. Replacing the ﬁxed sized volume by multiple
smaller volumes, that are addressed by their (hashed) position, allows to ac-
quire larger or more detailed scenes and to store dense volumes only in areas
containing actual surfaces [Nie+13]. Because of the unstructured nature of the
hash volume, there are no spatial constraints as long as memory is available
for new block allocations and hash collisions are avoided or treated eﬃciently.
In the context of the master’s thesis of Christian Sonderfeld, we also
experimented with voxel hashing [Son15]. RGB-D samples, generated by a
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Figure 4.4: AR Rendering using a Spatial Hash Grid
Results presented in a master’s thesis, that investigated spatial voxel hash
grids to capture a dynamic scene for AR rendering. Image courtesy of Chris-
tian Sonderfeld [Son15].
tracked Kinect sensor, are added directly to a 3D spatial hash grid. The sys-
tem is able to handle moving real-world objects by voting down and eventually
removing outdated voxels. Diﬀerential rendering (see Section 4.2) as well as
the removal of occupied voxels that stay in conﬂict with the depth informa-
tion in the current input image, rely on ray-marching. For rays not hitting
any voxel, because of an incomplete reconstruction, a fallback environment is
used, provided by an additional omnidirectional camera or by composing the
color frames of the Kinect. A visualization of an acquired test scene as well
results of the rendering are shown in Figure 4.4.
For the approach presented in Chapter 7, we use a spatial hash grid to
control the density of samples across the regions, acquired using a mobile
depth sensor. The position in a virtual grid with a cell size of 0.005m is
computed for each acquired sample. This position is hashed and only one
sample is stored per hash, possibly discarding previous samples with the same
hash. The replacement happens randomly based on a chance that depends on
the number of collisions for that hash value.
Voxel hashing and further optimization allows to use the approach even on
mobile hardware as shown by Kähler et al. in the InfiniTAM framework
[Käh+15]. Dai et al. presented a distributed approach in which a mobile de-
vice is used for capturing RGB-D frames and a desktop PC for pose estimation
and reconstruction. After streaming new frames to the PC, a globally opti-
mized (bundle adjusted) pose is estimated in real-time. The framework also
creates a 3D reconstruction of the scene that supports loop closure. Hence,
the reconstruction is updated in real-time to create a high quality globally
consistent geometric representation of the scene [Dai+17].
A diﬀerent option to reconstruct larger scenes is to move the volume along
with the camera in the sense of a ring buﬀer. While moving the device into a
certain direction, the volume follows and the data stored in voxels on the other
side is dropped. Before actually losing the data, a triangle mesh is created to
represent the surface in that area [Whe+12]. Creating a triangle mesh from
a 3D scalar ﬁeld, like the signed distance function, is a well-known problem
that can be solved using the marching cubes algorithm [LC87] to extract the
surface that is implicitly deﬁned at the zero-crossing. It could also be applied
easily as post-process to all the presented volume based methods.
Another focus of recent research is to achieve compelling results without
depth sensors [NLD11]. Here, the depth is derived from a single camera by




















fusing data from other sensors also allows to estimate absolute scale and ac-
quire (small) models using hand-held devices [Tan+13].
point-based The last group of approaches covered in this section cap-
ture the geometry in an unstructured point cloud. Even though the following
methods rely on RGB-D data, most of them could also be extended to support
moving monocular or stereo RGB cameras.
Transforming the acquired depth samples in a global coordinate system
and storing them in a simple list is the most straightforward solution. With-
out a spatial data structure, there are no constraints on the extent of the
scene and assuming the required transformation is known, basic operations
like adding, removing and rendering points, map well to the GPU architecture.
Unfortunately, the transformation is not known in most scenarios. Hence, it
is required to use an additional tracking method or to combine the camera
pose estimation with the reconstruction. The scanning system presented by
Rusinkiewicz et al. for example, uses ICP to align the point data of diﬀerent
frames [RHL02].
An issue closely related to tracking is the problem of accumulated drift
over time. Since the camera pose is estimated based on the model, which
is currently reconstructed, small errors sum up over time. When the record-
ing device is reaching a previously captured area, the most recent captured
geometry does not match the old one, which results in gaps. To overcome
this issue – and close the loop – a bundle adjustment or, for larger scenes,
a pose graph optimization is performed. Weise et al. extended the idea of
Rusinkiewicz et al. and incorporated an online loop closure to address the
accumulated registration errors in their in-hand scanning system [Wei+09].
For larger scenes, Henry et al. combined visual feature tracking with depth
sensing [Hen+12]. Their extended ICP algorithm matches features based on
RGB-D data. By applying a sparse bundle adjustment for global loop closure,
they are able to acquire complex scenes, e.g., circular hallways with several
rooms.
Related to the Kinect Fusion approaches, covered in the previous section
on point clouds, Keller et al. presented a fusion approach based on a ﬂat
point-based representation. Without the need of converting into the signed
distance volume, they directly work on the point cloud to generate a denoised
depth image, estimate the camera pose and update the point cloud [Kel+13].
Whelan et al. showed that the methods for loop closure used in SLAM can
also be applied to fusion approaches, which leads to non-rigid deformations
of the point cloud that adapt detected loops and bring the surface into global
alignment [Whe+15].
Creating triangular meshes from point clouds can be useful for rendering or
further processing. A widely used approach is Poisson Surface Reconstruction
by Kazhdan et al. [KBH06, KH13].
4.1.4 Material Reconstruction
While the geometric reconstruction provides spatial information of the sur-
faces of the scene and the captured light representation allows to reason about
light traveling through it, we lack of the last major component of the scene de-





earlier in Section 2.4, this response is modeled by a BRDF, BSDF or more
complex model.
Our own approaches rely on the assumption that the environment surfaces
are Lambertian. Hence, there is only one scalar factor to estimate for each
surface position x. After gathering the irradiance at x, incident from the
upward hemisphere, the diﬀuse reﬂectance coeﬃcient is given by the ratio of












This procedure was applied by Devebec for instance, who used the captured
light probe to estimate the diﬀuse reﬂectance of objects close to the later
augmentations [Deb98] (see Section 4.2).
Despite the fact, that gathering the irradiance for each surface point is not
straightforward, the computations for view-dependent BRDFs are much more
challenging. Selected approaches are discussed to give an overview of the area.
The material models used in computer graphics today, like the ones in
Section 2.4, are simpliﬁcations of a more general function that describes the
reﬂectance behavior of an object:
ρ(xi,ωi, ti,λi,xo,ωo, to,λo).
It describes the reﬂectance depending on position xi, where light of wavelength
λi hits the surface from direction ωi at time ti and the corresponding outgoing
quantities. Note, that the position, direction, wavelength and even the time of
a photon leaving the surface do not need to match the corresponding incident
values. Hence, it is possible to model complex materials, e.g., ones that show
complex subsurface scattering, attenuation or ﬂuorescence. As the positions
are embedded in the 2D domain of the surface, the function is 12D and thereby
it is not feasible to store the resulting amount of information. Just like for
the plenoptic function (4.1), simpliﬁcations help to reduce the complexity.
Typically, the time and the wavelength are omitted.
When assuming local interactions without subsurface scattering, where xi =
xo = x, we get the Spatially-Varying Bidirectional Reﬂectance Distribution
Functions (SVBRDFs). Since we deal with textured objects most of the time,
this is the standard model that is used. It is simply referred to as BRDF,
denoted as fr(x,ωi,ωo).
At this point, it is important to know, that the treatment of all light inter-
actions at the surface of objects is a simpliﬁcation. In the real world, there
are also light interactions inside the object. To capture and model these vol-
umetric eﬀects is challenging. A ﬁrst step to address them will be discussed
next.
light stage measurements The most precise techniques for mate-
rial reconstruction rely on dome setups containing several cameras and light
sources, like shown in Figure 4.5. The object of interest is placed on a turn
table in the center of the dome and multiple (often thousands) of images are
acquired under diﬀerent illumination settings. Here, we do not assume local
interaction but instead, we assume distant light. Hence, the radiance incident
from a certain direction ωi is constant for all points of the surface on the object










Figure 4.5: Measuring BTFs
Two acquisition systems to capture BTFs of the University of Bonn. Image
courtesy of Weinmann et al. and Schwartz et al. [Wei+16, Sch+14].
Technically, the light sources have a limited non-inﬁnite distance to the
scanned object, but in practice, this distance is rather large compared to the
size of the measured objects and their geometric details, so the assumption is
reasonable [Wei+16].
By using such a dome system, a wide range of eﬀects is covered implic-
itly. Non-local eﬀects like subsurface scattering, multiple interreﬂection and
refractions, self-shadowing and occlusion are captured together with simple
reﬂections on the surface. Depending on the resolution of the images, very
ﬁne details, such as scratches or engravings, that might be visible only from
certain directions under speciﬁc illumination, get visible in the acquired data.
Note, that due to the setup, the system can also be used to create a geo-
metric reconstruction by using multi-view techniques. Consequently, material
and geometry acquisition are usually handled simultaneously.
Due to the complex hardware setup, an immense calibration eﬀort is re-
quired. The relative position and orientation of all individual components
needs to be known. The intrinsic parameters of the cameras have to be esti-
mated and the intensity distribution of the light sources must be known, too.
However, the latter can be estimated by capturing mirror spheres in the center
of the light dome, while assuming very small distant light source. This in turn
requires radiometric calibration of the cameras, reﬂectance coeﬃcients of the
mirror sphere, and if applicable, a calibration of the turn table that used to
rotate the object to increase the number of sampled directions.
The resolution and the number of acquired images directly inﬂuences the
size of the data-set. Up to hundreds of gigabytes of data are common even for
small objects. Rendering objects using BTFs directly is possible after applying
compression schemes. Selecting lower levels of detail allows for more eﬃcient
visualization [SRK13]. However, for the application in typical AR scenarios
and more classical rendering pipelines, it is desirable to ﬁt measured data
into existing analytical models that are easier and faster to evaluate [Mat+03,
Gua+16]. An early and very famous example is the BRDF by Ward [War92].
Several approaches that follow an similar idea but require less hardware
setup have been presented earlier. Marschner for instance measured spa-
tially uniform BRDFs, which can be seen as an early step towards the BTF
acquisition [Mar98]
Even earlier, Sato et al. reconstructed the shape from images of a rotated
object. By also capturing the shading, produced by a known light source, they
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were able to estimate diﬀuse and specular material coeﬃcients. The key idea
is to observe each surface point from multiple perspectives to separate the
diﬀuse from the specular component [SWI97].
Lensch et al. used a controlled environment to reconstruct spatially varying
materials. The system detects diﬀerent materials of real objects in a robust
manner and assigns them to clusters. In a second step, the ﬁnal BRDF per
pixel is described as a linear combination of the basis BRDFs obtained for the
clusters. This results in a very ﬂexible and automated system that supports
arbitrary combinations of BRDFs to reproduce the measured values [Len+01,
Len03].
Even though there are portable light stages for BTF acquisition [Hav+17],
it is generally not practical for most scenarios to measure all present objects
of the scene in advance. An approach to deal with this limitation is to detect
materials that are available in a database of measured materials [Liu+10]. As
the exact material is usually not present in the database, the material param-
eters are only approximated. Compared to a correct measurement however,
querying is much easier to integrate in a typical workﬂow. An alternative to
measuring material properties is provided by the ﬁeld of Inverse Rendering,
covered in the next section.
For more details on measuring BTFs, I refer to recent course notes ofWein-
mann et al. and the article of Schwartz et al. [WK15, Wei+16, Sch+14]. The
notes also contain detailed descriptions of various other material models and
acquisition methods.
4.1.5 Inverse Rendering
The ﬁeld of inverse rendering deals with a fundamental problem in computer
graphics and computer vision. Given a geometric representation of the scene
and one or more photographs along with corresponding camera parameters, we
are interested in material coeﬃcients and a description of the light condition
in the scene to be able to reproduce the photographs using a physically-based
light transport simulation.Marschner contributed to this area by addressing
several subproblems [Mar98].
When the reﬂectance of the objects is known, the inverse lighting problem
has to be solved. As the name suggests, the goal is to determine the posi-
tion, shape and intensity of the emitters in the scene. Assuming distant light,
Marschner showed how to solve for incident light by using (regularized)
least-squares optimization. He also presented re-lighting as an application of
inverse rendering, where the illumination in a given images can be altered.
The second part of his thesis concentrates on Photographic Texture Measure-
ment. Here, the lighting in the scene is known and the goal is to capture the
spatial variation in the reﬂectance of an object. The problem to solve is there-
fore called inverse reﬂectometry. The presented methods are able to estimate
diﬀuse as well as specular reﬂectance of a previously scanned geometry.
When neither light nor material parameters are known, it gets more com-
plex. However, there are approaches that address this combined problem.
I refer to the survey of Patow and Pueyo that covers important early
works, regarding all three categories [PP03]. In the following, only a selected
number of works covered in the survey and more recent ones are described to
provide an overview. Approaches, that rely on the placement of probes in the
















inverse lighting As shown in the classiﬁcation by Patow and Pueyo,
there are again two subproblems. First, the estimation of the intensity of light
sources at a known position and second, the calculation of the position and
orientation of the source.
An early example is Painting with Light by Schoeneman [Sch+93]. Given a
modeled scene containing geometry, materials and the position of light sources,
the user roughly draws the desired shading on the geometry. The system then
tries to ﬁnd the intensity and color for each light source that reproduces the
drawn shading as good as possible. As lighting is additive, this results in a
linear combination with unknown (non-negative) weights.
Marschner and Greenberg presented a similarly descriptive approach
[MG97]. Given a photo of an illuminated object, they estimate the incident
light as a linear combination of basis images. Each basis image is created
by rendering the object with a basis light, where each basis light in turn is
deﬁned by a diﬀerent triangular patch on sphere around the object. Hence,
the object is rendered n times and illuminated from diﬀerent directions. A
linear solver can then be used to ﬁnd the linear combination (with positive
weights) to reproduce the input image. The resulting coeﬃcient-vector and
the corresponding sphere patches represent the incident light. This approach
already assumes distant light and thereby allows to address intensity as well
as direction of the incident light.
Solving the positioning problem and the intensity simultaneously is diﬃcult
due to many degrees of freedom. Costa et al. used simulated annealing to
generate multiple solution candidates, that the user can choose from [CSF99].
The geometry of the scene, material parameters and some design goals, de-
scribing which areas should be illuminated and which not, serve as input.
The authors pointed out, that precise knowledge about the properties of the
material and the geometry are of extreme importance to achieve acceptable
results.
In some scenarios it might be possible to start with the estimation of the
position, orientation and shape of the lights, before dealing with their intensi-
ties. Therefore, highlights and shadows can be analyzed to reason about their
cause. Assuming point lights, shadow boundaries and corresponding silhou-
ettes of the shadow casting geometry can be used to set up a linear system and
solve for the light position. For area light sources, the umbra and penumbra
regions can give clues about the size of the emitter. Poulin and Fournier
proposed and implemented these ideas in the early nineties [PF92]. In the
same paper, they presented an approach to estimate the light direction by
picking highlights on an object and by dragging the cursor away from this
point, they speciﬁed the size of the highlight. For directional and point lights,
this allows to estimate the surface roughness. Highly specular material could
be used to estimate the extents of the source, but without further knowledge
there is an ambiguity at this point.
More recently, Mei et al. also investigated shadows to recover directional
distant illumination [MLJ09]. While the approach is limited to simple scenar-
ios with sparse lighting and rough materials, they are able to detect directions
that are important for the scenes illumination.
Machine learning can also be used to address the inverse lighting prob-
lem [Man+17]. The idea is to generate synthetic training data for a known
model with known diﬀuse material for many possible vantage points under
various illumination conditions. Mandl et al. trained Convolutional Neural
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ment illumination in SH basis. During run-time, the camera pose relative to
the object is estimated and the corresponding CNN is used to estimate the
illumination based on the camera input. By assuming a temporally coherent
scene, the light estimation gets more and more complete because of additional
data from directions, not estimated before. Training the networks for a simple
object however, takes at least one hour using the simplest of the presented
strategies. Evaluating the CNN takes about 40ms on mobile hardware, which
results in interactive presentation rates.
inverse reflectometry In Inverse Radiosity we solve for the diﬀuse
reﬂectance coeﬃcient of each patch. Therefore, it is assumed that the scene is
diﬀuse and that the reﬂectance as well as the observed radiance is constant for
each patch. Given the set of emitting patches, averaged radiance for each patch
and known form factors, the coeﬃcients can again be solved for by linear or
iterative linear optimization. Many of the early radiosity-based AR techniques
rely on this estimation techniques, starting with Fournier et al. [FGR93].
Because some patches of the scene are not visible in the input images, the
average radiance of those patches is not available. The problem can still be
approximated, when all patches in the scene are assigned to material groups
and when the radiance of at least one patch per group is known – along with
the radiance of all emitting patches. In that case, the iterative approach by
Grosch can be used to compute the radiance of hidden surface and to reﬁne
reﬂectance coeﬃcients in an alternating fashion [Gro05b, Gro07].
Yu et al. also assumed knowledge about material groups to estimate param-
eters for the Ward BRDF [Yu+99]. While allowing the diﬀuse albedo to change
arbitrarily, they require the specular reﬂectance and roughness to be constant
over predeﬁned groups. The lighting in the scene is measured by one or more
light probes, containing the direct sources and the surfaces to estimate. The
process – called Inverse Global Illumination – iteratively estimates irradiance,
radiance and reﬂectance parameters. Eventually, it yields albedo maps and
coeﬃcients for all material groups. Re-renderings of the reconstructed scene
data emphasizes the quality of the estimates that can be acquired by the
approach.
Another iterative approach with stunning results was presented by Boivin
and Gagalowicz. Given a scene model including the light sources and cam-
era parameters, their approach generates synthetic images with increasingly
complex reﬂectance models [BG01]. Starting with simple Lambertian mate-
rials, the synthetic images are compared to the input image. Other models
are tested, if the diﬀerence is greater than a user-deﬁned threshold. The
set of BRDFs to test contains mirrors and specular materials, which can be
parametrized to minimize the error compared to input. If all models fail, the
approach oﬀers texture maps as fallback solution.
With interactive rendering in mind, Loscos et al. estimated diﬀuse re-
ﬂectance coeﬃcients. Several radiance images taken from a ﬁxed camera posi-
tion but illuminated by known light sources at diﬀerent positions in the scene
serve as input. The estimated reﬂectance parameters per image are weighted
to deal with shadows and specular reﬂections [Los+99].
More recently, Kán and Kaufmann presented a mobile method for ex-
tracting diﬀuse textures from ﬂat surfaces. After observing the material from
many diﬀerent directions, the minimum pixel value is interpreted as diﬀuse
reﬂectance coeﬃcient, as specular reﬂections only increase the reﬂected radi-
ance [KK15]. Assuming white environment light and proper white balance,
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this results in a very easy technique that can be used in many scenarios. The
remaining degree of freedom, i.e., the brightness of the environment, can be
adjusted by the user if required.
Riviere et al. presented two mobile relectometry approaches to acquir-
ing spatially varying isotropic surface reﬂectance of planar material samples
[RPG16]. The ﬁrst approach makes use of the LED ﬂash light located near the
back facing camera of most mobile devices. This allows to capture the light
that is scattered back towards the incident direction and thereby the camera.
In the other approach, the authors use the display to illuminate the material
sample and the front facing camera to capture the reﬂected (polarized) light.
Using polarization ﬁlters in front of the camera allows to separate diﬀuse re-
ﬂected light (no-polarization) from specular reﬂected light (partly polarized)
[Mül95]. Result of both approaches are textures containing the diﬀuse and
the specular albedo, the roughness and mesostructure details in form of nor-
mal maps. All maps can be enhanced in terms of resolution by incorporating
close-up observations in an enhancement step.
combined inverse lighting and inverse reflectometry
One of the early works in this area is the one of Ramamoorthi and Han-
rahan, who recover lighting and reﬂectance by deconvolution in SH space
[RH01a]. They also showed under which condition this deconvolution can be
done robustly.
Gibson et al. addressed the problem from a diﬀerent perspective. Assuming
that only a single image should be augmented, the rest of the scene, i.e., the
properties of each individual luminaire and the reﬂectance of objects outside
the ﬁeld of view, are not required in detail as long as a representation can be
found that allows to reproduce the part of the scene that is visible to the cam-
era. Therefore, they used a set of virtual light sources distributed on a sphere
around the camera and estimated their intensity distribution. In an iterative
process, coeﬃcients of the intensity distributions and material parameters for
the visible surfaces (Phong model) are optimized in an alternating manner
[GHH01].
Sato et al. estimated the illumination and material properties in a scene
based on shadowed and un-shadowed regions in an image. Assuming known
geometry, distant lighting, absence of interreﬂections between occluders and
shadowed regions as well as uniform reﬂectance of the shadowed region, they
are able to recover coeﬃcients of a simpliﬁed Torrance-Sparrow model and
the illumination conditions in an iterative optimization framework. In case the
shadowed region has non-uniform reﬂectance, the parameters can be estimated
for Lambertian materials [SSI03].
Grosch projected a single light probe image onto a manually reconstructed
geometry [Gro05b, Gro07]. As mentioned earlier in this section, the radiosity
of surfaces that are not visible in the spherical image are estimated iteratively.
Therefore, it is assumed that material groups are known and that all important
light sources are visible in the probe. Eventually, a complete environment mesh
with radiosity values for all patches and diﬀuse reﬂectance coeﬃcients for the
material groups are available for radiosity-based rendering.
Later Madsen and Lal presented a technique to estimate the radiance of
the sky and the sun in outdoor scenarios [ML11]. By assuming Lambertian
materials, they analyzed the shadows of moving objects or persons in a scene
with known geometry. This allows to reconstruct the direction and intensity














radiance. Hence, no special equipment is required other then a calibrated LDR
stereo camera system to observe the scene.
Recently, Jiddi et al. analyzed shadows in indoor scenarios using a RGB-D
camera. Without assuming a distant environment or distant light, they are
estimating diﬀuse and specular material properties of the local scene as well as
the position and intensity of the light source, that responsible for the specular
highlights visible in the input images [JRM16]. In a second work, they are
focusing on the analysis of shadows [JRM17]. Matching shadowed and un-
shadowed samples in the area around a shadow casting object, a set of point
lights are eventually estimated that reproduce the shadow. These extracted
sources are then used for the illumination of virtual objects.
Jachnik et al. assumed a static lighting condition and captured a surface
light ﬁeld on a glossy surface by moving a hand-held camera to gather observa-
tions from diﬀerent angles [JND12]. After splitting the light ﬁeld into diﬀuse
and specular components, the specular part is processed to estimate an envi-
ronment map containing the incident light. The approach achieved plausible
results with no need of special hardware. Therefore, it is well suited for simple
AR scenarios.
Gruber et al. demonstrated a probe-less approach that displays a visually
plausible augmentation based on the input of RGB-D senor [GRS12]. The cur-
rent light condition is estimated dynamically from observations of many sur-
face points on arbitrary geometry in the scene without any pre-computation
steps. A linear system is created from the observations to solve for the inci-
dent distant light. Each observation consists of the luminance of the pixel (Lab
space), the surface normal and a visibility term. The ambiguity of light and
material color is avoided by assuming white light and Lambertian reﬂectance
instead. To estimate the visibility, rays are cast from the sample point into the
upward hemisphere and are tested for intersection with the geometric model,
reconstructed by using the depth sensor. Samples with very high occlusion are
discarded completely as they are not reliable. A binning method is presented
that deals with the non-uniform normal distribution of observed real-world
surfaces. Eventually, a position independent SH compressed environment map
is extracted, which is used for PRT-based diﬀerential rendering. Since white
light is assumed during the whole process, the residual color information can
be interpreted as reﬂectance coeﬃcients.
A method to recover reﬂectance coeﬃcients and SH illumination from ca-
sual RGB-D scans was presented by Richter-Trummer et al. [Ric+16]. The
scanned objects are segmented into parts with homogenous material proper-
ties and the visibility at each vertex is computed by ray tracing. By assuming
distant, low-frequency illumination, a factorization of the recorded illuminated
surfaces into albedo color and incident light is computed by iteratively solving
a linear system that is regularized by using the knowledge about the material
segments. Inspired by Jachnik et al. [JND12], they then use the informa-
tion of all vertices of a material segment to estimate the specular reﬂectance
properties for that material. Both, the resulting materials and the extracted
illumination can be used for AR rendering by applying the lighting to other
objects or by placing the scanned object into scenes with diﬀerent illumina-
tion.
Similar to the idea of Poulin and Fournier, Morgand et al. presented
an approach to estimate the position and shape of one or multiple light sources
based on observed specularities on planar surfaces [MTB16]. By tracking the













of the corresponding emitters and the material simultaneously. The authors
state that they are able to recover color coeﬃcients, an approximated extent
of the light source as well as surface roughness with the help of a quadric per
highlight. In a follow-up paper, they extended their approach to remove the
constraint on planar surfaces [MTB17].
Zhang et al. created a system to reconstruct an empty version of a captured
room [ZCC16]. After capturing a point cloud using a GoogleTango – the
same device we use in the approach of Chapter 7 – the authors apply a multi-
step oﬄine process to estimate the geometry, materials and light sources in
the artiﬁcially emptied scene. These steps start with a Poisson surface recon-
struction followed by the re-projection of the input radiance onto the mesh.
Since all input frames are available during the processing, the unknown expo-
sure for each LDR input frame can be resolved to obtain a globally consistent
diﬀuse appearance of the scene storing HDR radiance information. Assuming
a Manhattan-like world, the system identiﬁes major geometric features, i.e.,
walls, the ﬂoor and the ceiling. These features are used to cluster the mea-
surements in material groups. Their Lambertian reﬂectance is estimated by
a constrained non-linear optimization. Simultaneously, the system also solves
for light intensities using diﬀerent light models, i.e., generalized point lights,
like spotlights, line-shaped lights and distant light sources for outdoor illumi-
nation through windows. Based on the result, the architectural features can
be reﬁned to identify doors and other ﬁner details. The oﬄine process takes
about 30 to 45min (excluding the acquisition and the Poisson reconstruction)
for simple scenes, because of the Manhattan-world assumption does not allow
for complex architecture. The reconstruction is limited to three Lambertian
materials, one for each group. The estimated light sources and their intensity
distribution are plausible and reliably resemble their real-world counterparts.
However, the user needs to specify the number and the type of light sources
before.
Recently, several approaches to address the problem of inverse rendering
under static but unknown illumination have been presented by Dong et al.
and Xia et al. While assuming distant and color-neutral light (i.e., gray on
average) as well as no interreﬂections and no self-occlusions, the approach is
still ﬂexible compared to the active illumination methods (see Section 4.1.4),
even though the authors used a special device to create a video of the ob-
ject of interest being rotated. Dong et al. propose to iteratively alternate
between the recovery of three unknown properties: First, the normal distri-
bution function of an (isotropic) microfacet model, second, the corresponding
diﬀuse and specular coeﬃcients and third, the incident light. To break the am-
biguity between surface roughness (sharpness of the BRDF) and blurriness in
the incident light, they exploit the observation that the incident light is sparse
in the gradient domain, meaning that natural incident light shows few strong
discontinuities and is smooth otherwise [Don+14]. Xia et al. extended to ap-
proach by simultaneously capturing the shape of the object, whereas before,
the geometry was assumed to be known. In the extension, they additionally
altered between estimation of surface position and normal, the estimation of
the incident light, and the estimation of reﬂectance coeﬃcients [Xia+16].
A problem related to recovering material properties and incident light from
given images is the search for intrinsic images. Here, a given image is sepa-
rated into two components: First, the intrinsic shading, containing the light
reﬂected to the observer, and second, the intrinsic reﬂection, describing the
albedo (diﬀuse reﬂectance coeﬃcient) of the surface. Assuming Lambertian
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surfaces, the pixel-wise product of both, results in the given input. Without
knowledge about the scenes geometry, this problem is ill-posed and not yet
solved completely, just like the inverse rendering. One approach to address the
issue is by clustering visible surfaces in Lab color space to segment regions of
the same material [Gar+12]. Solving a regularized linear system retrieves the
desired intrinsic images. For more details, I refer to the paper of Garces et al.
as it contains references and comparisons with several other approaches in the
ﬁeld [Gar+12]. An introduction as well as ground truth datasets are provided
by Grosse et al. [Gro+09].
4.2 differential rendering
Diﬀerential Rendering is one of the most used concepts in the discipline of
AR rendering. The important idea is as simple as elegant and goes back to
AlanFournier et al. [FGR93] and PaulDebevec [Deb98]. Since then,
nearly all works addressing coherent AR rendering make use of this basic
principle and so do we for the presented approaches in Chapter 5 and 7.
First, let us explore our options to superimpose a given camera image by
virtual objects. From the previous sections, we know about the real-world
geometry in the scene (see Section 4.1.3) and we can estimate the camera
pose as well as the intrinsic parameters, used while capturing the input image
(see Section 3.3 and 3.2). This allows to place virtual objects with correct
perspective and relative size at any position in the mutual world coordinate
system. Occlusions between virtual and real objects can also be handled by
ﬁlling the z-Buﬀer with the reconstructed geometry before rendering virtual
(a) Real Photograph (b) Paste Objects
(c) Blend Reconstruction (d) Diﬀerential Rendering
Figure 4.6: Combining a Real and a Virtual Scene
Diﬀerent options to superimpose the real scene visible in the input pho-
tograph (a). First, the reconstruction of the real object that supports the
virtual ones is rendered and pasted onto the background (b). Second, in-
stead of simply pasting the rendering, it can be blended smoothly (c). Third,
diﬀerential rendering is used to only consider the inﬂuence of virtual objects
(d). Image courtesy (a, b, d) of Debevec [Deb98].
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objects. Furthermore, we use the estimated light condition to compute the
direct illumination of the virtual object. At this point, we are lacking one
very important visual cue: shadows. If physical coherence can be neglected,
simple blob shadows or fake shadows, projected on an invisible plane below
the object [Bli88], can provide the cue and improve the perceived location of
the virtual object [WFG92, Hu+00]. Without any shadow, the object seems
to be ﬂoating, as visualized in Figure 3.1. An easy way to incorporate such
simple shadows is to reduce the brightness of the background image, which
can remain unnoticed by the user, especially when the real emitters are white.
By considering the reconstructed material and the extracted light sources, the
ﬁnal color of shadows can be computed more accurate. Rendering all recon-
structed objects that get inﬂuenced by the virtual ones, e.g., by their shadows,
and replacing the corresponding parts in the input photograph provides the
necessary cues (see Figure 4.6b). However, the boundaries between the real
and the virtual elements are probably visible because of the approximations
made during the reconstruction. Blending between the rendered image and the
background improves the result (Figure 4.6c), but boundaries are probably
still noticeable. Now, there is diﬀerential rendering, which requires exactly the
same input as the last two options, but it achieves visually more convincing
results, as real and virtual objects blend more or less seamlessly. The following
deliberations are based on the formulation of Debevec [Deb98].
Computing two light transport simulations in the reconstructed scene is the
key idea behind diﬀerential rendering. For the ﬁrst simulation, we render an
image, denoted as Lr, that contains the reconstructed scene only. The goal
here is to resemble the input photograph Lc as good as possible. Because of
inaccuracies in the reconstruction, there is a remaining error e:
e = Lr −Lc. (4.2)
The second simulation includes all reconstructed and virtual elements result-
ing in the image Lr+v. In our examples, we consider virtual objects only, but
additional virtual light sources are possible, too. Even removing light sources
or altering materials is supported without conceptual changes. However, as-
suming that the error between Lr+v and a perfectly augmented image equals
the error of the ﬁrst simulation, we can compute our ﬁnal image Lf , by:
Lf = Lr+v − e. (4.3)
Substituting Equation (4.2) yields the diﬀerential formulation:
Lf = Lr+v − (Lr −Lc)
⇒ Lf = Lc + (Lr+v −Lr)
Equation for
Diﬀerential
Rendering⇒ Lf = Lc +∆L, (4.4)
where ∆L = Lr+v − Lr can be interpreted as the inﬂuence of the virtual
elements on the real environment. Since the assumption of equal error in both
simulations makes no sense for pixels that show the virtual object, a mask is
used to switch between two cases: If the pixel contains a virtual object, we
simply show the virtual object, i.e., Lr+v. Otherwise, we add∆L to the camera
image. All steps are visualized in Figure 4.7. Note, that the diﬀerence image in
Figure 4.7d contains absolute values for illustration purposes. In the shadows
of virtual objects, the diﬀerence is negative, which results in a darkening of
the ﬁnal augmented image. When the light transport simulation considers
further global illumination feature, like indirect lighting, the diﬀerence image
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(a) Real Photograph (b) First Simulation (c) Second Simulation
(3 times brighter)
(d) Absolute Diﬀerence (e) Virtual Object Mask (f) Augmented Photograph
Figure 4.7: Diﬀerential Rendering
Diﬀerential Rendering allows to augment a real photograph (a) by performing
two lighting simulations of the reconstructed environment: one without (b)
and one with virtual objects (c). The diﬀerence between both simulations
(d) is added to the real photograph (a) resulting in the augmented image (f).
Pixels showing a virtual object are treated separately based on a mask (e)
and replace the background completely.
can also contain positive values. Adding virtual light sources would also result
in a positive impact.
Thanks to the fact that light can be added linearly, we can simply add ∆L
to the input camera image without introducing any further error. However,
Debevec also suggested to use the ratio instead of the distance between the
two simulations. In case of uncertain reconstructions, this can yield to a more
robust solution but introduces a systematic error. In case of pixels showing
no virtual object, the ﬁnal color would be computed as follows:
Lf = Lc (Lr+v/Lr).
While the general idea of diﬀerential rendering already appeared in the
work of Fournier et al., the formulation of Debevec contains several new
aspects. One of them is the partitioning of the scene into three components
as visualized in Figure 4.8. Because of the cumbersome reconstruction that is
also prone to errors and the observation, that the notable inﬂuence of virtual
objects is usually limited to nearby geometry, it makes sense to reduce the
eﬀort and limit detailed reconstructions to the local scene. The term local
is not meant literally, instead, all real-world objects that are inﬂuenced by
the virtual object, such as distant mirrors, are included. Virtual objects form
the second component and the remaining part of the scene is denoted as the
distant scene, which is represented by a purely light-based model, e.g., a light
probe captured in the vicinity of the virtual object. Debevec also proposed
to project the light probe onto a coarse model of the real scene, e.g., a simple
box with the approximated extents of the room. Due to the assumption that
virtual objects do not inﬂuence the distant scene, the light transport towards
surfaces in the distant scene is zero and can be neglected. Hence, we do not





















Figure 4.8: Scene Partitioning
The scene is subdivided into three components: the distant scene, the local
scene and the virtual scene. There is no light transport computed towards
the distance scene, i.e., it is assumed that the virtual object inﬂuences the
local scene only. Image courtesy of Debevec [Deb98].
scene is often reduced to a minimum. Therefore, only a planar surface that
supports the added virtual object can be suﬃcient for simple scenarios. Often,
the reﬂectance of that surface is assumed to be Lambertian, which further
simpliﬁes the augmentation [SSI99, GM00, Kor+07].
The concept, as presented here, still has some disadvantages. First, reﬂec-
tions in glossy or specular virtual objects show the reconstructed scene rather
than the real-world. Because of the often very coarse approximated local scene,
for instance missing texture details can be easily noticed by the user. Second,
the partitioning of the scene is not working in every case. A specular or mirror-
like virtual object could reﬂect strong light far into the scene or the virtual
object could emit light. In both cases all surfaces have to be considered local
or the missing light paths towards the distance scene cause perceivable er-
rors. Another issue is eﬃciency. As two light transport simulation have to be
conducted and the diﬀerence between both results is usually small and con-
centrated in local regions, a lot of computing resources are wasted. A way to
address this issue is to conduct one simulation only, that computes the diﬀer-
ence directly, as shown in diﬀerential photon mapping by Grosch [Gro05a].
Here, the tracing of photons, blocked by virtual objects, is continued with
negative energy. Storing this anti-radiance at the positions, where the non-
blocked photon would have ended, yields shadows in the subsequent radiance
estimation step. This however, requires a special renderer, while Debevec’s
original approach comes down to two standard light simulations and a simple
post-eﬀect. When aiming for real-time performance, such a dedicated renderer
is absolutely necessary as seen in the next section, which contains a selection
of existing interactive coherent rendering techniques for AR.
4.3 interactive coherent rendering
The focus of this thesis is on consistent rendering in interactive and mobile
AR scenarios. Hence, consistent rendering, especially in terms of photometric
registration (see Section 3.1), is of major interest. To provide an overview of














The classiﬁcation of Jacobs and Loscos serves as basis to structure the
methods [JL06]. Since Inverse Rendering was covered in Section 4.1.5, only the
other three categories related to image synthesis rather than reconstruction
are considered here. Approaches with Local Common Illumination compute
the appearance of virtual objects under a measured or guessed light condition
in the scene. The real and virtual objects might cast shadows onto each other,
even though this technically is a global phenomena. However, there is no
indirect light reﬂected from virtual objects onto real surface in this group. In
case there is at least one such bounce of indirect light in both direction – real
to virtual and virtual to real, the approach is assigned to the class of methods
with Global Common Illumination. The last group, Common Illumination and
Relighting, focuses on the altering of real-world scene elements, i.e., materials,
light sources or geometry. Adding virtual light sources that illuminate the
real-world surfaces is considered a feature of this group, too.
Furthermore, approaches that address Camera Simulation, the third aspect
of Visual Coherence, are presented in Section 4.3.4. These approaches consti-
tute the related work of parts of the method presented in Chapter 7.
No claim is made that this overview is a complete survey. Instead, important
or unique interactive approaches that have been presented in the past and
mobile approaches of the recent years, have been selected, as they are related
to the own methods or inspired them in some way.
4.3.1 Local Common Illumination
predefined light sources Several approaches assume the light
sources to be given and simply deﬁne the existing illumination manually, e.g.,
Haller et al. [HDH03], who implemented shadow volumes [Cro77] for the
ARToolKit20.
Jacobs et al. proposed a technique that produces consistent shadows, i.e.,
same brightness and no double shadowing. The approach is also based on
shadow volumes, but limited to scenarios with one light source that is known
approximately. Unlike in diﬀerential rendering, the goal is to make shadows
appear consistent rather than evaluating a physically-based model. Therefore,
they detect real shadows, create a protection mask to avoid double shadowing
and third, generate shadows that include virtual objects while their brightness
is scaled to match the real ones [Jac+05].
static light probes Using a single light probe image – e.g., captured
using a mirror sphere – leads to the assumption of distant and constant illu-
mination. This is very common in the ﬁeld of IBL but also in AR.
A ﬁrst interactive approach for AR with consistent illumination was pre-
sented by Gibson and Murta, which also was one of the ﬁrst GPU-based
techniques [GM00]. As suggested by Debevec and Malik [DM97], they ac-
quire a HDR light probe. Pre-ﬁltering the probe (see Section 2.7.4) yields a
diﬀuse irradiance map as well as specular maps for materials of varying rough-
ness. The authors also extracted a set of discrete directional light sources from
the light probe and used these sources to cast overlapping shadows using
hardware shadow mapping. The overlapping of four to eight shadows result
in acceptable (soft) shadows.

















Revisiting the idea of overlapping shadows, Gibson et al. [Gib+03] pre-
sented another important work that is closely related to the earlier radiosity-
based method. Given a patch-based reconstruction of the scene geometry, they
classiﬁed the patches into two (non-disjoint) categories: source and receivers.
While the N brightest patches, containing 70% of the total radiance in the
scene, are considered important sources of light. In an pre-processing step,
the radiance transfer between source and receivers are computed by form fac-
tors and visibility estimation. The line-space that is spanned by connections
between source and receiver patches is represented by a shaft-hierarchy. By
intersecting the bounding box of virtual objects, blocked light paths can be
identiﬁed quickly and are stored in a list. Then, the list is iterated for diﬀer-
ential rendering, while applying shadow mapping to evaluate visibility more
detailed. Multiple overlapping hard shadows again appear as soft shadows.
By selecting higher levels in the hierarchy, a quality vs. performance trade-
oﬀ allows to reach real-time performance. The synthetic objects are shaded
using an irradiance volume, which stores SH compressed low frequency light,
and a dynamically updated environment map for specular reﬂections. Hence,
near-ﬁeld illumination was taken into account by this approach already. The
system was mainly limited to Lambertian reﬂectance but allowed to add a
specular layer using the environment map for reﬂections of (distant) lights
and objects.
Agusanto et al. capture a static HDR light probe and store it in an envi-
ronment map. After pre-ﬁltering, they where able to show diﬀuse and glossy
objects at interactive frame rates. Shadows were only included in their multi-
pass rendering system, but not in their implementation for the ARToolKit
at that time [Agu+03]. However, the authors already aimed for photorealistic
rendering and based their illumination computation on the rendering equation
(2.12).
Years later, Pessoa et al. projected a static light probe onto a box and
rendered new environments for individual virtual objects [Pes+10]. They use
image-based lighting with the Lafortune BRDF extended by a Fresnel term
and render virtual objects with various materials. For shadows, they manually
speciﬁed a set of light sources and computed shadow maps.
dynamic light probes Continuously updating the light probe allows
for dynamic illumination from a distant scene. A very common setup involves
a second camera equipped with a ﬁsh-eye lens to acquire the dynamic light
probe.
Another early method was presented by Kanbara and Yokoya [KY02].
Using their probe that combines a 2D marker for tracking and a mirror ball to
acquire the environment light condition, they use standard forward shading
and shadows to render a virtual teapot. Technically, this simple methods can
also handle dynamically changing light conditions and operates at 15Hz.
Designed for temporally varying illumination, Havran et al. introduced a
sampling approach for images of a HDR video camera [Hav+05b]. The HDR
environment map is decomposed into a set of directional light sources by
applying importance sampling. Incorporating stratiﬁed sampling yields good
temporal coherence and spatial distribution of the extracted directional lights.
Discarding irrelevant light sources and clustering important ones, reduces the
computation eﬀort for the shadow map generation and the rendering. This




















Korn et al. used two such HDR video camera [Kor+07]. After a proper
intrinsic and extrinsic calibration, the position of a few real point light sources
are calculated by epipolar geometry and tracked over time. These light sources
are then used to shade virtual objects that are inserted into the live images
of an additional webcam. An ambient term is added to compensate for the
remaining illumination of the scene.
Grosch et al. presented an approach to compute near-ﬁeld illumination for
augmentations under daylight in a real room [GEM07]. Light, that is entering
the room through a window, is captured by a HDR video camera equipped
with a ﬁsh-eye lens. The authors separated direct from indirect light transport.
Therefore, the direct light is handled by sampling the camera image, similar
to Havran et al. To deal with dynamic indirect light, the authors proposed
to use an irradiance volume that stores only indirect light traveling inside the
room. This is realized by subdividing the ﬁsh-eye image into N patches. For
each region, a light simulation is conducted, where the current patch is used
as light source of unit brightness and all other patches are black. Measuring
the simulated irradiance at the grid cells of the irradiance volume yields a
basis irradiance volume that is compressed using SH. During runtime, the SH
coeﬃcients of the basis volumes are accumulated, weighted by the current
average radiance in the corresponding ﬁsh-eye patch. A PRT variant is then
used to add indirect light to the shading of the virtual objects inside the room.
The approach is limited to Lambertian materials because of PRT.
Franke and Jung presented a straightforward PRT solution in which live
spherical images, provided by a ﬁsh-eye camera, are projected into SH basis
[FJ08b]. Even though the idea is simple and does not provide shadows, it
results in a reasonable shading at real-time frame rates. Depending on the
transfer function stored per vertex, e.g., indirect diﬀuse illumination or sub-
surface scattering can be incorporated with no additional run-time cost. In
another work, they incorporated soft shadows from direct light sources, ex-
tracted in a pre-process, using ﬁltered shadow maps. They also substituted
PRT by AO in order to handle non-rigid transformations of virtual objects
[FJ08a].
MiikaAittala used only a diﬀuse sphere to recover low frequency incident
illumination but also supported the moving planar marker of Pilet et al. as
an alternative probe [Ait10]. In contrast to a light probe, that stores incident
radiance from all directions, the authors used eight directional light sources
with ﬁxed orientation and solved a linear system to ﬁt intensities for each
source to resemble the observed radiance on the probe. The residual error
is projected into SH basis and applied on top using PRT. He computed soft
shadows for each of the directional lights.
Assuming a single dominant light direction, Nowrouzezahrai et al. intro-
duced a real-time light factorization method that allows soft and hard virtual
shadows [Now+11]. A continuously visible mirror ball provides a dynamic light
probe, which is projected into SH basis and split into two terms: One term
that corresponds to a sun-like directional source, mainly responsible for the
scenes illumination, and a global term that contains the remaining incident
light from the rest of the environment. Using (rotated) Zonal Harmonics, the
symmetric part of the SH basis (m = 0), enables SH-based illumination for
animated objects. The authors propose to use a sphere-based approximation
of the virtual object to produce soft shadows from the global part of the envi-
ronment light. The soft shadows provide an increased perceptual consistency




















light fields Measuring the light condition at multiple locations allows
for spatially varying illumination without the distant scene assumption. Ren-
dering such a light ﬁeld consisting of many light probes at diﬀerent locations
is all about selecting the correct probe and sampling the correct direction.
The sampling is not straightforward, since mirror spheres have a certain ra-
dius, which is usually ignored for standard IBL techniques relying on a single
probe [UGY07]. The group around JonasUnger worked not only on cap-
turing light ﬁelds, but also on the corresponding rendering techniques. One
approach involves to back-projection from an auxiliary geometry above the
local scene to select the probes for interpolation [Ung+03]. Because of the
immense amount of data and classical IBL-based approaches that serve as
foundation, those techniques are not suited for interactive applications, as
rendering takes several hours.
The compressed light ﬁelds of Löw et al. achieves real-time performance for
mostly low-frequency illumination [Löw+09]. Even though local occlusions are
not handled, which results in a lack of shadows, they show, that re-sampling
and eﬃciently storing the light ﬁelds is a promising direction for the future.
probe-less illumination estimation Meilland et al. presented
an approach to create an image-based representation of the scene [MBC13]
(also see Section 4.1.2). Even though it should be possible to directly use this
light ﬁeld for diﬀerential rendering, the authors created virtual light probes
at the centers of the synthetic objects and extract a few discrete light sources
for shadow computations. Because their reconstructed model also contains
position data, point lights or even area light could be used instead of the
common directional lights. However, diﬀerential soft shadows are added by
applying variance shadow maps [DL06].
The probe-less approach of Gruber et al. [GRS12] also uses SH and PRT for
rendering augmented images. They are able to present plausible shadows, cast
by virtual objects. Therefore, the transfer function (visibility) per pixel in the
augmented scene is estimated via ray tracing in the geometric model, acquired
by the RGB-D sensor. While allowing for dynamic illumination, geometry and
camera movement without any pre-processing or probes, the authors made a
step towards the general applicability of AR. The SH-based light representa-
tion used for rendering assumes distant white light. Later, the method was
extended by an adaptive sampling and caching strategy [Gru+14], that im-
proves the performance or allows for larger sample counts and thereby higher
quality, compared to computing visibility for every nth stratiﬁed sample. The
performance was further improved by realizing an image-space variant of their
technique [GVS15] (see next section).
4.3.2 Global Common Illumination
The idea of diﬀerential rendering has been applied to several interactive global
illumination methods.
static light probes Csongei et al. presented a progressive path trac-
ing solution for AR on mobile phones based on a pre-recorded environment
map. Here, the illumination is simulated on a stationary PC and streamed
to the mobile device. Besides the low quality of the light transport simula-



















dynamic light probes Knecht et al. applied instant radiosity (see
Section 2.7.2) to AR in order to simulate mutual eﬀects of virtual and real
objects [Kne+10]. A camera with ﬁsh-eye lens continuously captures the light-
ing in the scene, including a moving real ﬂashlight, the main light source, for
which a RSM is created. VPLs are (recursively) generated from the RSM as well
as from samples drawn in the ﬁsh-eye image. The two light transport simu-
lations – for diﬀerential rendering – are computed in one rendering step and
imperfect shadow maps [Rit+08] are used for visibility tests. The approach
occasionally suﬀers from double shadowing artifacts because the RSM and the
shadow maps contain information only for the ﬁrst visible surface. However,
the technique is able to produce plausible color bleeding from real to virtual
objects and vice versa. Additionally, a virtual light source can be used instead
of the ﬂash light, which adds a relighting feature.
Progressive path tracing and thereby a global illumination technique, was
applied to AR by Kán and Kaufmann [KK12a]. They showed interactive
augmentations containing high-quality specular eﬀects such as refractions and
caustics. Nvidia’s real-time ray-tracing engine Optix21 allowed to port the
classically oﬄine methods, namely photon mapping and path tracing, to the
GPU. In the same year, the authors added physically-based depth of ﬁeld for
AR to their framework and thereby further increased the quality of the results
[KK12b, KK13b]. While the quality of these previous approaches improved
slowly with the number of progressive iterations, the authors improved the
convergence speed by applying irradiance caching to exploit the spatial coher-
ence of the indirect illumination [KK13a]. The authors suggest a re-projection
technique to splat the irradiance into the frame buﬀer instead of more ex-
pensive tracing (or even ﬁnal gathering). The re-projection allows to handle
depth of ﬁeld, anti-aliasing and refractions even though irradiance spatting is
applied.
Tobias Franke presented a diﬀerential version of LPV (see Section 2.7.7)
to spread the changes in illumination that are caused by the presence of added
virtual objects [Fra13a, Fra13b]. Therefore, an irradiance volume around the
virtual object, approximately twice as large as the object, is allocated. Two
RSMs are computed for each reconstructed light source: RSMr, containing
only real objects and RSMr+v, which also includes the virtual object. Then,
secondary lights, created from RSMr+v, are injected into the volume, followed
by negative secondary lights, created from RSMr. To also incorporate direct
shadows, the direct light is injected into the volume similarly. The resulting
diﬀerence at each cell is positive in areas with strong indirect light and negative
in regions of virtual shadows. For rendering, the diﬀuse reﬂectance coeﬃcient
of the reconstructed geometry is multiplied by the queried value from the
Delta Light Propagation Volume (DLPV) and added to the camera image.
Franke also introduced Delta Voxel Cone Tracing (DVCT) [Fra14a, Fra14b].
The diﬀerential version of VCT, presented byCrassin et al. (see Section 2.7.8),
inherited the beneﬁts from the original. Hence, it is able to produce diﬀuse
and specular reﬂections in completely dynamic scenes without pre-processing.
He adapted the idea of injecting positive and negative VPLs from DLPVs and
created a delta-volume, containing radiance and anti-radiance caused by the
introduction of the virtual object. The inﬂuence on the real geometry is esti-
mated by casting one shadow cone towards the light source for sampling the
blocked direct illumination, and a ﬁnal gathering step. For the latter, nine
cones are traced in the delta-volume to gather data for diﬀuse reﬂection and













one additional cone for specular highlights. A third volume, besides the ones
for opacity and the delta-volume, stores the ﬁrst bounce indirect illumination
for the augmented scene. For rendering the synthetic objects with GI eﬀects,
this volume is traced respectively. Similar to the original paper, this is one of
the fastest rasterization-based methods, that oﬀers specular interreﬂections. It
is faster than the approach of Kán and Kaufmann, but the quality depends
on the resolution of the volume. For low resolutions or highly glossy materi-
als, the voxels become visible in specular reﬂections. Furthermore, reﬂections
show only the directly illuminated voxels, which is also noticeable in these
cases. Like in VCT, using the approach will also show light-bleeding through
thin geometry or when tracing on coarser levels of the hierarchy. Another
limitation is the memory consumption, as the approach is based on a dense
volume.
probe-less illumination estimation Gruber et al. [GVS15] fur-
ther improved their earlier method (see Page 97). Therefore, they increased
the quality of the scene reconstruction by merging dynamic and static geome-
try information, followed by a smoothing step. This allows to handle moving
real-world objects better than with conventional RGB-D sensor data. The
other important contribution of this work is the replacement of the purely ray
tracing-based estimation of the visibility for surface points in the current ﬁeld
of view. A variant of SSDO [RGS09] is used to estimate the directional visibil-
ity in screen-space. Diﬀerent to SSDO, they do not gather incident radiance
from the environment, but rather project the visibility into SH basis, which is
then used as input for the earlier presented PRT-based diﬀerential rendering.
The screen-space approach supports indirect light from virtual to real objects
too, but inherits the limitations of the former approach. Hence, the assumed
diﬀuse reﬂectance of real surfaces is not estimated correctly, as light is deﬁned
to be white. Light is also assumed to be distant and not handled in spatially
varying manner.
4.3.3 Common Illumination and Relighting
predefined light sources A ﬁrst method to augment live images
based on geometry, that is captured by a RGB-D camera, was presented by
Lensing and Broll [LB12]. Without a complete scene reconstruction and
with no information about the light condition, they added a virtual (spot)
light to illuminate virtual objects. After creating a RSM for each light, VPLs are
generated as sources of indirect illumination from synthetic onto real geometry
and vice versa. Besides the application of guided image ﬁlters to improve
the normal estimation from RGB-D data, a multi-resolution algorithm for
splatting indirect light was presented. The screen-space method is based on
the work of Nichols and Wyman [NW09] and allowed for a high number of
VPLs and thereby improved temporal coherence at real-time rates. In another
work, Lensing and Broll presented their LightSkin technique, which was
also applied to Mixed Reality (MR). Here, they reduce the number of points
to compute shading for, to a set of samples on the surface of the object. An
interpolation technique is then used to estimate the shading of all other surface
points, which allows for real-time glossy reﬂections [LB13].
static light probes Grosch showed how the technique of Gib-
son et al. [Gib+03] can be further improved for the augmentation in a
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panoramic image viewer [Gro05b]. The PanoAR-tool additionally allowed to
change materials of reconstructed surfaces and to remove real objects.
dynamic light probes Diﬀerential instant radiosity by Knecht et al.
allowed to use a virtual spotlight to illuminate real and synthetic objects
[Kne+10]. Since, relighting is not focus of that paper, it was discussed before
(see Page 98) and is only mentioned here.
In a later work of Knecht et al., they used Microsoft’s Kinect sensor
to avoid the manual reconstruction process. They also addressed the double
shadowing problems by using two RSMs and two sets of imperfect shadow
maps [Kne+12]. In another extension, they integrated reﬂective and refractive
objects into the framework [Kne+13]. The new approach used splatting to
produce caustics that also emit indirect light and thereby added another type
of light path, that increases the plausibility of the augmentations.
4.3.4 Camera Simulation
As mentioned earlier, several aspects related to the camera inﬂuence the image
that will eventually be augmented by virtual objects. These aspects include
artifacts like lens distortion, blur, noise, vignetting, chromatic aberrations and
artifacts caused by the Bayer mask. For more details on these issues, I again
refer to book of Schmalstieg and Höllerer [SH16].
One important aspect for this thesis however, are the artifacts caused by
a missing radiometric calibration (see Section 3.4). Since such a calibration
is not feasible for every consumer device [SH16] and because of the lack of
detailed manual control during the image acquisition, another kind of color
compensation must be included, when recording real-world radiance values
using such mobile device.
For most mobile devices, exposure time and white balance of the cam-
era change automatically without manual control. To address this issue,
Knecht et al. adaptively map the colors of virtual objects to the colors
present in the current camera image [Kne+11]. The general idea is to create
a mapping between the camera image Lc and the partial solution Lr of the
diﬀerential rendering (see Section 4.2). Applying the same mapping to virtual
objects yields coherent colors. The authors suggest to ﬁll gaps in the map by
simple heuristics, that involve swapping color channels. Based on the evalu-
ated examples, they state that this improves the result. However, to compute
Lr, a scene reconstruction containing material properties is required. Hence,
if the goal is to reconstruct materials and to estimate the light condition of
the scene, the approach cannot be used. In Chapter 7, we present a color
compensation that can be used during the reconstruction and works without
a heuristic like the one of Knecht et al. The approach mainly focuses on
devices with no control of the acquisition parameters and no meta-data per
image. The video preview mode that is used for AR applications is subject to
these restrictions [Kán15].
In contrast, if the photo mode is used, more detailed options and meta-data,
stored along with the images, allow for more sophisticated workﬂows, known
from professional cameras. Kán showed that stitching an HDR environment
map from images captured using a mobile device is possible if the exposure
of the camera is known [Kán15]. Like Kán, e.g., Meilland et al. [MBC13]













to be adjusted automatically results in a single degree of freedom, that can
easily be estimated or found in the meta-data of the images.
Recently, exposure correction methods were used for the correction of
recorded color values of a Kinect camera by Richter-Trummer et al. (see
Page 88) and for the color values of a tablet camera by Zhang et al. (see
Page 89) [Ric+16, ZCC16]. These solutions search for a global optimum of a
given set of images.
A common related problem, especially in the area of advertisement, is the
placement of objects into an image, that have been cut out of another images.
A simple solution consists in the alignment of the color spaces based on image
statistics, e.g., by aligning the histogram or by aligning the mean and average
color distributions of the images as suggested by Reinhard et al. [Rei+01].
Lalonde and Efros investigated color statistics in large image collections
to eventually decide if the color palette, used in an image, appears naturally
and thereby to distinguish coherent from incoherent looking images. They
suggest to combine these global statistics with the local approach of Rein-
hard et al. to create compositions with improved perceived color consistency
[LE07]. In the context of his bachelor’s thesis, TimGerrits investigated if
an automatic white balance can be used to align the illumination of a given
object with the light condition in the background scene [Ger14]. The results
show that there is no superior method that solves this problem. In some cases,
adjusting the white balance and in other cases, approaches, like the one of
Reinhard et al. or follow-up works, like to one by Ciao and Ma [XM06],
are preferable.
4.4 summary
Environment reconstruction based on images or videos is a challenging task.
Even when breaking it down to geometry, light and material estimation, none
of the subproblems is solved yet. At least not to a degree, that allows for
photorealistic AR applications in unknown environments. Besides the required
computation time, most of the processes still rely on special hardware or a
serious amount of user interaction before being able to start rendering virtual
objects.
For representing the environment light condition, light probes are the most
common solution. To address dynamic settings, HDR cameras equipped with
ﬁsh-eye lenses are used as an alternative. Light probes as well as the light
information extracted by most of the inverse rendering techniques store direc-
tional radiance only. Hence, they are not able to represent spatially varying
illumination nor near-ﬁeld illumination.
In the area of geometry reconstruction, approaches based on depth-sensing
devices are currently the most dominant ones. Approaches like Kinect Fusion
enable fast acquisition of dense voxel-based geometry. However, the size of
the acquired dataset grows rapidly for larger environments, especially when
storing other surface information, like material parameters. Due to the limited
ﬁeld of view of the cameras, dynamic geometry cannot be handled completely
at the moment. Even if the moving objects are in the ﬁeld of view, it can be
diﬃcult to update the scene representation without delays, as there are global
dependencies, caused by the interaction of light while traveling through the
scene. However, most approaches assume a completely static environment.
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Most approaches assume Lambertian materials, as the view-independent
diﬀuse reﬂectance can be estimated rather easily, compared to the view-
dependent properties. Unfortunately, many real-world surfaces, especially the
man-made, are glossy or even specular. To acquire the reﬂectance behavior
of such materials requires observations from many directions and knowledge
about the light condition. While it is possible to measure or estimate the
material parameters of single objects, we are far from adequately capturing
the parameters for all surfaces in the environment of a typically AR scenario.
The problems statements, discussed in Section 1.2, have been addressed by
various methods over the last decades. However, none of them is solved yet
completely and because of the complexity of the problems and constraints on
the hardware, they will probably stay unsolved for the foreseeable future –
especially when considering mobile devices and fully dynamic environments.
4.5 rendering on mobile hardware
One goal of this thesis is to provide solutions for photorealistic rendering on
smartphones and tablets. Therefore, it is necessary to discuss the special re-
quirements and capabilities of these platforms. Unfortunately, there is no such
thing as “the mobile platform”. On one hand, the development of supported
hardware features and computational power is incredibly fast. On the other
hand, there is an enormous number of diﬀerent devices and, as a developer
for mobile applications, you need to support several hardware generations in
order to compete on the market. This emphasizes the importance of scalable
approaches, which can be applied platform-independently.
The developments of the last years showed, that mobile devices support
more and more features, that have been exclusive to high-end desktop GPUs
not too long ago. The current version of the Standard for Embedded Acceler-
ated 3D Graphics, OpenGL ES 3.2 22, supports even Geometry and Tessella-
tion Shaders as well as capabilities for General Purpose Computation on the
Graphics Processing Unit (GPGPU) in form of Compute Shaders. Missing fea-
tures are therefore no valid argument against advanced rendering techniques
on mobile platforms anymore.
Nevertheless, there are restrictions to keep in mind while designing algo-
rithms for such devices. The most common performance bottlenecks, as stated
in the Nvidia GameWorks Dokumentation23, are the following:
– The memory bandwidth is very low for devices with high-resolution
screens when compared to desktop hardware. Accessing large textures
or using formats with high bit-depth are expensive, especially without
mipmaps or when applying higher-order ﬁlters.
– Related to the resolution, the fragment ﬁll rate for applications using
complex shaders is another bottleneck, which gets even more critical
when the pixel shaders are executed multiple times for each pixel.
– Lack of CPU/GPU parallelism because of unnecessary or redundant
work, done by the driver, and work, which is done on the CPU, but
could be done more eﬃciently on the GPU.
All those issues need to be addressed on desktop hardware, too. Especially
game developers are familiar with proper scene management, culling, level
of detail, reducing state changes, double buﬀering and many more techniques,
22 The Khronos Group Inc. Standard for Embedded Accelerated 3D Graphics. Website, 2017.
23 Nvidia. Optimize OpenGL ES 2.0 Performance for Tegra. Documentation, 2007.
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that are common to reduces the overall number of instruction, that are sent to
driver in the ﬁrst place. Because of the limited clock rates and bandwidth, but
also due to energy consumption and heat production, these optimizations are
even more important for the mobile platform, but eventually, they are similar
to ones in desktop or console development. From a research perspective, this
leads to the decision to focus on scalable approaches that are able to run on
the recent generation of hardware, as high-end features of today will soon be
available for the majority of devices on the market.
Detailed and most valuable guidelines for the development and performance
optimization on recent hardware, can usually be found in the documentation
of game engines and rendering frameworks, that support mobile devices24.
24 Unity Technologies. Mobile Developer Checklist, Documentation, 2017.
Nvidia. GameWorks Documentation, Documentation, 2017.
Epic Games. Unreal Engine 4: Mobile Game Development, Documentation, 2017.
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DISTR IBUTED NEAR-F IELD ILLUMINATION
This chapter summarizes the ﬁndings and contributions of a research project,
that has also been presented at a conference and in the corresponding proceed-
ings [Roh+14] as well as in a journal article [Roh+15]. The chapter contains
more detailed explanations and additionally the proposal of a grid-based in-
direct illumination technique to address a previous limitation and thereby an
extension of the method.
Photorealistic augmentation on mobile devices, like smartphones and tablet
PCs, is not yet feasible since the computational power of the devices is insuf-
ﬁcient for computing global illumination simulations on their own. Assuming
this statement is true, a reasonable strategy is to consider multiple devices
that share the eﬀort or outsourcing the computations completely. Streaming
rendered images from a powerful desktop PC, as suggested by Csongei et al.
[Cso+14], causes a latency that is too high to meet the requirements during
user interactions and for multiple simultaneous views on diﬀerent clients. Since
we primarily aim for applications like the augmentation of real prototypes, for
which a correct illumination at any place in the scene is required, we also need
continuous updates on the dynamic light condition. For a single device how-
ever, even when the limitations in computing power and the quality of sensor
data might become less important factors in the future, there is always a lack
of information. Not all areas of the scene are visible at once, because of a lim-
ited ﬁeld of view or occlusions between diﬀerent objects (see Figure 5.1). To
overcome both issues, we suggest a novel, distributed approach, in which the
computational eﬀort is shared in a way that allows for dynamic light updates
from all important areas of the scene and interactive low-latency rendering on
one or multiple clients.
Therefore, we split the illumination into two parts: In the ﬁrst part, the
existing radiance values are captured by a number of HDR video cameras, that
are placed at diﬀerent locations in the scene, such that each part of the scene
is visible to at least one camera. This acquisition process and the extraction of
parameters for our lighting model is executed on a stationary PC. Based on the
extracted information, we display augmentations with coherent illumination
at an interactive frame rate on the mobile device, as shown in Figure 1.1. This
includes consistent illumination of virtual objects with direct light, indirect
light (color bleeding) and shadows of primary and strong secondary lights.
To avoid a potential bottleneck of the bandwidth between PC and mobile
devices, our illumination model reduces the amount of transferred data, re-
quired for the reconstruction of the environmental lighting condition and the
illumination of virtual objects.
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Figure 5.1: Limited Field of View and Occluders
The camera image of a mobile device does not see the important light sources
required for a consistent illumination of a virtual object.
5.1 overview
Our goal is the consistent illumination of virtual objects on mobile devices in
a real environment. Multiple users should be able to interact in the real world
with photorealistic augmentations. We thereby focus on an indoor scenario
with a diﬃcult, spatially and temporally varying near-ﬁeld illumination (Fig-
ure 5.1). This theoretically requires the knowledge of the plenoptic function
(see Section 4.1.1), which describes the real radiance values at any point in
the scene, viewed from any direction at any time. Since capturing the func-
tion in its complete extent is not feasible, we approximate it by means of
view-independent surface light, i.e., by dynamic texture maps. Based on this
information, an interactive global illumination simulation can be computed.
5.1.1 Hardware Setup and Precomputations
Our hardware setup is shown in Figure 5.2: Multiple HDR video cameras are
connected to a stationary PC. The cameras are equipped with ﬁsh-eye lenses
and placed in the scene, such that all regions are visible to at least one camera.
To enable the measurement of radiance values on real environment surfaces,
each camera has to be calibrated in a pre-process. Intrinsic parameters are
estimated by the method of Davide Scaramuzza and stored in a lookup ta-
ble as described in Section 3.2. To reconstruct the extrinsic parameters, we
simply capture a tracked checker board and reconstruct the position of the
camera. To acquire absolute real radiance values instead of arbitrary pixel
colors, a photometric calibration is necessary. Therefore, we reconstruct the
camera response curve using pfstools25, leading to linear relative radiance
values after applying the inverted response curve. By capturing images of an
XRiteColorChecker26 and a least-squares approximation, we obtain a
matrix that maps the measured colors onto reference colors, known for each
25 Max-Planck-Institut Informatik. PFScalibration. Project Website, 2015.










Figure 5.2: Hardware Setup
tile of the checker. A similar process is repeated for each mobile device. Addi-
tionally, we estimate another matrix to compensate the color shift introduced
by the display.
The current position and orientation of the mobile device are captured at
run-time. For communication between the stationary PC, mobile devices and
the tracking system we use WiFi.
In a pre-process, the geometry and the diﬀuse materials of the real environ-
ment are reconstructed manually, using a common DCC-tool. For estimating
the diﬀuse reﬂectance coeﬃcients, we captured images of the color checker,
together with the surface to measure. By assuming the irradiance is constant
for the acquired area, the parameters of the target can be found as linear
combination of the known reﬂectance parameters of the color checker. The re-
sulting model is a very coarse representation with a simple uv-mapping that
is later used as a texture atlas (Section 5.1.3).
5.1.2 Distributed Illumination
Given the HDR information – real radiance at each position of the environ-
ment – in combination with the 3D model, we aim for a consistent illumination
of virtual objects. Based on measured radiance values of the real environment,
there are diﬀerent choices for interactive global illumination. The obvious so-
lution is to use one of the methods presented in [Rit+12] to render the images
on a stationary machine and stream the results to all mobile devices. We do
not follow this idea for several reasons: First, we need a diﬀerent image for
each mobile device which can lead to a performance break-down on the server
side in case of many mobile devices. Additionally, a major concern for direct
user interaction is the response time of the system. This is because there is
a latency in sending notiﬁcations of user input to the stationary PC, as well
as waiting for the generation, compression, and transmission of the rendered
image that is eventually combined with the camera image. We therefore de-
veloped an illumination model that distributes the computation between the
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Figure 5.3: Pipeline Overview
The whole pipeline for distributed illumination from capturing multiple im-
ages of the real environment to the augmentation of the live camera stream
on mobile devices.
One option for interactive global illumination is the extraction of a set of
VPLs [Kel97] (see Instant Radiosity in Section 2.7.2). This allows for a com-
plete illumination from all directions with a shadow cast by each VPL. For
good quality, at least a few hundred VPLs are required. Unfortunately, only a
few VPLs can be computed on a mobile device at interactive frame rates. On
the other hand, PRT [SKS02] techniques can be used, which allow real-time
illumination with natural light (see Section 2.7.6). These techniques work
well for low-frequency illumination and diﬀuse materials. This is especially
useful for indirect illumination, such as color bleeding from real to virtual
objects. However, high-frequency illumination and hard shadows are diﬃcult
to achieve. To solve this problem, we developed a hybrid solution that com-
bines the best of both approaches. Our solution is based on the observation
that most typical settings consist of a few bright light sources and large low-
frequency indirect light regions. We follow the idea introduced in [Gib+03]
and split the incoming light into a high-frequency and a low-frequency part.
There are two reasons for this: First, it allows for an eﬃcient illumination
with the desired eﬀects: The high-frequency illumination and shadows can
be displayed with a small set of VPLs, while the low-frequency illumination
such as color bleeding can be implemented with PRT. The second reason is
that this combination requires only a small amount of data that needs to be
transferred between the stationary PC and the mobile devices, enabling in-
teractive update rates. In contrast to that, Gibson et al. [Gib+03] create a
subdivision of the environment geometry and treat the resulting patches as
source and/or receiver. The lighting in the scene changes, because of occlu-
sions – between source and receiver patches – that are caused by the insertion
of virtual objects. This inﬂuence on the background is computed in the sense
of diﬀerential rendering. Since we do not work with patches and links between
them, we only make use of the fundamental idea to classify the regions with
the highest intensity as primary light source.
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(a) Synthetic Scene with Cameras (b) Real Cameras
Figure 5.4: Cameras for Scene Acquisition
Acquiring the radiance of a simple synthetic scene with three cameras (a)
and the corresponding real-world camera. We are using MatrixVision
mvBlueFOX-IGC200 HDR video cameras equipped with 180° ﬁsh-eye
lenses (b).
5.1.3 Pipeline Overview
The whole pipeline, from capturing images of the real world to displaying
the augmented image using the distributed illumination, is summarized in
Figure 5.3: The HDR video cameras with ﬁsh-eye lenses capture the existing
radiance values. Then, on the stationary PC each image is projected onto
the reconstructed 3D geometry using a hemispherical projection and shadow
mapping. The recorded radiance values are stored in a radiance atlas, which
describes a 1:1 mapping of 3D scene points to atlas texels (Section 5.2.1). To
capture the illumination at all relevant parts of the environment, we use multi-
ple cameras. Therefore, areas seen by more than one camera, receive multiple
measurements leading to a more robust result. For an illumination at both,
interactive speed and high quality on a mobile device, we proceed as follows:
The radiance atlas is split into two parts: A direct (high-frequency) radiance
atlas and an indirect (low-frequency) radiance atlas (Section 5.2.3). The di-
rect radiance atlas is transformed into a small set of area lights (Section 5.2.3),
which is transferred to the mobile device. PRT is used for the remaining low-
frequency illumination on the clients. Thus, the indirect radiance is projected
into the SH basis (Section 5.2.4) and the resulting coeﬃcients are transferred
to the tablet PC as well. Based on this information, the illumination of virtual
objects can be computed quickly on the tablet PC – without streaming any im-
ages. Using diﬀerential rendering, the virtual object can then be inserted into
the tablet camera image with correct appearance and shadows (Section 5.3).
5.2 server computations
We explain the server computations of our method based on a simple synthetic
example shown in Figure 5.4. The scene consists of two light sources and
contains geometry that casts shadows. Hence, we have a small set of non-








Figure 5.5: Angular Weighting
The angular weights used for merging the projected camera images.
5.2.1 Acquiring the Radiance Atlas
We use a texture atlas to record radiance values for all points in the scene. To
update the current lighting condition, each HDR camera permanently projects
the captured radiance into the atlas. This is implemented by rendering the
reconstructed scene with a vertex shader that replaces the vertex position
with its texture coordinates and outputs the world position along with the
vertex normal to the pixel shader stage. There, we project the world position
of each fragment into the camera image space to get the corresponding image
coordinates. Subsequently, we sample the camera image and a previously gen-
erated artiﬁcial depth image at this location to classify the visibility of the
currently processed texel in a way similar to shadow mapping (see Figure 5.6).
Since triangles, that are not facing the camera, cannot be seen, they are re-
jected during the rendering into the atlas, depending on the dot product of
the surface normal and view direction.
When multiple cameras see the same region, we compute a weighted average
of the camera images (see Figure 5.5). To account for the low resolution in the
border regions of a ﬁsh-eye projection, we use the angle αi to the main camera
direction di as a weighting. We also use the angle βi between the view direction
and the normal N(x) at surface position x to compensate inaccuracies during
the reconstruction by considering steep angles less reliable. As ﬁnal weight for
a texel of camera i we are using:
wi = cosαi cosβi.
(a) Camera Images (b) Virtual Depth Renderings (c) Projection into the Atlas
Figure 5.6: Acquiring the Radiance Atlas
Each HDR camera records a ﬁsh-eye image of the scene (a). Additionally,
depth buﬀers (b) are rendered using the reconstructed scene. The camera
images are then projected into the radiance atlas (c), using the depth buﬀers
for visibility tests. Note, that each camera contributes only partial informa-
tion of the total scene radiance.
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(a) Radiance Atlas (b) Direct Radiance (c) Indirect Radiance
Figure 5.7: Splitting the Radiance Atlas
The radiance atlas (a) is split in direct radiance (here stored as intensity) (b)
and indirect radiance (c). Note, that the direct radiance atlas contains both,
the light sources and bright indirect regions. The separation is computed per
color channel to allow sources in monochrome regions, that would have a low
gray-scale brightness.
The cosine is clamped to the interval [0, 1] to avoid special treatment of neg-
ative values. Since each texel in the atlas can become an indirect light source,
we store both, position and normal, to correctly place and rotate the light. For
photometric correctness, each texel additionally stores the radiance value and
the spatially varying world-space area of the texel. To compensate artifacts
at texture seams, we apply a dilation over the eight neighbors with a range of
two texels.
5.2.2 Splitting the Radiance Atlas
To determine the radiance L at any point x, seen from direction ωo, we inte-
grate over the upward hemisphere to solve Kajiya’s rendering equation (2.12)
as discussed in Section 2.6:
L(x,ωo) = Le(x,ωo) +
∫
H+
fr(x,ωi,ωo)L(x,ωi) cos θi ∂ωi.
where L(x,ωi) is the incoming radiance at x from direction ωi, fr is the
BRDF, and θi is the angle between ωi and the surface normal N(x). At this
point we ignore the self-emission Le(x,ωo) and split the reﬂected radiance
into direct radiance LD and indirect radiance LI :
L(x,ωo) = LD(x,ωo) + LI (x,ωo) ,
where LD corresponds to the direct radiance caused by the primary light
sources and strongly reﬂected indirect light, whereas LI is the remaining in-
direct radiance. This means that we decide for each direction ωi whether it
corresponds to incident direct or indirect radiance. In the ﬁrst case, we refer to
the set of those directions as HD+. In the other case, we use HI+, respectively.








fr(x,ωi,ωo)L(x,ωi) cos θi ∂ωi. (5.2)
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To implement this separation, we split the radiance atlas into a direct and
an indirect radiance atlas. For this, we determine a threshold value: Texels in
the atlas with a radiance larger than the threshold are assigned to the direct
radiance atlas, the other texels are assigned to the indirect radiance atlas. To
allow for varying lighting conditions, this threshold is adjusted dynamically.
For that purpose, we provide a user-deﬁned parameter τ that describes how
much of the total amount of light in the scene should be assigned to the direct
light. To determine the threshold radiance based on τ , we ﬁrst compute the
histogram of all radiant intensity values in the atlas. We then accumulate the
radiant intensity values from high to low until the given percentage is reached.
In this way, the direct radiance atlas always contains a certain amount of
direct or strong indirect light. Figure 5.7 shows how this separation looks like
in the synthetic example. The selection of a suitable value for τ is discussed
in Section 5.5.
5.2.3 Finding Direct Light Sources
After splitting the atlas, we handle both parts separately, starting with the
direct light that is currently stored in a discretized texture atlas. There-
fore, we reformulate Equation (5.1) and express the direct reﬂected radiance
LD(x,ωo), at an arbitrary surface point x within the scene, using a discretized
form, too. Since we assume diﬀuse real-world materials, we can interpret each





fr(x,ωi,ωo) V (x,ωi)L(x,ωi) cos θi ∆ωi. (5.3)
Because the emitters can be occluded from other objects in the scene, we add
the binary visibility function V (x,ωi), which takes the value 1, only if the
texel t, that spans the solid angle ωi, is visible from x and 0 otherwise. We
now substitute the deﬁnition of ωi, Equation (2.5), and the incident radiance








Here, θt is the angle at the sender pixel and r the distance between x and
the position of the texel, xt. Substituting the approximation L(xt) ≈ ∆I⊥(xt)∆A(xt)








To simplify the computation, we now group the N texels from the direct
radiance atlas into a low number of j = 1..M clusters, where the jth cluster
consists of Nj texels with non-zero intensity. In accordance with [Don+09]
we denote the clusters as VALs. The cluster center is used as position xj of
the VAL. To numerically integrate over solid angles subtended by the pixels of
each cluster, we compute the intensity I⊥(xj), the area A(xj) and the average



















Hence, the direct radiance can be approximated by summing up the contri-





I⊥(xj) cos θj cos θi
r2
,
where cos θi was moved into the numerator of the fraction to emphasize the
connection to Equation (2.20). As mentioned before in Section 2.5, the eval-
uation of the irradiance for discrete light sources, such as our VAL, leads to
singularities. Since we want to be able to show near ﬁeld illumination, we need
to address this issue. Therefore, we borrow the idea of form factors for diﬀuse
radiance transfer which are used in radiosity (see Section 2.6). These form
factors are used to specify the portion of the total ﬂux of an emitter, that is
transmitted to a receiver:
∂Φo→i = Φo∂Foi.
Wallace et al. derived such a form factor to compute the transfer between a
surface element and a disk shaped emitter [WEH89]. Since this corresponds
to the expected shape generated by the clustering and agrees with the assump-
tion of diﬀuse real surfaces, we calculate the irradiance, contributed by a VAL,
using their form factor:
∂F oi=
∂Ai cos θi cos θo
πr2 +Ao
.








Φo cos θi cos θo
πr2 +Ao
.
After expressing the ﬂux of the VPL as a function of the maximum intensity






πI⊥(xj) cos θi cos θj
πr2 +Aj
. (5.4)
Note, that forM = N , this yields Equation (5.3), where pixels are represented
by small disks. For convenience, we also deﬁne the not occluded direct radiance
produced by VPL j as:
LVALj (x,ωo) = fr(x,ωi,ωo)




(a) Sampling (b) k-means Clustering
(c) Virtual Area Lights (VALs) (d) Direct Illumination
Figure 5.8: VAL Extraction for Direct Light
Importance Sampling on the direct radiance atlas (a). Using k-means clus-
tering, these samples are grouped in M clusters (a). Each texel is assigned
to the closest cluster center. Integration over each cluster leads to M VALs
(c), that are used for direct illumination of a virtual object (d).
To avoid ﬂickering, these extracted virtual area lights have to be coherent
under temporally varying illumination. To accomplish this, we modiﬁed the
clustering method described by Dong et al. [Don+09]. Instead of generating
VPLs by sampling a reﬂective shadow map using a Halton sequence, we draw
a set of samples in the direct radiance atlas, using importance sampling on
the GPU. By dividing the radiance of each pixel by the overall radiance of the
direct radiance atlas we can deﬁne a PDF. Preﬁx sum scans are then used to
generate a CDF, which is sampled by applying a 2D variant of the inverse CDF
method (also see Section 2.6.2).
Similar to Dong et al., we use k-means clustering on the sample positions
and apply weights based on the normal at each sample. To properly compute
the radiant intensity I⊥(xj), area and surface normal per VAL, each texel in
the direct radiance atlas is assigned to its closest cluster center, using the same
distance metric. Figure 5.8 visualizes the sampling and clustering results and
shows the VPLs as well as the direct illumination computed by evaluating
them.
At this point, we skipped the visibility computation, which will be explained
in Section 5.3. There, the visibility of a VAL is approximated by a single pair
of shadow map lookups, which also follows Dong et al. [Don+09]. To get a
correct visibility estimation, all surface locations in the clusters have to be
evaluated instead.
The data to be transferred to the mobile device for each VAL is the following:
Position (12 bytes), normal (4 bytes, compressed), radiant intensity (12 bytes)
and area (4 bytes). In total, these are only 32 bytes per VAL. The total number
of VALs is a time-quality trade-oﬀ. In our experiments we use 8 ≤M ≤ 64.
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Note, that we only use the direct radiance atlas for the VAL extraction and
ignore the current position of the virtual objects. As an alternative, an envi-
ronment map could be rendered from the virtual object center. The drawback
of this option is that we might miss some important light sources, which are
not visible from the center of the virtual object.
5.2.4 Compressing Indirect Light
For the indirect light LI (x,ωo), we assume that the remaining illumination
in the indirect radiance atlas is of low frequency. In this case, a compression,
using spherical harmonics, can be applied to the environment light around
the virtual object. For a diﬀuse virtual object with reﬂection coeﬃcient ρd,
it is suﬃcient to use only the ﬁrst three bands and thereby K = 9 basis
functions for an not occluded illumination with a barely visible error, as shown
in [RH01b, SKS02]. Please see Section 2.7.6 for more details. Given a vertex
v at position xv, the indirect radiance is computed by a simple dot product:
















V (xv,ω) cos θ yi(ω) ∂ω. (5.8)
The cli coeﬃcients can be interpreted as the amount of light that is incident
at a position xc from all directions of the surrounding. The position is referred
to as xc, since it deﬁnes the center point of the environment map, used as input
for the projection. Accordingly, the coeﬃcients cvi at a vertex v describe a
set of directions from which incident light is not occluded. As the SH basis
functions are orthonormal, the dot product of both is the amount of incident
and not occluded light from all directions at the vertex.
The coeﬃcients of the transfer function cvi are static, so they can be pre-
computed and stored per vertex with the virtual object. In contrast, the co-
eﬃcients cli of the environment map L(xc,ω) change whenever the incoming
illumination changes. We therefore render a low-resolution (6× 32× 32) cube
map from the virtual object center, using the indirect radiance atlas as texture
of the surrounding scene. The resulting environment map is then projected
to the ﬁrst nine spherical harmonic basis functions yi and the coeﬃcients cli
are transferred to the mobile device. Using RGB ﬂoat values, these are only
9× 3× 4 = 108 bytes in total. In case of multiple mobile devices, the same
coeﬃcients can be re-used. In case of multiple virtual objects, this process
is repeated for each object. The computation cost for this step is small (see
Section 5.4).
In fact, we are able to also consider the indirect light transmission between
virtual objects with a small overhead by including the other virtual objects
during the indirect light estimation of the one that is updated. This is shown
in the bottom row of Figure 5.9, where the shading of the Bunny is inﬂu-
enced by the blue Dragon. To keep the additional eﬀort low, the objects
are illuminated by PRT, too. Therefore, we render another cube map, contain-

































(a) Indirect Radiance Map (b) SH Compression (c) Indirect Illumination
Figure 5.9: Indirect Light Compression
To estimate the indirect illumination of a virtual object, we ﬁrst render a
cube map with the indirect radiance from the object center position xc (a).
This is projected into the ﬁrst nine SH basis functions (b), which allows a
real-time illumination of a virtual object (c). The second row shows multiple
virtual objects with mutual interreﬂections, like the blue color bleeding from
Dragon to Bunny.
amount of light. In summary, we are rendering 2n cube maps, each containing
n− 1 virtual objects and the reconstructed scene in order to achieve addi-
tional indirect light transmission between n virtual objects. Note, that these
interreﬂections cover b − 1 diﬀuse bounces for objects that are static for b
iterations (consecutive frames).
To meet the real-time requirements, we need to be able to perform this
compression for multiple cube maps in a narrow time frame. Therefore, we
pre-compute SH-coeﬃcient weights wti for each cube map texel ωt and use
the GPU to weight and accumulate the radiance L(xc,ωt) per texel:





Therefore, the nine ﬂoating point weights per cube map texel wti are stored
in a texture. Note, that Equation (5.9) represent a discretization of Equa-
tion (5.7), that can be mapped to a fast reduce program on the GPU.
The same compute program can be used to estimate cvi, deﬁned by Equa-
tion (5.8). Here, we render a cube map at each vertex v. To estimate the
visibility V (xv,ω), the object is colored black and rendered into a white cube
map. Additionally, we account for cos θ by using the angle θ between the ver-
tex normal and the direction of ω leading to Equation (5.10). Note, that the




V (xv,ω) cos θ wti. (5.10)
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D32 R10G10B10A2 R8G8B8A8 R8G8B8A8
(a) Depth (b) Normal + Flags (c) Reﬂectance (d) Indirect Radiance
Figure 5.10: G-Buﬀer
The oﬀ-screen buﬀer, containing geometry and material information of the
reconstructed as well as the virtual scene per pixel.
5.3 rendering on the client
Due to the described separation of illumination, the ﬁnal image generation
on the client only requires lightweight operations on the mobile device with
limited rendering capabilities: For each VAL, we compute the direct radiance
and visibility, using shadow mapping as speciﬁed in Equation (5.4). We then
add the indirect illumination, which is computed per vertex by applying Equa-
tion (5.6), using the stored coeﬃcients cvi of the model and the transferred
coeﬃcients cli for the indirect illumination. To display virtual shadows with
correct brightness, we use diﬀerential rendering (see Section 4.2) and subtract
the direct radiance in regions of virtual shadows.
To improve the rendering performance, we use a tile-based deferred shad-
ing based on Andersson [And09] (see Section 2.7.1). Compared to simple
forward rendering and non-tiled deferred rendering, a tile-based approach re-
duces overdraws to a minimum, because each ﬁnal screen texel is processed
only once. Additionally, the G-Buﬀer (see Figure 5.10) needs to be read only
once, which improves performance, since memory accesses are expensive.
In the ﬁrst pass, the reconstructed and the virtual scene are rendered into
one G-Buﬀer, containing projection space depth, world space normal, diﬀuse
reﬂectance coeﬃcients, and indirect radiance as well as ﬂags to distinguish
virtual from real objects (see Figure 5.10). To avoid unnecessary geometry
processing, we calculate the indirect radiance for virtual objects by PRT in
the vertex shader. Hence, we need to render the scene only once, except for
the shadow map generation described later in this section.
The second pass handles light calculations and the composition of the aug-
mented image in one single compute shader program. Thus, the screen is
divided into tiles of 8× 8 texels – which performed best in our tests. Each tile
is processed by a thread group of 64 threads and each thread executes the
following steps:
1. Read the background image and G-Buﬀer data for the corresponding
texel and construct the view frustum around the tile. Near and far
plane are determined by the minimum and maximum occurring depth
values within the tile.
2. Cull the VAL assigned to the thread, if the view frustum is entirely in
the negative hemisphere of the VAL. Due to the Lambertian emission
of the VALs, such a VAL does not contribute to the illumination of the
tile. Because of the group size, 64 VALs can be treated simultaneously.
If there are more VALs than threads per tile, this process is performed
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in a loop. Lights not culled are added to a shared list, eventually
containing m ≤M visible VALs.
3. Perform visibility and shading operations to illuminate the surface
position x at the texel by all remaining m VALs in the group shared
VAL list. For diﬀerential rendering, we accumulate the radiance LVALj
of all VALs depending on the texels’ ﬂags. For texels marked virtual,
we store radiance that is not shadowed, neither by real nor by virtual
objects. For non-virtual texels, we store radiance that is shadowed by
virtual but not by real objects. In essence, we estimate the light that
should be missing because of new virtual shadows.
4. Combine the results of step 3, the background color Lb and the indi-
rect radiance LI (x,ωo), using Equation (5.11) for texels marked and
not marked as virtual. The visibility at x from VAL j in the recon-
structed scene is referred to as Vj(xv,ω), whereas Vˆj(xv,ω) is the











Vj(x,ω) (1− Vˆj(x,ω)) LVALj (x,ωo) otherwise.
(5.11)
We use two shadow maps per VAL to cover shadows from reconstructed and
virtual objects [Kne+12, GM00]. This is necessary to prevent virtual objects
from casting shadows through real objects (see Figure 5.11b). Using only one
shadow map, containing the closest distance in light space, can lead to correct
shadows (green). But without the distance of the closest reconstructed object
we are not able to identify the correct shadow receiver and add wrong shadows
(red) on every further real surface. Hence, we need 2M shadow maps for direct
illumination with M VALs, which is not feasible for large M in real-time. To
reduce the geometry processing overhead we update 16 shadow maps at once
by using a geometry shader for duplicating the primitives and for rendering to
multiple viewports simultaneously. Therefore, we organize our shadow buﬀer
in a texture array containing 4× 4 shadow maps per slice (see Figure 5.11a).
To adjust to the narrow time budget, we update only one slice of the virtual
shadow buﬀer and one slice of the reconstructed shadows per frame. The
update order follows Round-robin, but recently updated VALs are preferred. To
obtain good shadows with low resolution, we construct each shadow frustum
to closely ﬁt all visible virtual objects and use this frustum for both virtual
and reconstructed shadow maps. To increase depth precision, the near plane
is set to be close to virtual object and the far plane is limited to just contain
the reconstructed scene. The reconstructed geometry between light and near
plane is projected onto the near plane.
5.4 results
In this section, we report the results that are obtained by our distributed ap-
proach for augmenting live camera streams with virtual objects, illuminated
by the dynamically captured real-world environment. All performance exper-
iments for rendering were run on a Microsoft SurfacePro with Intel i5-
3317U CPU, 1.7 GHz, 4 GB RAM and IntelHDGraphics 4000. The sta-
tionary PC used for image acquisition and calculation of the light model
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(a) Shadow Map Buﬀers (b) Double Shadowing
Figure 5.11: Visiblity Estimation by Shadow Mapping
Two shadow maps per VAL (a) are required to avoid double shadowing (red)
from virtual objects (dashed contour) in regions that are shadowed in the
real environment (b).
parameters was equipped with an AmdPhenom IIX4 965 CPU, 3.4 GHz,
8 GB RAM and a NvidiaGeForce 580GTX.
For comparison in quality and performance we decided to evaluate the syn-
thetic Cornell Scene used in Section 5.2 to avoid inaccuracies caused by
the camera sensors and lenses as well as the reconstruction process. Neverthe-
less, results of real-world scenarios are demonstrated later in this section. The
scene was designed to be as simple as possible, while showing the most im-
portant interactions between real and virtual objects. In particular, there are
shadows from virtual on real objects and vice versa, virtual objects occluding
real objects and vice versa, and there is a strong indirect light that causes
color bleeding. The radiance of the small light at the ceiling is 15W/srm2 and
thereby ﬁve times brighter than the window with 3W/srm2. The scene is aug-
mented by a Bunny with 2.5k triangles and the resolution of the G-Buﬀer is
960× 540, if not otherwise stated.
5.4.1 Comparison
To evaluate our approach we compare it with a standard VPL-based lighting,
PRT and diﬀerent combinations of light clustering and splitting into direct
and indirect light. To achieve fair results, we use the same renderer with
all optimizations by tiled rendering and simpliﬁcations during shadow map
updates for rendering VPLs as we do in our case. For PRT we were also using
the G-Buﬀer to treat occlusions between real and virtual objects as well as
the same calculation of indirect light used in our approach, but we disabled all
direct light calculations and shadow map updates since they cannot be used
with PRT.
Figure 5.12 shows results of the diﬀerent methods depending on the num-
ber of direct light sources. For the synthetic scene we created a path traced
reference image, depicted in the lower right corner. Next to this ground truth
solution, the result of simple PRT without any directional lights is shown.
In the ﬁrst column, the classical Monte Carlo-based VPL lighting, as de-
scribed in Section 2.7.2, is depicted. To generate VPLs, the radiance atlas
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PRT only Ground Truth
Figure 5.12: Results of the Synthetic Test Scene
A comparison of the diﬀerent techniques and combinations in terms of visual
quality and performance, depending on the number of lights. The techniques
are also compared to a path-traced ground truth in the bottom right corner
and to a purely PRT-based solution without shadows.
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position is directly read from the atlas at sample position xs, the maximum







where MVPL is the number of VPLs (and samples), I⊥(xs) is the intensity
stored in the atlas and p(xs) is the probability to produce the sample at
position xs. The VPLs are assumed to be small Lambertian emitters too, but
without any spatial extent.
The second column combines the classical VPL lighting with our light sep-
aration. Instead of sampling the complete radiance atlas, we just sample the
direct light atlas (see Figure 5.8a). The indirect light is compressed to spher-
ical harmonics, as we do in our approach.
The third column shows clustered VPLs without light separation. In this
case, we apply our direct light clustering step to the classical VPL method.
Here we draw 4k samples, cluster them by k-means and integrate the radiance
atlas, which results in one VPL for each cluster, similar to the description in
Section 5.2.3, but without the disc form factor.
The last column contains the ﬁnal results of our approach with light sepa-
ration and clustered VALs.
5.4.2 Evaluation of the Visual Quality
In comparison with the ground truth image, the result of the PRT method
shows signiﬁcant diﬀerences. Besides the lack of shadows, there is a visible
shift in the color of shading. The environment coeﬃcients used for this image
were derived from a cube map rendered at the object center from where the
bright red wall is only slightly visible. This explains the cold tone of the image
and why PRT alone is not a good choice for near-ﬁeld illumination, even though
the measured timings are best.
Evaluating the classical VPL approach conﬁrms the expected behavior
known from instant radiosity implementations [Kel97, Kne+10, Kne+12]. A
large number of lights is required to converge to the correct solution. We
stopped at 512 sources, which produced a result close to the reference image
in 503 ms.
By separating high-frequency from low-frequency light, the region to sample
becomes smaller. In combination with PRT-based low-frequency illumination,
the visual quality of the results increases, especially for a low number of light
sources. Because of the smaller sample regions, the point lights concentrate
in bright areas, which leads to more plausible shadows as a second beneﬁt.
The additional computation cost for PRT lighting is constant and rather low
compared to the direct lighting. Note, that these two methods without light
clustering are not coherent over time for smaller light counts. This results in
a distracting ﬂickering and is not suitable in most scenarios. To provide an
impression, we refer to the accompanying video in Appendix A.1.
The experiments with clustered VPLs showed an improved spatial coherence
but did not lead to a temporally coherent illumination because of the large
cluster sizes that need to cover the whole radiance atlas. For the client, there
is no diﬀerence to classical VPLs in terms of calculations for lighting, which
was conﬁrmed by equal timings.
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Table 5.1: Results of the Synthetic Test Scene
Timing breakdown in ms for the stationary PC at an atlas resolution of
1024× 1024, 4 HDR cameras, 4k direct light samples and 16 clusters with 20
iterations per clustering step. Updating the geometry information in the atlas
is only required for dynamic scenes, (·)∗. Steps marked by (·)∗∗ are related
to the camera images and are processed only on new incoming frames.
Computation Step Time in ms
Update Atlas
Position, normals and area 0.50∗
Dilation 1.33∗
Acquiring the Radiance Atlas
Acquire color image 2.35∗∗
Render depth image 0.26∗∗
Project into atlas 0.44∗∗
Combine radiance atlas 0.58
Splitting the Radiance Atlas
Find separating threshold 9.10
Split into direct and indirect atlas 0.53
Finding Direct Light Sources
Sampling (4k Samples) 6.67
k-means clustering (M = 16) 7.30
Integrating cluster radiances 17.50
The results of our approach, depicted in the last column, contain features of
both improvements. The separation of the radiance atlas leads to smaller areas
to be sampled, hence the light sources concentrate in the brightest regions. The
additional clustering leads to coherent light positions and thus coherent virtual
shadows. It also allows to integrate the area per light and to approximate the
shape by a disc. Hence, virtual objects, close to light sources, do not show the
singularities of classical point lights. Considering the measured timings, there
is no diﬀerence when compared to the approach in row two, since there is no
diﬀerence in rendering on the client side. Comparing the images, created with
varying numbers of VALs, reveals only slight diﬀerences in the shading of the
virtual object. The most obvious distinction can be found in the quality of
the shadows, especially at the transition from the virtual to the real shadow
cast by the yellow board. A drawback of our approach can be observed in the
shadowed region on the back of the Bunny which is too bright in comparison
with the reference image. One reason for that is the limited number of SH
bands and the lack of details in the reconstructed indirect light. Another
inﬂuencing factor is that the cube map is only valid for the center of the virtual
object. Other locations on the virtual object, e.g., below the yellow board, have
a slightly diﬀerent environment illumination. This problem can be addressed
by evaluating the indirect light at multiple locations and interpolating the SH
coeﬃcients per vertex during rendering, which leads to an approach similar to
irradiance volumes [Gre+98, Gib+03]. Finally, there is another aspect that
contributes to a too bright indirect lighting. The indirect radiance estimation
at the center of the virtual object by cube map rasterization does not consider
the shadows cast by any virtual objects.
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Figure 5.13: Computing SH Coeﬃcients for Multiple Objects
Timings for updating the indirect light coeﬃcients per object. Measured in























Figure 5.14: Timings with Respect to Screen Resolution
Inﬂuence of the G-Buﬀer resolution on the frame time. Timings measured
for augmenting the synthetic Cornell Scene with the virtual Bunny.
5.4.3 Light Extraction Performance
All tasks executed by the server are implemented on the GPU. Since the results
are transmitted asynchronously, the computations do not aﬀect the rendering
performance, discussed in the next section. However, an interactive update
rate improves the visual quality of the rendering while moving virtual objects
and reduces the time that is needed to respond to changes in the dynamic
environment. Table 5.1 contains the timings measured with our current im-
plementation. The individual steps are not executed in the listed order. The
ﬁrst block is only required if the tracking system reported a moving real ob-
ject. The operations on the camera images in the second block are applied
only if a camera captured a new image during the last iteration. The latter is
inﬂuenced by the type and number of cameras used, their resolution, and the
available bandwidth for the transfer to the GPU.
The time to update the indirect light coeﬃcients depends on the number of
virtual objects. Figure 5.13 illustrates the increasing eﬀort with a growing num-
ber of virtual objects. As described in Section 5.2.4, we include other virtual
objects to take account for indirect transmission between the objects. Hence,
the time required for rendering a cube map increases with the number of ob-
jects while the duration for compressing the cube maps into SH-coeﬃcients is
constant. Note, that the time to update the indirect light without interaction
between virtual objects will be equal to the duration measured for one virtual
object. The rendering of an extra cube map with direct and indirect light is
not necessary in this case.
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Figure 5.15: Timings with Respect to VALs Count
Timings with respect to the number of VALs measured for augmenting the
synthetic Cornell Scene with the virtual Bunny, broken down and accu-
mulated.





















Figure 5.16: Timings with Respect to Model Size
Timings with respect to vertex count measured for augmenting the synthetic
Cornell Scene with diﬀerent virtual models and 16 lights broken down
and accumulated.
5.4.4 Rendering Performance
As noted in Section 5.3, the tile-based approach reduces the number of geome-
try processing passes, overdraw, and G-Buﬀer accesses per texel. Nevertheless,
the G-Buﬀer resolution is the most dominant factor on the rendering perfor-
mance. Figure 5.14 illustrates the increasing time per frame with growing light
count and resolution. In consequence of the tiled rendering the timings grow
almost linearly with the number of rendered tiles.
In Figure 5.15 the frame timings are broken down to ﬁve steps. The acqui-
sition of the background image, the rendering of reconstructed shadows, and
the generation of the G-Buﬀer are independent of the number of VALs. The
update of 16 virtual shadow maps takes 2.2ms, if 16 or more lights are present.
The largest part of the time is spent on calculating the direct illumination and
visibility. After a constant oﬀset, the required time increases linearly with the
number of lights.
Because of the deferred rendering, the impact of geometry complexity on
performance is assumed to be low, as each model has to be rendered only once
to generate the G-Buﬀer. The result of the evaluation with virtual models
of diﬀerent complexity is depicted in Figure 5.16. As anticipated, the time
required to create the G-Buﬀer increases with the number of primitives, up
to 10ms for 260k triangles. The other step that needs to render the virtual
geometry is the update of the virtual shadows. Since we are processing 16
shadow maps per iteration, the duration grows faster up to 216ms for the
largest model. Fortunately, this large number is not relevant in practice, since
low-poly models can be used for rendering shadow maps of low resolution.
Hence, a few hundred primitives are suﬃcient for the 128× 128 shadow maps




To measure the real-world radiance values, we use HDR video cameras with
180° ﬁsh-eye lenses, theMatrixVision mvBlueFOX-IGC200. For tracking,
we use OptiTrack with 12 infrared cameras, capturing a range of approxi-
mately 3× 2 meters.
Figure 5.17 and 5.18 contains an overview of an acquired real scene. The
ﬁrst row of Figure 5.17 shows the input of three diﬀerent cameras. To illustrate
the corresponding reconstructed scene, we rendered the wire-frame model as
overlay. The second row shows the projections of the camera images into the
atlas, where ﬂaws in the reconstruction and the registration of the cameras
become visible. The lower ﬁgure shows the weighted average of the project
camera images (Figure 5.18a), the direct light atlas (Figure 5.18b) and the
indirect light atlas (Figure 5.18c). Note, that some ghosting artifacts caused
Figure 5.17: Capturing Real-world Scene Illumination
Real scene acquired by three cameras (ﬁrst row). Images projected into the
atlas (second row).
(a) Merged Radiance (b) Direct Radiance (c) Indirect Radiance
Figure 5.18: Splitting into Direct and Indirect Radiance
Atlas projections visible in Figure 5.17 merged into one atlas (a). Resulting
direct (b) and indirect (c) radiance atlas after splitting.
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Figure 5.19: Comparison of Real and Virtual Objects
A virtual Bunny in front of its real counterpart, illuminated by a local light
source (top) and a strong indirect light (bottom). In both cases, the sender
becomes invisible after user movement.
by the mentioned inaccuracies become visible, but their inﬂuence on the ﬁnal
result is low as long as the receiver material is diﬀuse and the overall radiance
matches the real light conditions.
Figure 1.1 in Chapter 1 shows the consistent appearance of a 3D-printed and
a virtual Bunny side-by-side. We added a real and a virtual color checker
to show the quality of the reproduced colors. To visually verify a correct
capturing process of the near-ﬁeld illumination, we place the Bunny close
to a local light source and a strong indirect light, as shown in Figure 5.19.
Images from the interactive session, visible in the accompanying video (see
Appendix A.1), are shown in Figure 5.20. The sequence demonstrates both,
temporally and spatially varying illumination. The performance in real and
synthetic scenes has been very similar in all our experiments. This is because
the cost for transferring the mobile camera image to GPU memory and the
cost for rendering the synthetic background image compensate each other.
5.4.6 Non-Diﬀuse BRDFs
Because of the compression used for the indirect light, we are limited to diﬀuse
BRDFs. However, this limitation can be ignored to enable non-diﬀuse materials
by accepting a result that is physically not completely correct.
In Figure 5.21 diﬀerent non-diﬀuse BRDFs are used to show that the augmen-
tations are still plausible. The glossy Dragon on the left has a Blinn-Phong
material based on the BRDF presented by NatyHoffman [Hof+10]. The
Otto bust on the right is shaded with a modiﬁed version of our Blinn-Phong
material, using a rescaled Schlick-approximation of the Fresnel term [LS05]
and the Bunny in the center is rendered with an image space eﬀect to convey
the impression of glass. Each of these approximations are explained in the
following paragraphs.
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Figure 5.20: Virtual Object in Dynamic Environment
Moving tracked objects: Initial conﬁguration (top left), user switches on the
light and rotates the Bunny at 27Hz (top right), red color bleeding disap-
pears, when the box is moved away (bottom left) and direct light changes
after light movement (bottom right).
glossy and metallic materials To be able to support diﬀerent
shading models, a few modiﬁcations to the rendering pipeline are required and
the G-Buﬀer needs to store additional properties. The VALs are still used for
direct rendering but this time the reﬂectance can change per object or, more
precisely, per texel of the G-Buﬀer. The diﬀuse indirect lighting, computed
by PRT, is still available and can be used by the diﬀerent materials if desired.
In contrast to pure diﬀuse materials, where the irradiance from each VAL
can be computed analytically and the amount of reﬂected light is deﬁned by
the constant reﬂectance coeﬃcient ρd, the reﬂection on glossy materials is
view-dependent and thereby more complex. For a correct solution one needs
to integrate over the area light source and accumulate the reﬂected radiance,
because the BRDF is not constant anymore. To meet the real-time performance
requirements, we only use the center of the VAL as a representative sample.
For the glossy BRDF, we use this approximation and apply the diﬀuse lighting
by PRT, leading to a multi-layered material.
For glossy and metallic materials, we add another G-Buﬀer layer to store
specular reﬂection coeﬃcients and a roughness value. The rescaled Schlick
model involves refractive indices with real and imaginary parts, instead of
diﬀuse and specular coeﬃcients. Thus, these slots can be used to store the
index of refraction for the wavelength of each color channels. Since the indices
are not necessarily in the interval [0, 1], the texture formats of these two G-
Buﬀer layers are changed to R16G16B16A16. During the G-Buﬀer generation,
we make use of Dynamic Shader Linkage, where each material is represented
by a class that ﬁlls the buﬀer with properties required by that material. The
free alpha channel of the diﬀuse layer is used to store an ID to identify the
material per texel. During the illumination step of the deferred lighting, the
same classes are used to evaluate a BRDF function based on the stored ID. This
approach allows to apply various diﬀerent BRDFs, as long as the parameters
ﬁt into the G-Buﬀer and the objects are fully opaque.
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(a) Synthetic Scene (b) Real-world Scene
Figure 5.21: Evaluating non-Diﬀuse BRDFs
A synthetic (a) and a real scene (b) augmented by objects with non-diﬀuse
BRDFs. Both images show a glossy Dragon, a glass Bunny and a metallic
Otto bust.
Note, that due to the missing high-resolution environment images on the
tablet, we cannot display highly glossy virtual objects. Instead of reﬂections of
all parts of the real environment, only the highlights of the extracted VALs are
visible. Since metallic materials reﬂect incoming light at the surface, there is
no diﬀuse reﬂection which technically is a coarse approximation of sub-surface
scattering. Hence, we do not apply diﬀuse illumination by PRT in this case,
which is the reason for the darker backsides of the busts. As noticeable on the
left of the dragon in Figure 5.21, the indirect illumination for glossy materials
is still only diﬀuse and thereby not plausible for glossy objects.
translucent materials Non-opaque objects are more complex, be-
cause another layer is required to allow translucent objects in front of opaque
virtual or real surfaces. For the glass shader, the G-Buﬀer is extended by two
depth layers, one for front and one for back faces to estimate the thickness
of the glass object. It is also required to introduce another normal buﬀer to
calculate direct illumination, reﬂection and refraction on the glass surface.
The free alpha channel is used to store a ﬂag that indicates whether there
is a translucent object at that certain texel or not. If the ﬂag is set during
the illumination step, we calculate the direct lighting for the second layer, too
and write the accumulated radiance into another output buﬀer. Note, that the
opaque objects are processed as before without any inﬂuence of this second
layer.
Finally, a post-eﬀect is applied to the augmented image, already containing
opaque virtual objects. For this eﬀect, we evaluate the reﬂection and refraction
ray for each texel with the translucency ﬂag set. Instead of using a more correct
ray marching approach, we simply project both rays into the augmented image
space and use them as oﬀsets to sample corresponding color values. This coarse
approximation results in reasonable reﬂections and refractions, if the sampling
distance is adjusted properly and the relevant areas are visible in the image.
























Figure 5.22: Performance Impact of non-Diﬀuse BRDFs
Rendering overhead on the client for augmenting the Cornell Scene with a
glossy or a glass Bunny compared to the former diﬀuse BRDF, respectively.
The overhead factor was measured for diﬀerent numbers of VALs for direct
lighting.
based on the Beer-Lambert law. Equation (5.12) shows the ﬁnal composition





+ (1− f) T Lrefr(x,ωo) . (5.12)
We use the maximum function to get reﬂections of all frequencies: from the
image space approach and highlights, produced by the VALs. The latter may
not be directly visible in the camera image. Note, that highlights generated
by image space reﬂections are probably too dark, because the live camera
stream is not an HDR stream and visible light sources are clamped, because
of saturated texels. Additionally, the shadows of our translucent objects are
incorrect, and caustics, which are the result of a correct transmission of light
through glass, are also not part of the approximation and thereby a topic of
further investigation. Overall, this treatment of glass objects is far away from
a physically correct solution but it shows how our approach can be extended
to meet the requirements of applications of higher visual complexity, that can
tolerate the inaccuracies.
These changes also have an impact on the performance of the rendering
client. The shader classes and the changed G-Buﬀer layer formats, introduced
for glossy and metallic BRDFs, result in a constant overhead of about 2-3%,
compared to the diﬀuse material. For rendering glass objects, the additional
direct lighting and the post-eﬀect are leading to an overhead, that increases
with the number of VALs (see Figure 5.22).
5.5 selection of parameters
direct and indirect light In Section 5.2.2 we introduced a user
parameter τ to control the threshold for splitting direct from indirect light.
Figure 5.23 shows the inﬂuence of the parameter selection on the visual qual-
ity of the result, using diﬀerent numbers of VALs. The parameter τ deﬁnes the
percentage of the overall measured radiance, the direct light accounts to. This
implies that a low percentage leads to smaller area lights, that concentrate
in bright regions while large percentages result in larger areas to be sampled
(visualized in the ﬁrst row). Thereby, higher percentages allow other bright
areas to be treated as direct, shadow casting light sources. At the same time,
increasing τ also leads to a decreasing intensity, because the area grows while
the uniformly distributed average radiance is declining, since only darker tex-
els are added to clusters. For very large τ , like in the bottom row, this leads


































































Figure 5.23: Discussion of User Parameter τ
Comparison of diﬀerent percentages τ to split direct from indirect light and
the impact on the ﬁnal result, using diﬀerent numbers of VALs.
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using a low number of VALs, which results in an ambient like shading. Note,
that these results diﬀer from the approach of clustered VPLs, discussed in Sec-
tion 5.4.2. Here, point lights with area-independent intensities are used, which
leads to singularities when shading a surface close to the light position. While
selecting a very high τ causes problems, a very low percentage can enhance
the visual quality, when using a low number of VPLs in a scenario with one or
two small bright light sources. In this case, the VPLs have a small area and are
placed close to each other, leading to soft shadows (see columns on the left).
With increasing τ , the light sources drift apart casting shadows from diﬀerent
directions (see rows at the bottom). In general, one requires more VPLs to
achieve soft shadows for higher direct light percentages. In our examples, we
use 75-98% of the total radiant intensity for the direct light.
resolution of the atlas In our experiments, the atlas resolution
was 1024× 1024, which roughly matches the resolution of the cameras, used
to capture the environment. If a camera is very close to the real surface, it is
possible that valuable information gets lost, because of a lower atlas resolution
at that part of the surface. We consider this an unlikely situation, because in
real world applications, the cameras will be placed at a certain distance from
regions of interest to not distract the users. Furthermore, in digital content
creation, it is very common to allocate more space for such interesting regions
during the atlas parametrization, which overcomes this concern, at least when
the positions of the environment cameras are known. However, if it is required
to increase the atlas resolution, the performance impact is restricted to the
server.
resolution of the cube maps for indirect light It is not
required to use high resolution cube maps for estimating the indirect light,
because the SH projection does not preserve details. If there are ﬁne bright
details with visible impact, that are smaller than one cube map texel, it is very
likely that those details should be treated as direct light instead. However, if
there are small important details, that are not bright enough to be considered
direct radiance, these surfaces have to be very close to the virtual object. In
this case, the surface will be represented in a larger area of the cube map and
thereby handled with little errors. For our experiments, we use a 32× 32× 6
R32G32B32A32 cube map. We do not recommend lower resolutions, since the
results can start ﬂickering when moving or rotating the objects. Using higher
resolutions showed no improvements.
5.6 grid-based indirect illumination
A limitation of the described approach is the lack of indirect illumination,
which is reﬂected from the virtual object to the real scene. At this point, we
ignore that type of light paths, but extensions to overcome this limitation
are possible. E.g., by analyzing the radiance distribution on the virtual object
and the placement of virtual light sources onto the virtual object. PRT can
also be used to achieve low frequency indirect illumination. Figure 5.24 shows
the results of experiments to investigate this idea. Here, the PRT framework
is used to store the distribution of reﬂected environment light in a dense
volume around the virtual object. At each grid cell, we store the amount of
incident reﬂected light in SH basis and also the visibility at the grid position
in SH, both computed in a pre-process. During run-time, the coeﬃcients are
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(a) Indirect Illumination (b) Visualization of the Grid
Figure 5.24: Grid-based Indirect Illumination
Experimental results of a grid-based indirect illumination from virtual ob-
jects, in this case the colored ball, to an receiver surface based on PRT. The
direct illumination of the receiver surface is also computed using PRT, includ-
ing shadows cast by the colored ball. Note, that the information stored in
the grid (b) can be extrapolated. The indirect illumination is increased by
factor 3 for illustration purposes.
fetched, based on the position of intersecting receiver surfaces. Using another
lookup table allows to fetch receiver coeﬃcients, based on the current surface
normal. To evaluate indirect light, we compute the summed product of the
grid, receiver and environment light coeﬃcients in the sense of PRT. The direct
light in this example is also computed by PRT, using the receiver, visibility
and environment light coeﬃcients. For receiver points outside the grid, the
illumination is extrapolated and scaled by the inverse square falloﬀ. A more
detailed evaluation, especially in terms of more complex geometry, remains
for future work. For diﬀuse environments however, this grid-based solution
shows promising results.
5.7 discussion
We demonstrate that augmented reality with consistent illumination is pos-
sible on current mobile devices at interactive frame rates. To achieve this,
we developed a lighting method that shares the computation eﬀort among a
stationary PC and the participating mobile device. The amount of data to
be exchanged between both is reduced, avoiding a bottleneck in transmission
due to limited bandwidth. Multiple mobile devices are supported without ad-
ditional overhead in terms of lighting calculation and transmission, since the
parameters of the light model are valid for all devices and can be broadcasted.
We capture the near-ﬁeld illumination of indoor scenarios with multiple HDR
video cameras and use this information for the illumination of the virtual ob-
jects. These objects can be moved freely with a consistent illumination at any
position and their shading adapts to temporal changes in the incident illumi-
nation, even though the sources of light are not visible to the tablet camera.
Although our system is designed for diﬀuse virtual objects, we also introduced
a ﬁrst approximation for a plausible display of glossy materials.
For this project, we placed the HDR cameras manually such, that all relevant
regions are visible in at least one of the cameras. If there are still regions not
visible to any camera, some of the illumination might be missing. To overcome
this problem, we suggest to evaluate a dynamic, tracked HDR camera, that can
be moved to such invisible regions. Parts of that idea have been incorporated
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in the system described in Chapter 7. However, there is still room for future
research, as it enables new possibilities due to additional information (see
Section 8.2).
While concentrating on the acquisition of the scene illumination, we as-
sumed that the geometry and material reconstruction is provided. Since
portable 3D sensors are available, dynamic capturing of the geometry and
materials is also highly relevant and discussed also in the context of the
project in Chapter 7.
The method supports manipulation of virtual objects with correct illumi-
nation at interactive rates, but the update rates of the direct light sources
are lower, since they are only updated after a complete iteration of the server
pipeline, as visible in the supplemental material of Appendix A.1. Addition-
ally, we neither predict the VAL positions on the client side nor blend between
updated and former VALs, which would both hide this latency.
To improve the shadow quality, softer shadows could be displayed for each
area light, similar to [Don+09]. Increasing the number of VALs and thereby
the number of overlapping shadows is another option, which is discussed in
the next chapter.
Note, that our hardware setup allows for working in a dynamic environment
with moving real objects and under changing light conditions. For static envi-
ronments, one can evaluate the server pipeline in a pre-process and transfer
light positions and the indirect radiance atlas to all participating clients. The
clients need to perform the SH compressed indirect light on their own, every
time a virtual object has moved, but eventually the presented method will
also work in this setting. When using an inside-out tracking (see Section 3.3),
the complex hardware setup will not be required at all.
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6
TILED FRUSTUM CULL ING FOR DIFFERENTIAL
RENDERING
This chapter contains an extension of the framework described before. The
project and the results have also been presented at a conference and in the
corresponding proceedings [RG15]. For this thesis, additional illustrations and
further details as well as possible areas of application have been added.
In the previous chapter, we showed how to achieve interactive coherent aug-
mentations by distributing the computations between a stationary PC and mo-
bile devices. To reach real-time frame rates on the mobile device, the number of
extracted light sources must be low, limiting the scope of possible illumination
scenarios and the quality of shadows. In this chapter, we show how to reduce
the computational cost per light, using a combination of tile-based rendering
and frustum culling techniques, tailored for AR applications. The approach
runs entirely on the GPU and does not require any pre-computation. With-
out reducing the quality of displayed images, we achieve up to 2.2× speedup,
compared to the previous implementation. Even though, the technique was
motivated by a potential performance gain, a culling strategy aiming for more
general application was developed. The suggested strategy can be used for dif-
ferent point light-based diﬀerential techniques and also in the context of VR,
where existing video footage or environments with baked illumination need to
be extended by interactive virtual content27.
27 Technicolor. Immersive Lab. Website, 2016. Demo was presented at ISMAR 2017 VR Tour.
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(10 times brighter)
(a) Absolute Diﬀerence (b) Augmented Image
Figure 6.1: Inﬂuence of a Single Light Source
Visualization of the inﬂuence region of a single light source in the diﬀerence
image (a) and the ﬁnal augmentation (b).
6.1 motivation
Diﬀerential rendering, as described in Section 4.2, is the basic principle of
most AR rendering techniques. As described earlier, we compute the per-pixel-
diﬀerence of two simulations, which can be considered as the inﬂuence of the
virtual object on the real scene. As radiance is additive, we could also com-
pute a per-pixel diﬀerence for each reconstructed light source and accumulate
them afterwards. Technically, we could break this down to partial solid angles
of incident radiance at each real-world surface, visible in the camera image.
However, it is more useful to consider discrete light sources, especially when
it comes to real-time applications. Many approaches, starting with Gibson
andMurta [GM00], represent the real-world light sources by a set of discrete
directional or point lights. The distributed illumination framework discussed
in Chapter 5 is another example. There, we applied Equation (5.11) to evalu-
ating the total per-pixel diﬀerence directly. Investigating the contribution of
a single light source (here a VAL), we consider only the case in which the pixel
shows no virtual object:
∆LVALj (x,ωo) = −LVALj (x,ωo) (1− Vˆj(x,ω)) Vj(x,ω) .
Here, the visibility at x from VAL j in the reconstructed scene is denoted
as Vj(xv,ω) and in the virtual scene as Vˆj(xv,ω). With LVALj (x,ωo) being
the non occluded radiance from light j, we subtract that radiance from the
background if and only if x is in shadow of a virtual object and not already
in the shadow of a real-world object. Hence, ∆LVALj (x,ωo) can be diﬀerent
from zero, if and only if x is in the shadow volume spanned by the light j and
the virtual object. Figure 6.1 illustrates one of these volumes in the diﬀerence
image from the example in Figure 4.7.
If the simulation is focused on direct lighting without color bleeding from
virtual to real objects, the estimated inﬂuence range is correct, but the ob-
servation holds even for indirect illumination, too. Considering the instant
radiosity technique [Kel97, Kne+10] (also see Section 2.7.2), indirect light is
also modeled by discrete light sources. In this case, the inﬂuence of secondary
sources, is also limited to the shadow volumes, which they are spanning.
Identifying these rather local regions in screen-space allows to discard light
transport computations for the rest of the image. This chapter focuses on
the detection of the regions without introducing bias to the ﬁnal image and
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(a) Tile Frustum (b) Light Hemisphere (c) Light Frustum
Figure 6.2: Culling Strategies
A screen tile deﬁnes a small view frustum – both visualized in red – with
depth bounds based on the smallest and largest occurring depth (a). The
shading inside the tile depends on lights with inﬂuence in this region. Con-
sidering only the orientation of a light, all tiles in the hemisphere of that light
will compute the contribution of that source during rendering (b). In AR ap-
plications and diﬀerential rendering the light frustum allows more eﬃcient
culling of lights without impact (c).
thereby the improvement of the rendering performance of the method pre-
sented in Chapter 5, which allows to compute more precise solutions by in-
creasing the number of processed lights or to account for more complex ma-
terials on virtual objects.
6.2 culling in tiled deferred rendering
First, let us recap the tiled rendering, described in Section 5.3. The G-Buﬀer is
subdivided into small ﬁxed size tiles, e.g., 16× 16 or 32× 32 pixels. By taking
advantage of the general purpose computing capabilities of modern GPUs, a
group of threads can be dispatched for each individual tile. The threads read
the G-Buﬀer and determine the minimum and maximum occurring depth
within the tile leading to a small frustum (see Figure 6.2a). Then, the threads
test this frustum for intersection with the lights’ inﬂuence regions in parallel
and add intersecting lights to a shared list. For that, each thread handles one
light source. When all lights are processed, the list contains relevant lights
only and the fragments within the tile can coherently operate on the same
list. Now, the role of threads changes. Each thread is now processing one
pixel and iterates over the list of the tile to accumulate the radiance for that
speciﬁc pixel. The threads of diﬀerent tiles perform the same computations
for their input independently.
For the rendering as presented in Section 5.3, the intersection test ignores
lights only if the tile frustum is on the backside of a disk-shaped area light
(see Figure 6.2b). More eﬃcient tests can help to reduce the number of lights
used for shading without inﬂuencing the result. Therefore, we test the tile
frustum for intersection with the volume spanned by the light position and the
bounding volumes of virtual objects (Figure 6.2c), the so called Light Frustum.
Approximating the object by its bounding volume, e.g., a box, that introduces
no errors, as long as the object is entire contained in the approximation. On
the contrary, the bounding box is a weaker criteria for rejecting regions of
zero contribution than a classical detailed shadow volume [Cro77]. However,




















Figure 6.3: Culling for Tiled Deferred Diﬀerential Rendering
Intersection tests between tile frustum and shadow volume for deferred ren-
dering. The center point of front and back of each tile frustum is transformed
into light clipping space. The resulting line segment is tested for intersection
with an axis-aligned box.
based on the box is already given. If all shadow maps are set up to closely
ﬁt the virtual objects for achieving optimal shadows with a certain resolution,
the view-projection matrix used for the shadow map generation deﬁnes the
light frustums for each light, too.
Note, that the hemisphere is actually one with inﬁnite radius and thereby a
half-space. The approaches that introduced tiled rendering and the variations
of it are focused on performance in games. To speed up their rendering, they
keep the lists of relevant lights short by limiting the inﬂuence radius of the
individual sources. To avoid bias, we do not want to limit the radius. For the
light frustum we need to make sure that the far plane distance is large enough
to not cut oﬀ real-world geometry.
To test if a tile intersects such a volume, a ray through the center of the
tile is transformed into clipping space (also known as Normalized Projection
Coordinates (NPC)) of the light and a simple line-box intersection test can be
used to decide about the relevance of the light for illumination (see Figure 6.3).
To prevent false negatives because of the extents of a tile, the size of the
box is slightly increased. The conservative oﬀset can be applied on the ﬂy
for each tile by extending and moving the near-plane of each tile frustum
by the diagonal of its backside (the largest extent). The oﬀset can also be
incorporated during the setup of the light shadow frustums on the CPU. The
corners of the bounding box of an object are projected into screen space,
moved by the size of a tile and then the back projected positions are used to
ﬁt the shadow frustum.
Figure 6.3 shows this test for four examples. While tile 3 and 4 can be
rejected, tile 1 and 2 intersect with the unit box or the conservatively extended
box. Figure 6.4b shows the number of lights to process per tile and thereby the
result of the culling in the test scene. The impact on the rendering performance
will be discussed later in Section 6.4.1.
This technique accelerates deferred rendering without losing accuracy,
which allows to use more lights and thereby achieves higher quality. Note,
that increasing the number of lights leads to softer shadows because techni-



















ts avg: 96.2% avg: 26.1% avg: 25.6%
(a) Hemisphere Test (b) NPC Culling (c) Tiled Light Lists
Figure 6.4: Culling Results Using Diﬀerent Strategies
Hemispherical test of Section 5.3 (a), NPC culling introduced in Section 6.2
(b), implicit culling using Tiled Light Lists introduced in Section 6.3 (c).
this method is limited to opaque objects because the G-Buﬀer only contains
geometry information of the front-most surface. To enable transparent ma-
terials, one could add further layers, leading to increasing memory usage
and processing time. Typically, transparent objects are handled separately
by forward rendering. As an alternative, Tiled Forward Shading was intro-
duced, which combines the beneﬁts of tile-based lighting and forward shading
(transparency and material complexity).
6.3 culling in tiled forward rendering
Traditional forward rendering is still the most common approach in AR and
other real-time applications. Assuming modern hardware, light culling is still
diﬃcult. Relevant lights have to be identiﬁed on a per-fragment level.
Olsson and Assarsson [OA11] introduced tile-based shading to overcome
this problem (see Section 2.7.1). Before rendering the objects of the scene,
the screen is split into tiles again. Each tile implicitly deﬁnes a small view
frustum, making it possible to create a per-tile list of lights with potential
inﬂuence in this tile frustum. During forward rendering, the fragment program
determines the current tile and processes the list of lights for calculating the
shading. In contrast to deferred rendering, no additional memory is required
for a G-Buﬀer, lowering bandwidth problems. Additionally, alpha blending
can be used for transparent objects and multisampling is supported to reduce
aliasing artifacts.
Motivated by Clustered Deferred and Forward Shading by Olsson et al.
[OBA12a], our goal is to ﬁnd the minimal set of light sources that has to be
processed by fragments within a tile. To implement this, the view frustum is
tiled not only in x and y direction of the screen but also in depth. In contrast to
the clustered shading, we propose a new sparse data structure, the Tiled Light
List (TLL), which explicitly stores the minimum and maximum distances for
the inﬂuence regions of the lights within each tile. Before rendering, this data
structure is compacted (Section 6.3.3) to speed up light list iterations during
the actual illumination computation (Section 6.3.4).
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Figure 6.5: The Tiled Light Lists (TLL) - Data Structure
Each screen tile holds a list of nodes. Each node stores the beginning and
end of the inﬂuence z-range of one light. Since the lists are compacted before
rendering, each cell also keeps a reference into the global light buﬀer that
stores all required information per light source.
6.3.1 Tiled Light Lists
Independent of the renderer used, we assume all N lights to be sequentially
stored in a Global Light Buﬀer, containing all required information for each
light, i.e., position, direction, area and intensity.
Real-time applications such as games often use a very large number of lights
and limit their inﬂuence range using a falloﬀ. This reduces the number of
lights per pixel, but results in an approximated solution. In contrast, coherent
photorealistic rendering requires a global support of each light for a correct
solution. This leads to a signiﬁcantly larger footprint of the inﬂuence range on
the screen. However, for diﬀerential rendering we know that only the virtual
objects and real surfaces in their shadows will be aﬀected by direct light.
Therefore, we will use the volumes spanned by each light source and the
bounding boxes of all virtual objects to deﬁne the region of potential inﬂuence.
Since each light in an AR application needs to cast shadows and because of
the larger footprint, the number of sources that can be processed is fairly low
compared to thousands of small lights in games.
Knowing that the number is limited allows us to allocate memory for each
light per tile. Instead of building a three-dimensional grid over the position
in the view frustum, we deﬁne a 3D grid over the 2D tile coordinates and
the number of lights in the third dimension, as visualized in Figure 6.5. The
minimum and maximum depth of the inﬂuence range for each light, zstart and
zend, are stored along with the idlight, the index into the global light buﬀer,
in the corresponding grid cell. Figure 6.6 shows an example.
We usem bits to store depth values, leading to 2m− 1 possible depth values.
Because GPUs address memory in blocks of 4 Bytes, m typically is 32, while
the smallest and largest numbers are reserved to represent invalid values. The
screen resolution is subdivided into squared tiles of ﬁxed size (k × k pixels).
For FullHD resolution and typical values (k = 32, N = 64 lights) this leads
to a fairly small amount of memory of about 1.5MB. For a larger number of
lights k can be doubled, leading to a reduction in buﬀer size of factor 4. If this
still exceeds the requirements, more eﬀort can be invested to either pack the
data or implement structures like Fragment Linked Lists [Yan+10]. However,








Figure 6.6: Intersection Between a Tile and a Light Frustum
The frustum that corresponds to a screen-space tile can be intersected with
a light frustum (ﬁtted shadow volume). The resulting intersection can be de-
scribed by zstart and zend. During rendering, a fragment is only illuminated
by the light, when it is located inside the intersection volume.
linearly in memory to increase cache coherence during the light list iteration.
In case of linked list-based implementations, the lists probably need to be
sorted to allow evenly fast iterations.
6.3.2 Filling the Tiled Light Lists
The focus of this section is the construction of the data structure. We re-
build it every frame and thereby do not need any pre-computation steps and
can deal with completely dynamic scenes. For ﬁlling the lists, we utilize the
rasterization pipeline and further optimize it with the help of GPGPU features.
First, the data structure is cleared to make all lights invalid (illustrated
in Figure 6.7a for a horizontal slice of the data structure). This is done by
setting zstart and zend to a large and small invalid number, respectively. The
third value, which is used as either face counter or idlight, is set to zero.
In the second step, we generate the light frustum for each light source
and virtual object. Therefore, we extrude the silhouette edges of the world
space bounding box of an object along the direction from the light position
virtually to “inﬁnity”. To close the volume, caps are rendered on both sides
of the extruded faces. The concept of this volume generation is the same
as for traditional shadow volumes [Cro77], except for the reduction of the
mesh complexity for which we only extend the bounding box instead of the
object itself. All projections are done on the GPU using geometry shaders and
instancing to process the lights in parallel. Graphics APIs like DirectX and
OpenGL allow to disable far plane clipping, which makes the projection to
“inﬁnity” easy to implement. During this process the viewport resolution is
set to the size of the tile grid, and the virtual camera is aligned to the mobile
camera that captures the background image. The fragment program computes
the index in the data structure, depending on the position of the fragment
and the idlight, passed from the geometry shader stage. The fragments depth
zfrag, is written into the data structure. Depending on whether the pixel to
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(a) Clear / Initialize
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(b) Filling by Rasterization
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(e) Clear unused Cells
Figure 6.7: TLL Operations
The basic steps of building and updating the Tiled Light Lists. For better
visualization, we use only a horizontal slice of the 3D grid (Figure 6.5) with
N = 4 lights and limit the interval of valid depth values to z = 0..1023. Note,
that the ﬁeld of idlight is used as face counter in step (a), (b) and (c). In the
ﬁrst step (a), zstart and zend are initialized with invalid depth values (−1 and
1024), and the face counter is set to zero. In step (b), the light frustums are
rasterized conservatively and all aﬀected tiles update their zstart and zend.
Additionally, the counter is updated (+1 for front faces, -1 for back faces).
If the camera is inside a frustum of a light, the counter remains negative.
In these cases, zstart is set to zero in step (c). In the compaction step (d),
the valid lights (zend ∈ [0, 1023]) are packed in a sequential list for each
tile. Because the position of the lights are changing, from now on, idlight
is used to store identiﬁers for the lights. The lists are ﬁlled from bottom to
top; due to the parallel insertion, the order of the lights within the list is not
deterministic. Finally, the end of each list is marked as invalid in step (e).
process is front or back facing, the depth is used diﬀerently. Front faces will
update zstart to min(zstart, zfrag) and back faces set zend = max(zend, zfrag).
The whole process (Figure 6.7b) is repeated for each virtual object in the
scene, or bounding volumes enclosing multiple objects. The latter can reduce
the computation eﬀort, guided by a hierarchical scene management, e.g., for
many small but densely packed objects.
By default the fragment program is invoked only if the center of a pixel is
inside the rendered triangle. To account for fragments that slightly overlap the
triangle, special treatment is required to ensure that the light list per tile con-
tains an entry also for partly intersecting frustums. This is commonly known
as conservative rasterization [HAO05]. The spanning of the light frustum and
the rasterization is visualized in Figure 6.8.
Similar to traditional shadow volumes it is possible that the camera is
located inside a light volume. In this case, zstart is invalid after ﬁlling the
light list, because no front face reached the fragment program. If the volume
of the same light and another virtual object intersects the same tile and writes
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(a) Object Bounding Box (b) Extruded Bounding Box (c) Conservative Rasterization
Figure 6.8: Rasterizing Light Frustums into TLLs
The bounding box of the virtual object and the processed light (a) span a
frustum virtually to “inﬁnity” (b). Using conservative rasterization, all tiles
that intersect this frustum can be identiﬁed by rendering all extruded faces
and the corresponding caps (c).
a valid depth value, the inﬂuence range of the light would start at that depth
and not at zstart = 0 as required to contain the ﬁrst volume. The solution to
this problem is similar to classical shadow volumes, too. The idlight, that is
not used during the ﬁlling of the light lists, can be used to count front (+1)
and back facing fragments (−1). If more back faces than front faces have been
counted, zstart has to be set to zero, because at least one light volume contains
the camera. In Figure 6.7, this is required for Light1 (tile 2 and 3 have valid
depth values but a negative counter). Light0 has an invalid zstart only and
could be handled correctly without counting, but this case is also captured.
Note, that it is not possible to count more front than back faces, because
far plane clipping has been disabled to guarantee closed volumes at “inﬁnite”
depth. As an alternative, two separate variables or the stencil buﬀer can be
used for counting similar to classical shadow volumes.
Note, that if a light source is located within the bounding box of a virtual
object, the frustum cannot be deﬁned as before. In this case we make this
light valid for all screen tiles. At the expense of quality and correctness, it is
also possible to limit the range of the lights as frequently done in games. This
will speed up shading but introduces bias, which is why we abstained from it
in this paper.
6.3.3 Compacting the Tiled Light Lists
With regard to later light list iterations, it is desired to have a dense list to
be able to abort the iteration as soon as an invalid light is reached.
This compaction can be done in parallel for each tile. A GPU thread group
is dispatched for each tile with one thread per light. Each thread reads both
depth values and the counter for the corresponding light by using the thread
id as index into the light list of the tile. A light is considered valid if zend
is inside the valid interval. If the counter is negative, zstart is set to zero in
order to start the inﬂuence range of the light right at the camera position (see
Figure 6.7c).
The next step is the actual compaction (see Figure 6.7d). Threads with a
valid light atomically increment a group-shared counter. The previous value
of the counter deﬁnes the new target position in the light list of the list. But
before writing the values to that position, all threads need to be synchronized
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to make sure the data is read into registers before the collaboratively used
memory, that stores the list, is overwritten. From this point on, the generic
ﬁeld used for the face counter, now stores the index idlight to the global light
buﬀer. Note, that the resulting storage location is a random position in the
list because the order of threads incrementing the counter is not deterministic.
Eventually, all threads with an id equal or larger than the current group-
shared counter replace the read data with invalid values to avoid lights from
being applied twice (see Figure 6.7e).
For a larger number of lights or if the order of the individual lights can be of
beneﬁt to the renderer, the compaction can be modiﬁed to perform a stream
compaction instead [HSO07].
6.3.4 Using the Lists during Rendering
Tiled Forward Shading using the TLLs is similar to Forward Shading described
by Olsson and Assarsson [OA11]. After updating the TLLs the rendering
begins with the opaque objects of the scene (virtual and reconstructed). Each
fragment processed calculates the corresponding tile coordinate and depth
value zfrag based on the position input. All constant terms of the shading
model can be gathered in advance, e.g., reading an albedo texture or the
shading normal.
The iteration over the light list of a tile is started by reading the ﬁrst
value of zstart. If this value is invalid, the iteration can be stopped because
no further valid value can be found in the compacted list. In case the current
light is valid, zfrag is compared to zstart and zend. If zfrag is lower than zstart
or larger than zend, the fragment is in front or behind the region of inﬂuence
and the light can be skipped. If zfrag is within the range, the idlight is used to
gather the required information from the global light buﬀer and the radiance
contribution of the light at the surface is computed and accumulated in the
sense of diﬀerential rendering, as described by Equation (5.11) in Section 5.3.
A mask to distinguish virtual from real objects is not required anymore,
since individual draw calls with specialized shaders can be invoked for recon-
structed and virtual geometry. To avoid double shadowing when rendering
the reconstructed scene, we again apply two visibility tests: The ﬁrst one is
used to test if the surface is shadowed in the real scene. If this is the case, the
light can also be skipped. The second test determines whether the surface is
shadowed by virtual objects, which also handles self-shadows while rendering
virtual geometry.
While rendering the reconstructed scene, two radiance values are accumu-
lated simultaneously: one that considers shadows of virtual objects and one
that does not. This again allows to compute both light transport simulations
in one step (see Section 4.2). Finally, the resulting radiance diﬀerence is ap-
plied to the background camera image and stored in the backbuﬀer.
To reduce fragment shader invocations, opaque objects can be sorted front-
to-back. It is also possible to do a z-prepass and ﬁll the depth buﬀer in advance.
If transparent virtual objects are present, these are sorted back-to-front and
then rendered on top using alpha blending. Order-Independent Transparency
is also possible [Yan+10].
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6.4 results
In this section, the resulting performance impact of the proposed culling tech-
niques is reported. All experiments were run on a Microsoft Surface Pro
with Intel i5-3317U CPU, 1.7 GHz, 4 GB RAM and IntelHD Graph-
ics 4000. The images are rendered at a resolution of 960× 540 pixels and
upsampled to FullHD. If not stated otherwise, N = 32 direct lights are used
to represent the environment light. As discussed earlier, the footprint of the
inﬂuence range of the lights is the most essential factor on the rendering per-
formance (see Figure 6.4). To provide insight in the behavior of the methods
under varying magnitude of this footprint, timings have been measured during
a simple animation. Figure 6.9 shows three images of this animation sequence,
in which the camera moves from a distant viewpoint to a location close to the
virtual object. In the ﬁrst frame, the virtual object covers 11% of the screen.
During the animation this amount increases until no background is visible
anymore.
(a) Time t = 0 (b) Time t = 0.4 (c) Time t = 0.8
Figure 6.9: Single Images of the Test Animation
The camera moves to a point near the virtual Bunny until no background
is visible anymore. The black areas left and right of the ﬁrst image contain
neither virtual nor reconstructed objects.
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(a) Amount of Lights Processed (b) Required Visibilty Tests
Figure 6.10: Amount of Active Lights and Visibility Tests
The percentage of the lights to process for all pixels (a) shows the eﬃciency
of the culling method. 100% means all N = 32 lights have been evaluated
for shading. By checking if a surface position is facing away from the light,
the number of required visibility tests (b) and radiance calculations can be
(further) reduced for all culling strategies. 100% means that both visibility


















































Figure 6.11: Performance on Mobile Hardware
Absolute timings required for rendering the test animation containing a
Bunny (top). Performance improvement compared the hemispherical culling
(bottom). Timings are measured on mobile hardware (Microsoft Surface
































Figure 6.12: Performance on Desktop Hardware
Absolute timings required for rendering the test animation containing a
Bunny. Timings are measured on desktop hardware (Nvidia GeForce
GTX 580) in full resolution of 1920× 1080.
6.4.1 Culling and Rendering Performance
The total number of lights considered during each time step is shown in Fig-
ure 6.10a. Compared to hemispherical culling, the footprint of active lights
has been reduced signiﬁcantly up to the worst case in which only the virtual
object is visible; requiring illumination by all lights. Note, that the curve for
the hemispherical culling starts at about 60% because the scene does not
cover the whole screen at the start of the sequence. Figure 6.10b contains the
number of visibility tests used for rendering. Naturally, this number depends
on the active lights, but the tests can be avoided, if the point to illuminate
faces away from the light. Visibility tests are the most expensive operations
in terms of computation time. This can be observed by comparing the curves
with the absolute timings in Figure 6.11(top). The tiled deferred rendering
with the proposed NPC culling technique (Section 6.2) and the tiled forward
rendering using TLLs (Section 6.3) show similar numbers of active lights and
visibility tests.
The timings however, diﬀer in favor of forward rendering during the whole
sequence. This indicates that the heavy use of texture accesses of the deferred
rendering is more critical than ﬁlling and compacting our data structure, es-
pecially on the used mobile hardware. Nevertheless, both culling methods
outperform the hemispherical tests up to the point where the virtual object
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Figure 6.13: Timings with Respect to Tile Size and Light Count
Timing breakdowns of the individual computation steps using Tiled Light
Lists depending on the tile size (top) and the maximum number of lights
(bottom). The camera position matches the one of t = 0.4 of the animation
sequence. The scene contains the virtual Bunny and the ﬁrst three spheres
shown in Figure 6.14. All timings are measured on the mobile device.
covers nearly the entire screen. Figure 6.11(bottom) shows a plot that com-
pares both methods relative to the hemispherical tests. In this worst case
scenario both methods introduce a computational overhead because no lights
are culled. When applying forward shading, this overhead is lower than the
extra time required by both deferred renderers.
Comparing this to measurements of more powerful desktop hardware (see
Figure 6.12), shows that the behavior depends on the used graphics hardware.
The NvidiaGeForce 580GTX, used in our tests, does not exhaust the
memory bandwidth and the dedicated video memory is large enough to store
all buﬀers. In this scenario, the deferred renderer outperforms the forward
rendering, which shows that both approaches are relevant for applications.
For the deferred rendering, we tested simpler culling schemes, too. For in-
stance, a less complex sphere intersection in NPC of the light instead of the box
test, but we found that culling cost amortizes when using more sophisticated
culling techniques. This is because the shadow map lookups for visibility tests
are more expensive than a few arithmetic operations, especially on mobile
hardware.
For all our experiments, we use a tile size of 32× 32, but other resolutions
are valid options, too. The timing breakdowns in Figure 6.13(top) support
this default value because of the lowest overall duration. However, choosing
higher or lower tile sizes has inﬂuence on both, the preparation of the light
lists and the time for iterating them. Reducing the size of the tiles increases
the size of the data structure and the rasterization of N light frustums gets
the computational bottleneck. Increasing the tile size leads to faster updates
of the lists but lowers eﬃciency in terms of culling because of the conservative
generation.
The diagram in Figure 6.13(bottom) shows computation times depending
on the number of light sources. The measurements conﬁrm that data structure
and forward rendering using this structure scale linearly or slightly better with
the number of lights.
6.4.2 Transparent Virtual Objects
Aside from a speedup factor up to 2.25, the forward rendering approach also
supports alpha blending, as shown in Figure 6.14b. All spheres participate
in the generation of the TLL and are illuminated as well as shadowed. The
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(a) Varying Object Count (b) Spheres with Indices
Figure 6.14: Amount of Active Lights and Visibility Tests
Augmenting the scene by a Bunny and transparent spheres. Timing break-
downs for diﬀerent numbers of spheres (a), where j indicates that the spheres
with label 1 to j have been rendered (b).
diagram (Figure 6.14a) contains timing breakdowns for the individual compu-
tation steps. The required time for the diﬀerential rendering of the background
and the virtual opaque Bunny are independent of the number of spheres. In
contrast to that, the duration needed for ﬁlling the list, compaction and ren-
dering of the transparent objects, depend on the size of the spheres on the
screen.
Results of real augmented scenes are shown in Figure 6.15 and 6.16. The
left side of each ﬁgure shows the user’s perspective of the real scene with-
out virtual objects and the mobile device displaying the augmented image of
the back camera. The images on the right are screenshots of the displayed


















Figure 6.15: Real-world Results for Culling
Mobile real-time augmentation with 32 light sources (top). Simple hemispher-
ical culling (see Chapter 5) can reject no light sources. The improved culling
reduces the average number of used light sources per pixel to 21% for de-
ferred rendering (bottom left) and 20% for forward rendering (bottom right),
leading to signiﬁcant speedups of factor of 1.5 and 2.
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Figure 6.16: Real-world Results with Transparency
Transparent virtual objects in the real camera image. The right-hand side
images shows the image that is presented on the device.
All images show virtual objects illuminated by the real environment using
N = 32 direct lights and PRT for low frequency indirect lighting. The translu-
cent objects in Figure 6.16 are shaded by the same technique as opaque ones
(tiled forward rendering), but with alpha blending enabled.
6.5 discussion
We developed and evaluated two culling techniques for tiled-based diﬀerential
rendering. The ﬁrst can be used in deferred rendering whereas the second
compiles lists of relevant light source and is thereby more generally applicable.
Both presented culling methods lead to a signiﬁcant performance improve-
ment when compared to the previous hemispherical rejection strategy. We
demonstrated that tile-based light culling is able to increase the speed for
diﬀerential rendering on a mobile device up to a factor of 2.2 while obtaining
exactly the same rendering quality because of conservative rejections. However,
if the virtual objects cover nearly the entire screen, the achieved performance
beneﬁt decreases because of a computational overhead, that all culling algo-
rithms show in a worst case scenario when nothing is rejected. In most AR
scenarios both, the real environment and the virtual information, are of equal
importance to the user. Thus, settings in which virtual objects cover only parts
of the screen are very typical. These cases beneﬁt from culling especially. To
get an impression of the temporal behavior of the system and the full sequence
corresponding to Figure 6.9, please have a look at the supplemental material
in Appendix A.2.
If a light source is located inside the bounding volume of a virtual object,
our methods are not able to deﬁne a culling frustum and culling has to be
disabled for this particular light. This is also a problem for standard shadow
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mapping and could be addressed in the future. A straightforward solution is
to test for intersection with a bounding box hierarchy and repeat the ﬁlling
of the TLL for parts of the objects. However, in case the source is located
close to the surface of the model, the problem is only shifted, eventually to a
triangle-based processing.
In the future, culling can still be improved by ﬁtting tighter bounding vol-
umes than boxes to further reduce the number of lights required for diﬀerential
rendering. For glossy materials, lights can be rejected during the shading of
virtual objects, too. Only light sources within the cone around the reﬂected
view ray are inﬂuencing the shading – assuming that discarding the other
direction, in which the BRDF will reﬂect only a marginal amount of the inci-
dent light, is not noticeable by the user. Eventually, more complex scenes can
beneﬁt from further constraints on the light volumes. Additional scene infor-
mation, used for occlusion culling, like Potentially Visible Sets, can be used
to limit the inﬂuence range by setting a speciﬁc far plane distance, instead of
projecting to “inﬁnity”.
Switching to forward rendering extends the Distributed Illumination Frame-
work by the support of translucent materials and alpha blending as well as
multisampling. The presented technique can be directly applied to the Diﬀer-
ential Instant Radiosity by Keller [Kel97], which handles indirect illumina-
tion from virtual onto real surfaces, too. These light paths are not yet realized
within our framework and thereby a limitation (see Section 5.6).
Especially in mobile games, it is very common to bake complex lighting
into textures and to compute shading only for dynamic objects. This is very
similar to AR, so these applications could also beneﬁt from the presented
culling strategies to reduce their computational eﬀort. The same holds for
applications in the near future of VR, where real-world 360° video footage
will probably be extended by interactive content.
While it is an open question if TLLs can successfully be applied directly to
ray tracing-based methods, we introduce an improved sampling strategy for




This chapter summarizes the ﬁndings and contributions of a research project,
that has also been presented at a conference and in a journal [RJG17]. The
idea and the realization of the caching technique, described in Section 7.5.1,
was contributed by Johannes Jendersie, the second author of the article.
Many techniques described in Section 4.3 do not allow for interactivity on
mobile hardware. With the framework presented in the previous chapters, we
show competitive results on such devices. That system however, requires a
complex hardware setup (see Figure 5.2) and a manual reconstruction of the
real-world scene. In the discussion of Section 5.5 it was mentioned that the
framework can also be applied without a permanent presence of that setup,
when assuming that the scene is static and that it can be transferred to the
mobile clients. Nevertheless, the scene, including the light condition, must be
reconstructed at least once in the beginning. The goal of this new approach
is to achieve plausible and compelling results with a mobile device and no
other hardware at interactive frame rates. Besides the reconstruction of the
real-world surfaces and the coherent rendering of virtual objects based on
Monte Carlo sampling, we also focus on the third aspect of visual coherence,
the camera simulation (see Section 3.1).
Unlike professional DSLR cameras for which exposure, shutter speed, sensi-
tivity, white balance and other options can be speciﬁed, simple mobile cameras
lack of these options and often provide only an exposure compensation factor
and the ability to select one of a few predeﬁned white balance settings. Mobile
sensors and their APIs are designed to allow fast and nice-looking snapshots,
but provide no basis for measuring radiance. Even their image processing
pipeline and parameters are unknown, so that capturing LDR images, that
can be merged into HDR (see Section 3.4), is cumbersome. To overcome this
limitation, we present an approach to estimate these unknown adjustments
with respect to a reference image. This estimation is successively applied to
new LDR images to transform them into the reference space for further pro-
cessing. In the context of AR, we use the approach to create a reconstruction
of the environment and to superimpose live camera images by virtual objects,
using one of multiple proposed diﬀerential rendering variants. Since the man-
ufacturers of the cameras applied all the automatic adjustment in the ﬁrst
place to provide the best possible looking pictures, it is reasonable to trans-
form our augmented image back into the original input color space and to
assume, that the color settings are also valid for the augmented scene. There-
fore, we eventually transform the composed image back into the original color
space of the input image by applying the inverse of the previously estimated
transformation.
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Figure 7.1: Results of Natural Environment Illumination
A Toy Car with small metal applications rendered, using diﬀerent quality
settings: low (left), high (center) andmedium (right). The last image (bottom
right) shows the automatic adaption to changing camera parameters while
pointing the device towards the bright windows. Model courtesy of Vilac.
7.1 overview
We are using the GoogleTangoDevelopmentKit28 which provides an
LDR image, a 3D pose estimation of the camera (see Section 3.3.2), and a
sparse depth image as well as timestamps for each of them. Based on this
input the following steps are performed:
color compensation estimation To cope with unknown color com-
pensation applied by mobile camera drivers, we estimate a compensation with
respect to the already captured scene (see Section 7.2). The previous captured
parts are rendered from the new camera position and the resulting Reference
Image is compared to the Current Input Image. Pixels that probably show the
same real-world geometry are selected and used in a system of equations to
estimate the Color Transformation that maps the color of the input pixels to
the color of the reference pixels. This transformation is applied to all pixels
of the most recent LDR input image, which yields a Corrected Input Image for
further processing and for augmentations later.
capturing the environment The captured scene is stored as an
unstructured point cloud, which is updated every time a new set of sam-
ples is provided by the depth sensor. These samples are back-projected from
image space into 3D world space and the resulting position is stored with
further information, like corrected color and estimated normal. We call these
small structs Environment Samples and store them in a probabilistic hashmap
[HJ10]. The normal estimation as well as the insertion and deletion of samples
are detailed in Section 7.3.
g-buffer as ar basis To allow for basic occlusion between virtual and
real objects a z-buﬀer, containing the real-world objects is required. Splatting
the point cloud into screen space yields the z-buﬀer but also normals and
colors – which are actually used as reference image in the color compensation
step and for material estimation during rendering. After ﬁlling holes by push
pull steps [MKC07], we have a valid G-Buﬀer [ST90] that can be used for
28 Google. Project Tango. Developer Website, 2017.
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(a) Splatted Environment Samples (b) G-Buﬀer
Figure 7.2: G-Buﬀer Generation
Splatted environment sample depths, normals and radiance (a). The G-
Buﬀer, containing depths and normals, ﬁlled by push pull, as well as the
corrected color image (b). The splatted radiance (bottom left), is not used
for rendering but as reference image during the compensation estimation.
a basic and more advanced AR rendering (see Figure 7.2). As the G-Buﬀer
generation is straightforward, we will not provide further details. Note, that
we do not need the depth sensor anymore. So, as long as the camera pose is
provided, any device can be used. However, depth sensing could be used to
improve the G-Buﬀer in future extensions.
coherent rendering For the rendering of the virtual objects, we sug-
gest using an image-based ray tracing variant. Therefore, we combine GPU Im-
portance Sampling [CK07] (see Section 2.7.4) with Impostor Tracing [Szi+05].
A Distance Impostor (DI), basically a RGB-Depth environment map, centered
around the virtual object, serves as input. This structure is similar to Reﬂec-
tive Shadow Maps [DS05] and is created just like the G-Buﬀer before. We ap-
ply three alternative implementations for diﬀerential rendering [Deb98]: the
suggested Distance Impostor Tracing (DIT), Environment Mapping (EM) and
Voxel Cone Tracing (VCT); for comparison and to emphasize the ﬂexibility
of the approach. We also present an improved sampling strategy tailored for
diﬀerential rendering (see Section 7.4 and 7.5).
inverse color compensation. Since the unknown compensation,
estimated in the ﬁrst step, was introduced by the manufacturer to look pleas-
ant to the user, we transform the augmented image back into the original
input image color space, expecting an adequate tone mapping.
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(a) Input Image (b) Reference Image
(c) Sample Selection (d) Corrected Image
Figure 7.3: Color Compensation
A camera input image in an unknown color space (a) and the corresponding
reference image created by splatting the point cloud (b). The color-coded
selection of sample pairs (c) and the corrected input in reference color space
(d). Note, that this process produces HDR values, outside the [0, 1] range.
7.2 color compensation estimation
Assuming we already captured parts of the environment and these parts are
at least partially visible in the current camera image, we aim for estimating
a transformation to map between the visible colors of the overlapping areas.
Figure 7.3 illustrates the basic idea. The inputs at time t are a camera image
in an unknown color space and a rendering of the partially acquired scene
in the reference color space. We select pairs of pixels from the images that
probably show the same real-world geometry. The pixels selected from the
input image form the set Ut = {ui} and pixels from the reference image the
set Rt−1 = {ri}, respectively. After estimating the compensation function ct
that maps the color of the pixels in set Ut to the colors in Rt−1, we can
apply the function to all pixels of the input image to transform them into
the reference color space. Additionally, we obtain the inverse function to map
augmented images back into the original camera color space:
ct : Ut → Rt−1 c−1t : Rt−1 → Ut.
7.2.1 Selecting Sample Pairs
The selection of pixels, that are used in the linear system decides about the
robustness of the result. On one hand, we need a large set of samples to get
a good estimation. On the other hand, we need to avoid wrong pairs, for
instance based on occlusion of not yet scanned geometry. In the ﬁrst step, we
remove all pixels that are easy to reject. This includes pixels that:
– are under or over-saturated in the camera image,
– have no data in the rendering of the point cloud,
– have strong color gradients in either of the images.
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Strong gradients are likely to contain edges that could be matched to the
wrong surface because of inaccurate tracking.
In the next ﬁltering step, the pixel colors are transformed into Hue-
Saturation-Value (HSV) color space. After mapping hue and saturation
into [0, 1], we reject pairs that show a very strong discrepancy in color,
based on a coarse ﬁlter applied on the Euclidean distance between hsv(ui)
and hsv(ri) in the hue-saturation-plane (·)hs. Note, that the brightness value
has no inﬂuence here.
Assuming that changes in the input are small between two frames, we can
transform the input set Ut by the estimated function of the last frame ct−1.
Hence, ct−1 (ui) will be close to ri and stronger ﬁltering parameters can be
used than before. This time, we reject pairs based on their Euclidean distance
in HSV space including the brightness dimension. Figure 7.3 shows the input,
the output and a color coding of the ﬁltering process. Green pixels are accepted
with a certainty weight wi according to their brightness, see Equation (7.1).
Blue ones are discarded because of gradients, purple pixels were rejected due
to saturation and the red ones have a too large distance in HSV.
At this point, diﬀerent models can be ﬁtted to estimate ct. We decided to
use a linear transformation in linear RGB space to describe ct. We also ﬁtted
a coarse Approximation at that simply aligns the average intensity per color
channel. It serves as backup in case of failure, e.g., because of too few samples,
and during regularization, which is explained below. Depending on the sensor,
other color spaces and models might work better.
We choose a linear transformation here because we cannot make assump-
tions about the actual type of correction. However, we want to ﬁnd a robust
estimation that can deal with basic operations like a scale in brightness, small
color shifts introduced by changing white balance and simple contrast en-
hancements. To allow any of these operations, the input colors need to be in
a linear color space. Ideally, this requires a transformation of the real input,
using the camera response curve which is unknown, too. Debevec and Ma-
lik showed how to reconstruct such a camera curve for an exposure series
[DM97]. Unfortunately, it is not clear how to reconstruct a camera response
curve in a system without exact control over the camera parameters. Based
on the measurements in [ZCC16], we achieved good results by assuming a
default gamma curve of 2.2. For more details on this topic see Section 3.4 on
radiometric calibration.
7.2.2 Color Map Approximation
For both, the approximation and the linear estimation, the samples are
weighted based on their similarity in the hue-saturation-plane:
wi =
(
1−min (1,∥∥hsv(ui)hs − hsv(ri)hs∥∥2))β. (7.1)
The exponent β allows to further penalize larger distances. In all our scenes,
β = 2 was chosen for at and β = 8 for ct, which showed good results in the ex-
periments. To get a coarse approximation of the unknown color compensation,










where n is the number of pixel pairs. The per color channel scaling results in
the approximation matrix At:
At =





7.2.3 Linear Map Estimation
To setup the linear system, the sample sets are written as matrices. The
estimation function ct is described as a linear matrix Ct:
Ut =
[
u1r u2r . . . unr
u1g u2g . . . ung
u1b u2b . . . unb
]
with ui ∈ Ut
Rt−1 =
[
r1r r2r . . . rnr
r1g r2g . . . rng
r1b r2b . . . rnb
]
with ri ∈ Rt−1
Ct ·Ut = Rt−1.




‖Wt (Ct ·Ut −Rt−1)‖2 ,
where the diagonal matrix W ∈ ❘n×n at time t holds the weights of the
sample pairs Wii =
√
wi computed by Equation (7.1). Solving in the sense of























t − 2Ct UtW 2t RTt−1 −Rt−1W 2t RTt−1. (7.2)




































Further, we can incorporate knowledge about the expected transformation.
We know that the change in exposure is a strong inﬂuence factor that basi-
cally scales the brightness, and this scaling factor is already computed by the
approximation At. To improve the robustness, a regularization can be applied




‖Wt (Ct ·Ut −Rt−1)‖2 + γ ‖Ct −At‖2 ,
Now, solving in the sense of least squares, following the scheme above, yields:
Ct =
((
Ut ·W 2t ·UTt + γI




where I is the identity matrix and γ a small scalar factor, set to 5 · 10−2 in
all our examples.
Note, that both matrices in the inner braces of Equation (7.4) are of size
3× 3 so they can easily be computed on the GPU. In fact, the entire process
of estimating At and Ct requires only one iteration over all sample pairs and
a parallel reduce operation to compute the sums and the matrix products.
For a large number of sample pairs, usually n > 2000 in our experiments,
and input images that do not lack information in one or more channels com-
pletely, the system is non-singular and can be inverted. This is important to
transform rendering results back into the original color space of the input
image, as described in Section 7.4.6.
If the sample count is below this threshold, the approximationAt is used and
the frames are marked as approximated to skip the capturing of environment
samples for these frames until the compensation is found again. In the ﬁrst
frame we initialize the system by using the identity, C0 = I, which renders
the color space of the ﬁrst frame, the reference color space. While moving in
the scene, darker and brighter areas are observed with automatically selected
appropriate camera settings. Hence, ﬂoating point precision images of diﬀerent
levels of brightness are provided for further HDR processing.
This approach is applicable to any camera system, independent of the avail-
ability of a depth sensor. However, depth information could be used in pair
ﬁltering.
7.3 capturing the environment
The goal of this stage of the pipeline is to create a reconstruction of the
real environment. For basic augmentations, the position of the real surface
is suﬃcient, whereas for coherent rendering, normals are required as well. As
input serve the sparse depth image delivered by the sensor (see Figure 7.4(left),
gray dots on top of the color image) and the corrected camera image to gather
corresponding color values. Each measured sample is back-projected to world
space coordinates and stored in a buﬀer. Its buﬀer index is denoted as unique
sample id i. Normals could be approximated by computing the gradient of the
interpolated positions. To focus on smooth normals, we address the problem
by ﬁtting a plane into the samples of the local neighborhood of each pixel in
the sparse depth image.
Figure 7.4 illustrates this process step by step. First, we identify the sam-
ples of the local neighborhood by using the rasterization pipeline of the GPU.






Figure 7.4: Normal Estimation Pipeline
Sparse depth sample given as input (left) are spanned to overlapping disks
(center). All disks that overlap a certain pixel are added into a list X at that
pixel (right). The kˆ elements in the list form the local neighborhood of the
pixel.
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resolution of the depth image and the density of the measured samples. It
is a device speciﬁc constant that must be speciﬁed such that the number of
overlaps per pixel equals the size of the desired neighborhood k. For each pixel
of the depth image, a list of size k is used to store the IDs of the overlapping
disks and thereby the pointers to all samples of the local neighborhood.
In the second step, a plane is ﬁtted to the world space positions in the list of
each pixel. We now consider an arbitrary pixel and denote the respective list
as set X containing the samples x. Generally, this list is not entirely ﬁlled, so
we deﬁne the number of samples in the list as kˆ ≤ k. Even though plane ﬁtting
in 3D is a common problem, we need to perform this task for each pixel as
fast as possible on the GPU. Since it is an eigenvalue and eigenvector problem,
the common solution requires a Singular Value Decomposition (SVD), which is
not feasible in our context. By reformulating the problem, the solution can be
found easier. Like in a Principal Component Analysis, we ﬁrst shift the mean
of all samples into the origin of a local coordinate system, so the resulting
plane will contain the origin:




xj for i = 1, . . . , kˆ.
Each vector xˆ deﬁnes a direction from the local origin. The normal n, we are
looking for, is perpendicular to that direction:
xˆi
Tn = xi · nx + yi · ny + zi · nz = 0.
The trick to avoid the SVD is to split the problem into three smaller ones that
are easy to solve. After shifting by the mean, we are now looking for a plane
that intersects the origin. There are two degrees of freedom describing the
rotation of the plane, but we have three unknown components of n. We now
assume that the normal does not lie in the xy-plane. In that case, we can set
nz = 1, such that xi ·nx+ yi ·ny = −zi and solve the overdetermined system,

















This small system can be solved eﬃciently by using the determinant and




, that still has
to be normalized.
This does not work, if the normal lies in the xy-plane in which case the
determinant gets zero. Therefore, the assumption is altered and the determi-
nant is computed for all three cases. Eventually, only the case with the largest
determinant is evaluated to compute the plane normal n. In combination with
the mean sample position that was used to shift the samples into the local
origin, a world space plane is deﬁned. This approach for ﬁtting planes in 3D
is not new29, but it is well suited for a GPU implementation.
To avoid ﬁtting planes across discontinuities in depth, we search for the
sample with the smallest screen space distance to the considered pixel and
discard samples, based on their depth distance to this reference sample. In our
experiments, a threshold of 0.1m shows good results even when the surface is
seen from a grazing angle.
Intersecting the ﬁtted plane with the view ray from the camera through the
considered pixel yields a distance that is used to reﬁne the depth image and
thereby the position of the samples.
29 Emil Ernerfeldt. Fitting a plane to many points in 3D. Blog, 2015.
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(a) Number of Elements (b) Normals (c) Depth
Figure 7.5: Normal Estimation Results
Color coded number of elements used to ﬁt a plane (a), surface normals (b)
and improved depth (c).
Figure 7.5 shows the resulting depth and normal image as well as a visu-
alization of kˆ for each pixel, where red means a small number and dark blue
represents the maximum number. As can be seen, most of the pixels show a
medium blue, so the lists are not entirely ﬁlled. This is intended, as the radius,
that is used during the ﬁlling of the list, needs be chosen conservatively. If the
radius is too large, it is possible to miss neighbors because the list is already
full. In case of two or less samples in a list, we cannot estimate a normal,
which is visualized by a dark gray color or black, if there was no sample at all.
We also stop the normal computation, if the largest determinant is close to
zero, which means that the system is of bad condition. This case is illustrated
by a light gray.
After creating the depth and normal image, both are sampled at the loca-
tions of the input samples and the gathered information are added as envi-
ronment sample to the point cloud describing the scene. This point cloud is
stored in a probabilistic hash grid with space for 4M elements and a virtual
cell size of 0.005m. If there already is an element at the insertion address, it
is replaced randomly with a probability of the inverse number of collisions in
that cell. Therefore, a counter per cell keeps track of the collisions.
Besides adding elements to the cloud, samples can be removed, too. This is
important to handle movements of real objects and erroneous samples. An old
environment sample can be removed, if it has a smaller view space depth than
the current depth image at the same location. Obviously, it is not present in
the current view and therefore should not exist. The removed samples are often
those, which have been captured over a larger distance. Nevertheless, these
far samples cannot be ignored in the ﬁrst place, because they are valuable for
generating the reference image.
7.4 interactive coherent rendering
As illustrated in Figure 7.6, our diﬀerential rendering system uses an interface
to query radiance from the scene and from the virtual object. By providing
alternative implementations for the environment queries we can oﬀer diﬀerent
quality/performance options. However, we are also able to compare the pro-
posed DIT to the commonly used EM (related to Debevec [Deb98]) and VCT
(related to Crassin, Franke [Cra+11, Fra14a]).
In Section 7.4.1, we describe how the captured point cloud is processed into
the data structures, required by the diﬀerent implementations. We introduce
the representation of the virtual object in Section 7.4.2 and show how to
use the scene representation to illuminate this object in Section 7.4.3 and
Section 7.4.5. To compute the inﬂuence of the object onto the environment,
we use diﬀerential lighting as explained in Section 7.4.4. Details to the ﬁnal
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Figure 7.6: Overview of Techniques and Data Structures
The diﬀerential rendering queries radiance of the environment and the vir-
tual object. Diﬀerent implementations can be used to answer the request. In
general, such a query can be interpreted as ray or cone cast.
composition are covered in Section 7.4.6. Details on how to solve equations
in Section 7.4.3 and 7.4.4 by using Monte Carlo Integration are provided in
Section 7.5. Here, we introduce an idea to improve the rendering with only a
few samples, by incorporating knowledge of the object inﬂuence.
7.4.1 Scene Representation
The diﬀerential rendering, including the rendering and shading of the virtual
object, requires to query the environment illumination multiple times. Each
of these queries is a ray or cone cast from the surface position x into the
environment to look up the radiance incident from the direction of the ray,
the direction of solid angle ωi. Instead of dealing with large sets of points, we
use dedicated representations for the techniques to realize this query. For EM
and DIT this representation is a DI, whereas for VCT a voxel volume is used.
(scene) voxel volume Cone tracing requires a dense regular voxel
volume with a ﬁlled mipmap chain [Cra+11, Fra14a]. Therefore, all samples
are added to the most detailed mipmap level of the volume where each voxel
stores the RGB radiance of the environment samples and an opacity value
of 1.0. After generating the mipmap chain, the voxels in the higher levels
store averaged radiance and opacity values for lookups with larger cone radii.
Assuming a static scene, the volume is ﬁlled only once after completing the
environment acquisition and contains the entire scene. Depending on the size
and the resolution of the volume, this data structure is usually limited due to
the memory requirement.
distance impostors To be able to deal with larger scenes we suggest
using a distance impostor, which is an environment map that stores radiance
and distance into all directions from a speciﬁed center position. It can be
created by splatting – just like the G-Buﬀer – while using a cube map as
target. The position of the DI should be close to the virtual object – ideally
at the center of it. Thus, it needs to be updated as the object is moved in the
scene, but depending on the size of the object a threshold can be used to limit
the updates to trigger only after larger changes in position. The orientation
of the map can be aligned with the world coordinate system for easier access.
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To enable ray or cone casting from positions diﬀerent from the center po-
sition we use Impostor Tracing presented by Szirmay-Kalos et al. [Szi+05].
Here, the direction for the lookup into the map is reﬁned iteratively based on
the stored distance to approximate the correct intersection point of the ray
with the environment. This process is similar to the secant method, used for
approximating the root of a function.
To favor speed over accuracy we also investigate standard environment map-
ping, which simply uses the color channels of the DI but also depends on the
depth channel for occlusion tests.
7.4.2 Virtual Object Representation
To compute the shading of virtual objects there are no special requirements
and any triangle meshes can be used.
While the virtual object itself is rendered using the rasterization pipeline,
additional ray or cone casts are required for indirections to enable self-shadows
and reﬂections for instance (see Figure 7.6).
Independent of the scene representation, we decided to use VCT for this task,
as testing the whole triangle mesh for intersections is too expensive. Therefore,
we use a solid volume with mipmaps that is small, tightly ﬁt to the object, and
is deﬁned in the local coordinate system of the object. The solid voxelization is
done on the GPU [ED08] and does not change over time as long as the object
is not deformed, e.g., by vertex skinning [KSO10]. Rigged transformations
can be applied to the ray or cone instead of rebuilding the volume. However,
the meshes need to be closed (watertight), which is a limitation of the solid
voxelization algorithm [ED08]. The volume also stores materials and local
normals at the boundary voxels.
7.4.3 Rendering the Virtual Object
To compute a physically correct shading of the virtual object surface we aim




fr(x,ωi,ωo)L(x,ωi) cos θi ∂ωi. (2.12 revisited)
where the self-emission term Le(x,ωo) was omitted. The integration domain
H+ is the hemisphere over the surface, as visualized in Figure 7.7a. The ﬁg-
ure also shows outgoing sample directions that are concentrated around the
reﬂected view direction (ωo). This distribution depends on the BRDF, in our
case a normalized Blinn-Phong BRDF for glossy materials as described by
Hoffman et al. [Hof+10], but any other BRDF, that can be sampled properly,
might be used instead. To evaluate this equation, we use ray or cone tracing
into these reﬂected directions (see Section 7.5).
To include self-shadowing of the virtual object, each ray is not only traced
in the environment but also in the dense volume of the object. In case the
ray hits opaque voxels, the ray is stopped and the radiance L(x,ωi), is set to
zero or to a predeﬁned ambient value to compensate the missing indirect light.
Optionally, one or more secondary rays are cast recursively, as known from
oﬄine rendering. As the voxelization stores normals and material coeﬃcients,
this is supported and used in Figure 7.1(center). Note the reﬂected wheels on
the body of the Toy Car.
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7.4.4 Diﬀerential Background Rendering
For a coherent rendering, we also need to estimate the inﬂuence of the vir-
tual object on the environment. Therefore, we use diﬀerential rendering to
compute a diﬀerence image from two global illumination simulations (see Sec-
tion 4.2). Both simulations require to solve the integral of the Equation (2.12),
but at this point, we are missing the material coeﬃcients for the BRDF. Thus,
the reﬂectance parameters for visible surfaces must be estimated before com-
puting the integrals. Therefore, we assume that the environment material is
Lambertian. Hence, the BRDF is independent of the observer direction ωo
and speciﬁed by the constant reﬂectance coeﬃcient ρd. Equation (7.5) is then
solved for ρd [Deb98]. This involves an integral over the hemisphere above a
real surface point x as shown in Figure 7.7b, where L(x) is equal to the color
visible in the corrected input image:










L(x,ωi) cos θi ∂ωi
. (7.6)
Now, the inﬂuence of the virtual object,∆L(x), can be estimated by solving
an integral similar to Equation (7.5), where ∆L(x,ωi) is queried for each
incoming direction instead of L(x,ωi). The three diﬀerent cases that can
occur are illustrated in Figure 7.8.
Ray 1 does not hit the virtual object and ends in the environment. In this
case, the inﬂuence in incoming radiance ∆L(x,ωi) at the surface point is zero.
Ray 2 hits the virtual object before it hits the environment, (dv2 < dr2).
Here we gather the radiance from the environment as well as the radiance
of the object and compute ∆L(x,ωi) = Lr+v − Lr. Note, that the object
radiance, Lr+v, is generally not known for rays from arbitrary directions, so
we again could stop and return zero or an ambient term. But instead we trace
a reﬂected ray into the environment and compute an indirect light bounce. In
this case the object radiance could be referred to as Lv instead. For a correct
result, this bounce needs to be computed like in Section 7.4.3. By assuming
a diﬀuse virtual object (only for this bounce), we can achieve color bleeding
(e.g., on the wall in Figure 7.10), but we neglect specular eﬀects, like caustics,
that appear when bright light is reﬂected on highly specular objects, such as in
ωo
N(x)
(a) Virtual Object (b) Real-world Environment
Figure 7.7: Normal Estimation Pipeline
Integrating the incoming radiance on a virtual object for rendering (a) and
on a real surface for material estimation (b). In both cases, multiple rays are















Figure 7.8: Cases for Diﬀerential Rendering
Estimating the diﬀerence in incoming radiance ∆L for diﬀerent directions
based on the ray distance d. Three cases can be identiﬁed.
a metal ring on a table. Hence, the object radiance also contains indirect light
from the environment and therefore, the notation Lr+v is used in accordance
to Section 4.2.
In the last case, represented by ray 3, the ray hits the environment before the
virtual object (dv3 > dr3) so ∆L(x,ωi) is also zero. Note, that these kinds of
early occlusions are the main source of artifacts when using impostor tracing.
False positive and false negative visibility tests are likely, as the correct ray
directions might not be found or not be available.
Depending on the technique and data structure, this ray casting is imple-
mented diﬀerently, but the concept is the same in all cases.
7.4.5 Extension to Cone Casts
To speed up the ray tests and to reduce the noise, multiple rays can be handled
in bundles called cones. Compared to a ray in Figure 7.8, a cone can cover
multiple cases at once (also see 2.7.8). Assume ray 1 and ray 2 are the bound-
aries of such a cone. Then the environment is visible to a degree α ∈ [0, 1]
and the inﬂuence of the object is weighted with 1− α. With Lr+v and Lr
representing the average over the cone, the diﬀerential radiance becomes:
∆L(x,ωi) = (1− α)(Lr+v −Lr). (7.7)
To obtain Lr we use the mipmap levels of the environment representations.
For VCT and EM we are following the known implementations in [Cra+11,
Fra14a] and [CK07] respectively. In case of DIT, the search for the corrected
central ray of the cone is performed on the most detailed level of the DI. Only
the ﬁnal texture fetch to gather the radiance is done in a coarser level, which
depends on the size of the solid angle and the distance to the surface.
For Lr+v, we start and end cone marching at the boundaries of the bound-
ing box of the object and use step sizes and mipmap layers of the voxelization,
depending on the cone radius. Each voxel contains the probability τ for a
surface intersection. If the probability τ is greater than zero, the object ra-
diance is estimated using one of the approaches explained in Section 7.4.4
(ray 2 case). The result is weighted with the probability and the cone march-
ing is proceeded. The following steps must be weighted with the probability of
continuation α, which is the product
∏
s(1− τs) of all previous steps. These
previous steps can contain the occlusion between cone origin and object (ray 3
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case). Finally, when the cone has left the object volume, α is the weight for
the environment as given in Equation (7.7).
7.4.6 Composition
During composition, the diﬀerential image and the virtual object are added
to the camera image in reference color space. Then, the inverse color correc-
tion c−1t (see Section 7.2) is applied to the augmented image to transform it
back into the input color space.
Figure 7.9 shows results and the capability of the compensation. While the
image in the top center shows the augmented original image, we altered the
input image by changing the brightness and introducing a strong color shift.
Applying the inverse operation to the augmented image also transforms the
colors of the virtual object, which results in a coherent integration of the new
content.
7.5 illumination estimation using sampling
The integral of a function f(x) can be estimated by a stochastic process called
Monte Carlo Integration, as described in Section 2.6.2. Therefore, the integral
is approximated by sampling, using Equation (2.21):
∫ b
a







where p(xi) is the probability to produce sample xi. Any PDF p can be used,
but having a function which scales with f yields faster convergence. Using
such an improved distribution function is called Importance Sampling. For
rendering the virtual object, Equation (2.12) is integrated on the GPU, using
the BRDF to derive a PDF, as described in [CK07].
For the material estimation, we need to solve Equation (7.6). Since L(x,ωi)
is unknown, we use the material-based cosine distribution:
p(ωi) = 1/pi cos θi.
Here, θi is the angle between the surface normal of the G-Buﬀer and the
produced direction of ωi. Applying Monte Carlo integration gives:















Applying the same scheme to Equation (7.5), while sampling the diﬀerential














Further, we can improve the sampling by incorporating the knowledge that
∆L(x,ωi) is zero when the ray misses the object (ray 1 case in Figure 7.8),
which is related to observations made in Chapter 6.
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Figure 7.9: Transforming Back into Input Color Space
Original input image augmented by a Buddha statue (top center). The other
images show artiﬁcially altered input images, that have been transferred
automatically into the reference color space and eventually, after the aug-
mentation, back into the input space.
7.5.1 Caching of Samples
Instead of just skipping rays with no possible contribution, we try to keep the
GPU utilization high by tracing other more promising rays. This inﬂuences
the probability of selecting a single ray, which must be compensated for.
First, we split the set of traced cones into two sets: a set F , containing all
cones that miss the object (ray 1 case) and a set H holding the remaining
cones. Then, we divide H into disjoint sets Ha and Hb dependent on ray cases























By using early intersection tests with the bounding box of the virtual object,
we can reject all samples in F before starting expensive tracing. Consequently,
the number of samples in H is decreasing with the distance to the virtual
object. To keep the GPU utilized, we increase N and create a large set of N
directions, test them against the bounding box and record them – in case
of intersection – for later tracing in a local array of size |Ha| < N . In the
experiments |Ha| is usually 16 or 32 and is referred to as the cache size. Now,
it is possible that more than |Ha| valid samples are found for certain pixels. In
that case, |Ha| directions are recorded randomly and the remaining |H | − |Ha|
are added to set Hb.
LHa and LHb from Equation (7.9) are estimates of the same integral. Hence,
we can discard all samples in Hb, if LHa is scaled accordingly. I.e., we assume













Consequently, we maximize the use of a limited number of traced samples with
a joint importance sampling of the material (the cosine distribution) and the
object. Still, our sampling can produce weak results, if ∆L(x,ωi) varies a lot.
This happens if only a few samples hit very bright regions in the environment
map behind the object or if existing bright regions are missed completely.
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Table 7.1: Performance of the Acquisition Phase
Timings measured on a GoogleTangoDeveloperKit. As in all examples,
the point cloud size is limited to 4M environment samples. Depth information
is only provided every 5th frame involving the steps marked by (·)∗.
Computation Step Time in ms
Get Color Image 6.3
Update ct + Apply ct 6.0 + 2.5
G-Buﬀer Splatting + Push-Pull 28.0 + 2.5
Get Sparse Depth Image 4.0∗
Find nearest Neighbors 25.8∗
Normal Estimation 18.8∗
Add Samples to Point Cloud 8.9∗
Remove Samples from Point Cloud 5.3∗
Apply c−1t 2.5
Others (Visualization, ...) 13.8
(Averaged) Total Frame (73.4) 123.6∗
7.6 results
Here, we discuss the results of the diﬀerent stages in the order of the previ-
ous sections. To evaluate the presented approach, we investigated all stages
of the pipeline in real-world scenarios and in synthetic scenes, acquired by a
simulated depth sensing device. Hence, even the synthetic experiments per-
form all steps of the pipeline. To provide insights on the performance of the
system, we show results created on a desktop PC with an Intel i7-4790S
and an Nvidia GeForceGTX980. The mobile device, that we are using is
a Google TangoDeveloperKit powered by an NvidiaTegraK1.
7.6.1 Environment Acquisition
As the synthetic scenes showed no issues, we are focusing only on real data.
Therefore, we mainly refer to the accompanying video in Appendix A.3. Visual
results can also be found in Figures 7.2 and 7.3. The depth sensor provides
between 3, 000 and 14, 000 new depth samples every 5th frame in which the
complete acquisition pipeline is executed. During the other frames, we also
provide feedback to the user by showing the point cloud from the current
camera position. The timings provided in Table 7.1 show that the average
frame time, including frames with and without depth sensing, is 73.4ms which
equals about 13.5Hz.
While larger errors in the position of the samples are mainly caused by the
given tracking, we concentrate on issues with the measured radiance. Using
our compensation estimation, we measure the radiance in the scene relative
to the ﬁrst frame. The compensation provides a stable color adjustment in
consecutive frames but, as known from related algorithms like SLAM, there is
a drift caused by error accumulation over time. This can be observed when
closing the loop of 360°. We observed increasing errors in scenes where the
camera gets over-saturated by bright light sources or under-saturated in very
dark areas causing noisy images. Another issue we identiﬁed is vignetting, a
radial reduction of brightness in the input. Our compensation is not able to
deal with these non-local eﬀects.
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Table 7.2: Performance of the Rendering Phase
Timings are measured in ms for the Toy Car in Office scene. All three
quality settings are shown in Figure 7.1. The med quality setting is also used
in the video of Appendix A.3.
Platform Tango Tango Tango PC PC PC
Technique EM EM DIT DIT VCT DIT
Quality Settings low med med med med high
Computation Step Time in ms
Get Color Image 5.8 7.2 6.2 – – –
Update ct 7.2 10.3 7.8 1.1 1.1 1.2
Apply ct 3.0 2.5 2.7 0.1 0.1 0.1
G-Buﬀer Splatting 34.7 30.5 30.5 8.1 8.1 8.3
G-Buﬀer Push-Pull 2.6 1.8 1.8 0.4 0.4 0.4
Render Virtual Object 18.7 149.6 195.0 5.1 8.6 133.2
Material Estimation 45.7 45.5 45.4 1.1 1.2 18.6
Diﬀerential Background 22.5 32.5 61.7 0.8 2.0 16.9
Apply c−1t 3.0 2.5 2.7 0.1 0.1 0.1
Others (Compose, ...) 4.4 4.5 4.1 0.2 0.4 0.5
Total Frame 147.6 288.5 357.9 16.9 21.9 179.0
Frame Rate [Hz] 6.7 3.4 2.8 59.1 45.6 5.6
However, the strongest discrepancies are due to the Lambertian material
assumption, as real surfaces usually show reﬂections and highlights. As the
eﬀects did not appear in the synthetic experiments, we can assume that there
is no systematic error even though we are not able to provide a real-world
ground truth comparison.
7.6.2 G-Buﬀer Generation
Splatting the entire point cloud every frame is one of the bottlenecks that is
not addressed so far. Besides the computation time (see Tables 7.1 and 7.2),
there are also qualitative issues. Splatting densely sampled areas can lead
to z-ﬁghting, which is acceptable for colors, but results in temporal incoher-
ence in the depth and normal channels. Applying bilateral Gaussian ﬁlters or
down-sampling solved the problem in our experiments. We use 320× 180 as
G-Buﬀer resolution in all experiments. Sparsely sampled areas, e.g., because
of glossy surfaces, are smoothly ﬁlled by the push-pull steps. Large gaps how-
ever, especially at the viewport boundaries can lead to serious artifacts. Even
in moderate cases the surface is bumpy. Figure 7.1(center) shows bright spots
close to the papers that are not shadowed. This is an important point for fur-
ther research. Note, that the proposed normal estimation could also improve
the G-Buﬀer but at a high cost.
7.6.3 Scene Representation
Splatting the point cloud into a distance impostor follows the generation of
the G-Buﬀer. The timings are similar and scale linearly with the number
of pixels. However, DIs are only updated when the virtual object is moved
and computations can be distributed over multiple frames. Hence, temporal
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coherence can only become a problem, if the object is moved. If not mentioned
otherwise, we use a resolution of 6× 2562 for DI or (scene) voxel volumes of
size 2563.
7.6.4 Rendering of the Virtual Object
For performance evaluation, we refer to Table 7.2. The scene with the Toy
Car, visible in the video and Figure 7.1, is rendered using diﬀerent quality
settings. Low in Figure 7.1(left) andmed in Figure 7.1(right) use 16 samples for
material estimation, diﬀerential rendering (with cache size 8) and rendering
of the virtual object. In high settings of Figure 7.1(center), the sample counts
are increased to 64 for material estimation as well as diﬀerential rendering
(with cache size 32) and to 128 for rendering the virtual object. The Toy
(a) Comparison of EM, DIT and VCT (b) Ground Truth
Figure 7.10: Illumination Variants for the Virtual Object
The rows of (a) contain results without and with self-occlusion tests for the
diﬀerent techniques: Environment Mapping (top), Impostor Tracing (mid-
dle) and Voxel Cone Tracing (bottom). The ground truth solution (b) for
comparison is created using an oﬄine path tracer.
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Table 7.3: Environment Query Timings
Accumulated time in ms for rendering the virtual object, material estimation,
and computing the diﬀerential background (with cache size 32) on PC (also
see Figure 7.10).
Sample Count N 16 32 64
Computation Step Time in ms
EM (no visibility test) 0.27 0.48 0.99
EM 9.88 20.49 42.12
DIT (no visibility test) 3.57 6.91 13.82
DIT 12.81 25.81 51.86
VCT (no visibility test) 6.43 12.14 27.01
VCT 18.97 37.72 79.24
Car consists of 230k triangles and is voxelized into a volume of size 323 for
low and med but 128× 96× 96 for high. The low-quality setting additionally
omits self-shadow tests. With med settings, we are checking for visibility only
and for high we trace a secondary bounce. Compared to visibility test only, the
secondary bounce takes approximately twice as long for rendering the virtual
object. Note, that for the material estimation DIT is also used in EM cases,
as EM cannot be applied here. All measured timings are reasonable but show
that the mobile device is barely able to reach interactive frame rates even with
low quality settings.
Figure 7.10 shows the Buddha model in a synthetic test scene, which is
used for qualitative comparison of the alternative techniques. We evaluate a
diﬀuse material as they reﬂect light from all directions and tend to show more
noise in the sampling. The results show, that self-shadows appear signiﬁcantly
more plausible in all three approaches, but also increase timings notably (see
Table 7.3). Secondly, the simple EM technique, which assumes distant light,
illuminates the object uniformly from top to bottom. In both other techniques,
the origin of the ray or cone is considered, which leads to a more correct
variation in brightness. Table 7.3 contains the timings for diﬀerent settings,
where gray cells correspond to the images in Figure 7.10.
7.6.5 Material Estimation
We assumed a Lambertian environment, which allows to integrate the incident
light over the upper hemisphere of the surface. Since this assumption is not
valid in real world scenarios we are not able to achieve perfect results. Another
problem is caused by an incomplete acquisition of the environment. Windows
or bright sources of light cannot be measured by the Tango device. Therefore,
we added a workaround to add guessed environment samples. Triggered by a
manual action of the user (see the accompanying video in Appendix A.3), the
current camera image is projected along the view direction and samples are
created at the distance, estimated by the hole-ﬁlled depth buﬀer. These sam-
ples are excluded from the compensation estimation but are used for rendering
and material estimation. Since these samples are often created in saturated
areas of the camera image, the real – often much brighter – radiance is under-
estimated. Hence, the material coeﬃcients will be overestimated and shadows
computed by diﬀerential rendering appear diﬀerent.
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Figure 7.11 shows the entire pipeline, including the estimated material pa-
rameters as well as the resulting diﬀerence image. Besides the color shift on
the right side of the image, the material still contains some shadows but re-
moved the shading to a large extent. Ideally, the material image does not show
any lighting or shading and rather look like textured by albedo maps.
7.6.6 Diﬀerential Background Rendering
To evaluate the relighting of the background, we measured diﬀerent timings
with varying parameters in the synthetic scene (see Table 7.4 and Figure 7.12).
The images show an equal time comparison of EM, DIT and VCT. The reso-
lution for the diﬀerential image is reduced by a factor 2 to 640× 360. One
bounce of indirect light is computed in case the virtual object was hit.
Obviously, none of the techniques can reproduce the reference solution. VCT
and DIT at least provide contact shadows, whereas EM yields a uniform direc-
(a) Camera Input (b) Reference Color Space
(c) Reﬂectance Coeﬃcients (d) Diﬀerential Image (absolute values)
(e) Augmented Image in Reference Space (f) Augmented Image
Figure 7.11: Compensated Diﬀerential Rendering
The camera captures input images in an unknown input color space (a).
These images are transformed in HDR reference space (b) and serve as input
for the estimation of the reﬂectance (c), which can contain errors because
of saturation in the input image. The diﬀerential image (d), containing the
inﬂuence of the virtual object (absolute value), is applied to the augmented
image in HDR reference space (e). Eventually, the result is transformed back
into the unknown input color space (f) Model courtesy of VanQuangHo.
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Table 7.4: Computing Virtual Inﬂuence
Timings in ms for diﬀerent number of samples and cache sizes to estimate
the diﬀerential rendering integral, using EM, DIT and VCT on PC (also see
Figure 7.12).
Sample Count N 8 16 32 64 128
Computation Step Time in ms
EM (Cache 8) 2.15 2.62 3.33 3.85 4.46
EM (Cache 16) 2.16 3.10 4.90 6.44 7.36
EM (Cache 32) 2.19 3.11 5.88 9.51 12.48
DIT (Cache 8) 2.25 3.27 4.16 4.67 5.51
DIT (Cache 16) 2.74 3.86 6.05 7.87 9.86
DIT (Cache 32) 2.76 3.85 7.14 11.56 15.50
VCT (Cache 8) 8.37 3.98 5.10 5.73 6.49
VCT (Cache 16) 8.34 4.71 7.56 9.92 11.10
VCT (Cache 32) 8.45 4.71 8.77 14.57 19.23
tional shadow because of the distant light assumption. Even though this is
incorrect, the resulting shadow is smooth and can be used as a fast approxi-
mation. Increasing the number of cones and reducing their radius, generally
improves the visual appearance.
Because of the diﬀuse assumption and the low number of cones, the proba-
bility to hit a light source is low and the cone radius must be large to properly
sample the entire hemisphere. Hence, we are not able to reproduce high fre-
quency shadow details. Compared to the ground truth, the direction and the
coarse shape are correct though. In other rendering engines, VCT is used for
indirect light only. Therefore, ﬁve to eight samples are often considered as suf-
ﬁcient. We also handle the direct illumination. In the future, hybrid solutions
with extracted light sources can be desirable. However, extracting them from
the point cloud is not straightforward.
Table 7.4 also shows the impact of the presented caching approach, that
allows to select sample directions, not only based on the BRDF but also on the
direction of the virtual object (see Section 7.5). The measurements conﬁrm
an increase of the utilization and thereby a reduction of cost per sample. The
costs increase as long as the cache contains less than |Ha| samples (see Equa-
tion (7.9)). Afterwards, the costs per sample equal the cost of the box test. For
temporal coherence, we refer to the accompanying video (see Appendix A.3),
showing the moving Buddha and DIT with N = 64 and a cache size of 32.
Interreﬂections between the real world and inserted virtual objects are an-
other important feature of coherent AR rendering. By computing a secondary
bounce with any of the three techniques, we are able to produce color-bleeding,
e.g., on the wall in Figure 7.10.
7.6.7 Composition
For visual results and an impression of the visual behavior we again refer the
reader to the supplemental material (Appendix A.3). During the acquisition
of the environment the colors are matched frame by frame. In the sequence
containing the Toy Car, a visually plausible, automatic adaptation to the
camera exposure can be observed. An image of that sequence is also shown in
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(a) Environment Mapping (EM) (b) Voxel Cone Tracing (VCT)
(c) Distance Impostor Tracing (DIT) (d) Ground Truth
Figure 7.12: Diﬀerential Shadows
Shadow quality achieved within 10ms of diﬀerential background computa-
tion: EM (a), VCT (b), DIT (c), and the ground truth (d) computed using an
oﬄine path tracer.
Figure 7.1(bottom right). Figure 7.9 shows that the approach is also robust
against diﬀerent color transformations on the input. Therefore, our compen-
sation is of great use in many AR scenarios.
However, if the input is already saturated, problems will occur. In this case
the transformation leads to undeﬁned colors in the corrected image, but the
material estimation relies on them. Figure 7.11 shows the eﬀect on the resulting
reﬂectance coeﬃcients. Since the resulting values are stored in HDR, this is
not visible to the user, as long as these areas do not receive virtual shadow.
Timings for updating ct can vary strongly (see Table 7.1 and 7.2). This is
because the timing contains a read-back from the GPU to disable acquisition
in case of failures (shared code for rendering phase). Setting up and solving
the system on the GPU itself requires about 2.6ms on the Tango and only
depends on the G-Buﬀer resolution.
7.7 discussion
To be able to demonstrate a coherent AR rendering starting from the acquisi-
tion using a single mobile device, we need to make a set of assumptions that
are not necessarily true in real-world scenarios.
The compensation estimation relies on a linear model to map input images
into a given reference color space. In our experiments, this approach was
suﬃciently robust, even in diﬃcult situations, e.g., when turning the camera
directly to the light. However, for other devices or diﬀerent applications, a
linear compensation might not be adequate, e.g., if the transformation is not
constant over the entire image. Further, we are limited by the dynamic range of
the Tango. When pointed to a bright light source, the exposure is reduced to
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Figure 7.13: Another Result with High Quality Settings
The Cafe Racer model with mirroring chrome elements that reﬂect the
environment.
not over-saturate. When this turns the rest of the image too dark or even black,
the matching must fail. Recently, Eilertsen et al. presented a CNN-based
approach to recover HDR information from saturated LDR images [Eil+17].
Even though, this network can only guess the radiance of light sources, such
an approach can be used as fall-back to deliver at least approximations, when
other methods fail. In any case, this technique can be applied to our approach
during the material estimation, which also suﬀers from over-saturated input
(see Section 7.4.6). Here, even guessed HDR values, can only improve the
resulting estimated coeﬃcients.
The most restrictive assumption is the Lambertian environment BRDF. This
aﬀects the acquisition process, where the captured environment is used as in-
put to the color estimation in consecutive steps. Reﬂections on non-diﬀuse
surfaces introduce errors, that cannot be handled by the system at the mo-
ment. Also, the material estimation required for diﬀerential rendering depends
on this assumption. Including additional information about the direction of
measurement can help to overcome this problem by measuring more complex
material properties. Further, the sampling quality will beneﬁt from smaller
cones due to more focused reﬂections.
Although we are able to remove samples from the point cloud, the envi-
ronment is assumed to be static after completing the acquisition. During the
augmentation, the acquisition pipeline could update the environment model,
but this only works for the small ﬁeld of view of the camera. Changes any-
where else stay unnoticed until seen for the ﬁrst time. By simply turning a
light source on or oﬀ, the entire reconstruction becomes outdated. Measuring
the illumination with additional hardware (see Chapter 5) or inverse rendering
techniques can be used here.
As noticed earlier, the reconstructed surface can be very bumpy. This can be
addressed by taking the previous acquired scene into account, while processing
new samples, e.g., by applying ICP. Up to now, the normal estimation works
directly on new incoming measurements without considering the samples that
have been captured in the past. By also incorporating the information of
previous frames or the already captured surfaces, the geometry reconstruction
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can be improved. A simple temporal ﬁltering can already lead to signiﬁcantly
smoother data in the G-Buﬀer. While accepting an additional processing step,
a surface reconstruction [KH13], will allow for mesh processing operations,
that result in a smoother reconstruction. In this context, mesh simpliﬁcation
can also be applied to improve the performance, while ﬁlling the G-Buﬀer and
the distance impostors.
The presented rendering techniques allows for diﬀerent levels of quality.
However, the tablet used in the experiments achieves barely interactive frame
rates, even with low settings. There is a lot of potential in optimizing the
performance, as we aimed for ﬂexibility instead of polishing a single tech-
nique. However, diﬀerent bottlenecks can be addressed to achieve higher frame
rates. Processing and optimizing the acquired scene, e.g., by reducing samples
in dense regions, creating hierarchical structures, that allow culling and fast
traversal, estimating reﬂectance coeﬃcients oﬄine or creating a low poly mesh.
At this point, only one virtual object can be inserted into the image. Adding
multiple objects with multiple voxel volumes also multiplies the computation
eﬀort. Using a hierarchy of boxes that supports importance sampling is a
challenging task for future research.
We apply several sampling-based techniques for high quality renderings
based on the acquired data. While aiming for interactive augmentations on
mobile devices, we presented a framework that scales with the performance
of the available platform up to high quality renderings, as shown in Fig-
ure 7.1 and 7.13. Note, that progressive rendering to produce high quality
screenshots, e.g., for sharing, is a straight forward extension. Multiple aug-
mented images are computed with diﬀerent random seeds. Averaging the in-
dividual results leads to a progressively reﬁned solution. By also moving the
virtual camera within the range of half a pixel, anti-aliasing is added without
further computation eﬀort. Figure 7.14 shows a comparison of a real-world
photograph to such a progressively reﬁned augmentation, computed in 20 s.
It is possible to use natural environment illumination with diﬀerent devices
involved. As long as the camera pose and the intrinsic camera parameters
are known, images of any other source can be transformed into the reference
color space and back. So, the color compensation is not limited to be used
(a) Progressive Rendering (b) Real-world Photograph
Figure 7.14: Progessive Rendering
Comparison of a progressive rendering (a) and a photograph (b) of a porce-
lain ﬁgurine. The model was acquired using a 3D scanning device and the
reﬂectance was manually speciﬁed. Note, that the photograph was taken on
a day with overcast sky, while the scene reconstruction for rendering was
already made on a sunnier day.
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with depth sensing devices. As an example, the background of Figure 7.1 was
captured with a DSRL camera.
Thinking of a high-quality scan of an area of interest – maybe a historic sight
or a room of a museum – a common smartphone can display augmentations
based on that scan. Therefore, extrinsic camera parameters can be estimated
from visual features and the presented estimation method is used to map the
camera image into the color space of the high-quality scan. After applying the
augmentations, the inverse compensation is used to transform back into the
unknown color space, that was optimized for displaying the real content.
We consider an oﬄine processing like presented by Zhang et al. [ZCC16] an
optional extension to the presented method. Compared to our frame-to-frame
exposure compensation, an oﬄine step can consider all input frames, which
leads to a global solution and coherent compensation with closed loops. Nat-
urally, this improves the quality of the measured radiance for all environment
samples, which also improves the estimated reﬂectance and potentially the




In this thesis, I presented a set of methods embedded in two frameworks for vi-
sual coherent AR rendering. By capturing the real-world light condition of the
local environment and making the acquired information available to real-time
rendering pipelines, the methods lead to an improvement in visual quality for
augmented and mixed reality applications. Mobile devices with their increas-
ing computing capabilities and a variety of available sensors, are currently one
of the most important target platforms for AR. Hence, they were the primary
focus during the development of the presented methods. However, to ensure
the long term relevance of this work, scalability was also one of the major
design criteria. The techniques always oﬀer a trade-oﬀ between performance,
quality and resource consumption. This allows future hardware generations to
apply the same techniques at higher frame rates, lower energy consumption or
increased visual quality. The frameworks were also developed with the claim
to be applicable in a broader context. Individual steps can be computed in
advance and consider pre-computation to avoid complex hardware setups (see
Section 5.7). This adds additional restriction in terms of support for dynamic
environments, but allows to expand the ﬁeld of application signiﬁcantly. An-
other example is the support for individual and specialized devices, used to
acquire the scene information (see Section 7.7). While an all-in-one solution
aims towards day-to-day application scenarios, a separation of acquisition and
presentation can provide higher quality scene reconstructions, used for aug-
mentations on consumer hardware that is already available to the user and
thereby allows a wide ﬁeld of applications today.
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8.1 summary
The goal and the expected advantages of a visually coherent presentation in
AR applications were motivated in Chapter 1. By showing the diﬀerences to
the currently very popular ﬁeld of virtual reality and also to the composition
of virtual and real-world footage in the area of special eﬀects for movie pro-
ductions, this ﬁrst chapter also deﬁnes the term AR in accordance to Azuma
based on three criteria: the combination of real and virtual, interactive in
real-time and registered in 3D [Azu97]. The motivation is continued by sev-
eral example applications for AR in general and for AR with photorealistic,
coherent visuals, while this thesis is highly relevant for various applications
in this last group – including industrial design, architecture, furnishing, edu-
cation, retail, entertainment and cultural heritage. The chapter also includes
a summary of contributions, a list of publications and a brief overview of the
rest of the thesis.
The most important aspect of coherent rendering is a physically-based light
transport simulation. Therefore, Chapter 2 is used to convey the basic foun-
dation of photorealistic rendering, starting with radiometric quantities, and
the concepts of geometric optics, that allow to compute the transport of light
in the scene. This is followed by Kajiya’s rendering equation [Kaj86] and
BSDFs to model the interaction between light and matter. The second part
of this chapter provides an overview on light transport simulation techniques,
that make use of this theoretical framework to eventually create computer
generated images, which in the best case scenario, cannot be distinguished
from photographs. The overview includes classical approaches, that are pri-
marily used to create correct solutions, and real-time rendering techniques,
which approximate the light transport to allow for interactive applications,
for instance in the context of AR.
Chapter 3 forms the second part of the foundation of this thesis, focusing
directly on AR and the requirements of this interdisciplinary ﬁeld. Based on
the book of Schmalstieg and Höllerer [SH16], this chapter covers the
three aspects of visual coherence: geometric registration, photometric regis-
tration and camera simulation. Since AR requires the use of cameras in order
to provide a composition of real and virtual elements and to be able to recon-
struct and to reason about the environment itself, these cameras need to be
calibrated to align with a selected camera model. Therefore, the camera mod-
els used in this thesis, as well as calibration techniques to estimate intrinsic,
extrinsic and radiometric parameters are discussed in a detail that allows to
apply the individual models to the presented AR techniques. The chapter con-
cludes with an overview of diﬀerent types of AR displays, their characteristics
and an assessment of the relevance of this thesis with regard to the diﬀerent
types.
The related work of this dissertation is mainly discussed in Chapter 4. As
a reliable reconstruction of the geometry, materials and lights of the envi-
ronment is the key requirement for coherent rendering, various approaches,
starting with the abstract and idealistic Plenoptic Function, are discussed to
provide an overview of currently available methods to create such a recon-
struction. Based on that, the concept of Diﬀerential Rendering as described
by Fournier et al. andDebevec is introduced as the basic principle to create
augmented images by applying light transport simulations [FGR93, Deb98].
Important or unique interactive approaches, as well as mobile approaches,
presented in recent years, have been selected and described, to provide an
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overview of the related work in interactive coherent AR rendering, and to
classify the own approaches in the context of the current state of the art.
The framework for Distributed Near-Field Illumination is the topic of Chap-
ter 5 and represents the ﬁrst part of the contribution of this dissertation. Mo-
tivated by limited computational capabilities of mobile devices compared to
desktop hardware, and the physical limitations on the area that can be ob-
served using a single device, I suggested a distributed approach, to share the
required computations among participating devices. More precisely, a station-
ary machine equipped with multiple cameras to continuously capture the radi-
ance on real-world surfaces is used to acquire the dynamic environment. The
gathered information is processed to extract parameters for the lightweight il-
lumination model, that are then transferred to one or multiple mobile devices
for interactive AR rendering. Therefore, the environment light is split into
two parts: First, a set of global area light sources, which represent the high-
frequency direct and strong indirect illumination. These sources cast shadows
from real onto virtual objects and vice versa. And second, the remaining low-
frequency illumination, which is compressed into SH basis for each virtual
object and PRT-based illumination. Both parts can be evaluated on the mo-
bile devices and provide a consistent appearance of virtual objects – including
color bleeding from real to virtual surfaces – at interactive speed and without
delays in a possible streaming-based solution. Since all illumination parame-
ters are broadcasted via WiFi, there is no overhead for additional clients that
display individual views into the augmented scene. Furthermore, the number
of extracted direct light sources controls the visual quality, which is particu-
larly noticeable in the area of shadow edges, as soft shadows are created by
overlapping hard shadows.
Chapter 6 deals with the culling of light sources. The key aspect for op-
timizing the performance of the system, is reducing the number of sources,
that have to be considered during the computation of the diﬀerential illumi-
nation. This, in turn, improves visual quality without introducing bias while
achieving the same or even higher frame rates. To realize this culling strategy,
a data structure was introduced, that allows to explicitly store the relevant
light sources in 3D spatial data structure. Applying the proposed strategy
achieved a performance gain of factor 2.2 and encouraged the use of the more
recently proposed Tiled Forward Rendering [OA11], which in turn supports al-
pha blending used for transparent objects and multisampling for anti-aliasing.
The proposed culling can also be applied to other point light based AR tech-
niques like Diﬀerential Instant Radiosity [Kel97]. In the context of VR and
interactive videos, the same strategy can be applied to render interactive con-
tent into virtual scenes with baked lighting and real-world video footage for
instance.
The Natural Environment Illumination framework is the focus of Chap-
ter 7. It addresses the problem of coherent illumination of virtual objects in
the local real-world environment for more practical day-to-day application
scenarios, without a complex hardware setup. The estimation of a linear color
compensation that models the unknown color transformations, applied by
mobile cameras and their drivers, is the foundation of this second framework.
It allows to fuse LDR input images, given in an unknown color space, into
HDR radiance images in a reference color space that is used for the entire
augmentation pipeline. In combination with the depth sensing capabilities
of the used mobile device, a spatial light-based scene representation can be
recorded, which stores 3D position, ﬁtted surface normals and visible radiance
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in point cloud structure. This HDR point cloud is then transformed into spe-
cialized data structures that allow for real-time Monte Carlo rendering based
on either Environment Mapping, Impostor Tracing or Voxel Cone Tracing. All
three strategies have been applied to the estimation of the real-world diﬀuse
reﬂectance, to illuminate the virtual objects and to compute the diﬀerential
inﬂuence of the virtual objects on real surfaces – in each case using Monte
Carlo sampling. This work successfully showed that the concept, which is com-
mon practice in oﬄine rendering, can be applied to interactive AR – not least
because of an improved sampling scheme. The number of samples used in the
individual steps, provides a natural trade-oﬀ between performance and qual-
ity. The chosen data structure that is used to represent the environment is
another degree of freedom in that trade-oﬀ. However, since classical environ-
ment maps assume distance light and thereby introduce noticeable artifacts
in the near-ﬁeld illumination and due to the memory consumption associated
with VCT, distance impostors are the recommended default choice. Neverthe-
less, the system can be used for interactive AR on mobile devices and scales
up to progressive oﬄine rendering to produce high quality augmentations in
an oﬄine rendering context. Inverting the previously estimated color trans-
formation and applying it to the augmented image results in a reasonable
tone mapping. Most importantly, it yields a seamless blend of virtual and real
objects that adapt to the camera parameters, automatically chosen by the
driver to deliver pleasant pictures without requiring the user to have solid
understanding of photography. Using specialized hardware for the acquisition
and consumer hardware for the presentation phase, further expands the range
of possible applications of this approach.
8.2 future work
This dissertation showed that coherent interactive AR rendering is possible
and able to deliver convincing results, even on mobile hardware. A number
of approaches is contributed to the set of tools for coherent rendering in aug-
mented, mixed and even virtual reality. Nevertheless, real-time AR is still a
ﬁeld of largely unexplored areas [Fra15]. Thus, there are many possible paths
to follow in the future. Potential extensions of the individual approaches have
been discussed at the end of the Chapters 5 to 7, but there are new ques-
tions and ideas that arise when considering the combination of the presented
methods. Finally, there are more general issues that need to be addressed in
future research. The following paragraphs may provide starting points for that
discussion:
combined approaches One of the particular properties of the dis-
tributed illumination approach is the support of dynamic real-world geom-
etry and lighting, as multiple cameras are able to recognize changes in the
environment that are not visible to the client device. The reconstruction, cre-
ated by the natural environment illumination technique on the other hand, is
ﬁxed when entering the presentation phase – assuming both phases are not
running in parallel, which is possible in straightforward manner given the re-
quired computational power. Combinations of both techniques can be realized
by rendering distance impostors on the stationary machine and transferring
incremental changes to the clients, e.g., by using a four channel, 360°, HDR
video stream. A Monto Carlo-based rendering can then be used for rendering.
The latency caused by streaming will in this case only aﬀect the lighting and
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not interactive manipulations by the user. Another possible combination of
the techniques would be to apply the server pipeline of the distributed ap-
proach as a post-process after the acquisition phase in the second framework,
maybe even in the context of specialized hardware. This allows to apply the
forward rendering, presented in Chapter 6, based on the acquired point cloud
data. Replacing the manual geometry and material reconstruction required in
the ﬁrst framework with the point cloud approach of the second one will also
expand the applicability of the distributed system. Finally, the color compen-
sation can be used during the rendering in the distributed framework but also
in various other existing and future methods.
camera simulation While the presented color compensation technique
ﬁts captured data to certain global models, e.g., linear transformations, to
anticipate unknown color adjustments, a solution is provided only for one part
of the problem. We also need to deal with local eﬀects like vignetting or other
global phenomena, such as blurriness, noise or chromatic aberrations. The
latter and also lens distortions, Bayer masking and color space compression
have been discussed and addressed before by Klein and Murray [KM08].
Depending on the rendering technique, eﬀects like motion blur and depth of
ﬁeld are not straightforward to realize or require a serious additional eﬀort.
Analyzing and reproducing the behavior of an individual camera in motion
and depth of ﬁeld rendering for AR have also been discussed in the literature
already [OKY06, KK12b]. However, especially when considering optical see-
through devices, these topics will be of particular interest again. Creating
standardized approaches to deal with these camera eﬀects will be necessary
to achieve the far goal of instant coherent AR at any place.
display devices As discussed in Section 3.5.3, this work focused on
video see-through devices, for which standard image processing techniques
can be applied to all components of the augmented images, including the
background camera stream. For optical see-though and spatial AR, there are
additional challenges, since it is hard to selectively block light for OSTs and it
is not possible to subtract light from the real scene using a projector system.
Additionally, view-dependent aspects of the illumination can become problem-
atic in case of multi-user SAR. Similar to the VR case, there are opportunities
to exploit redundancies in stereo rendering for binocular head-mounted de-
vices.
global illumination Many approaches of none-AR real-time render-
ing, especially the ones developed for games, can be adapted for the use in
augmented reality. In contrast to games, where a precise model of the envi-
ronment is given, we need to deal with dynamic real-world surroundings. It is
not obvious if real objects are static structures, if they can be moved in rigid
manner or if they allow free deformations. Lights, that have been switched
oﬀ, may not be recognized as a possible source of light or maybe they have
not been visible at all due to occlusions. In games, a deep knowledge about
the scene allows for optimization and pre-computations in order to maximize
performance and quality, whereas in AR we need to be able to respond to
unpredictable changes in the environment and their global impact on the aug-
mented scene. Therefore, we cannot directly apply any real-time technique
to AR rendering. However, many of these techniques have been successfully
ported, e.g., Instant Radiosity [Kne+10], Voxel Cone Tracing [Fra14a] or the
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tiled rendering in our distributed illumination framework. Other techniques
such as Micro Rendering [Rit+09, Hol+11] could be interesting to investigate,
for instance with the acquired HDR point clouds (see Chapter 7) used as input.
material reconstruction The developed techniques and most of
the approaches discussed in Chapter 4 assume that real-world surfaces show a
Lambertian reﬂectance behavior. This allows to measure a view-independent
surface radiance from one observation and the estimation of the reﬂectance
coeﬃcients at that surface element by evaluating one integral over the up-
ward hemisphere. Unfortunately, this rather easy to handle model is techni-
cally not valid for any real-world surface. While most materials, especially the
man-made, are glossy or specular, even extremely rough and diﬀuse looking
materials show view-dependent reﬂections when observed from grazing angles.
To acquire such a reﬂectance behavior requires observations from many direc-
tions and knowledge about the light condition. A possible step towards online
material reconstruction for non-diﬀuse surfaces could involve the collection of
statistics for diﬀerent viewing angles for each of the observed surface points
or clusters that represent material groups. The same applies to the process of
capturing a goniometric diagram, i.e., the intensity distribution of a complex
light source. However, to deduce parameters of more complex BSDFs, knowl-
edge about the intensity of the reﬂected light is required, which in turn can also
be highly view-dependent. When considering translucent real-world surfaces
the problem becomes even more challenging, which oﬀers many opportunities
for future research. While it is possible to measure or estimate the material
parameters of single objects today, we are far from adequately capturing the
parameters for all surfaces in the environment of a typically AR scenario.
The research projects, that are summarized in this thesis, resulted in novel
approaches, that enrich the mobile platform by a set of new tools for coherent
AR rendering. However, there are many unanswered questions or unresolved
issues and thereby various opportunities for future development and research
to ultimately fulﬁll the vision of seamless and coherent interactive AR for use




The accompanying DVD contains the supplemental material of the correspond-
ing publications. The supplemental material may also be accessed using the
additionally provided URLs.
a.1 distributed near-field illumination
description
Visual results of the technique presented in Chapter 5 in diﬀerent settings
including animated virtual objects, interactive manipulations by the user and
results under spatially varying illumination and in the context of moving
real-world objects. The material also contains simple description on how the





a.2 tiled frustum culling for differential rendering
description
The video sequences show visual results of the technique presented in Chap-
ter 6 and diﬀerent scenarios, including interactive manipulations by the user.
Additionally, the animation used for evaluating the presented culling tech-




a.3 natural environment illumination
description
A sequence that shows the entire acquisition of an oﬃce and the results of an-
other scan in a living room. Both are used for rendering several images visible
in Chapter 7. The material also contains several other videos of interactive
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